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Abstra t

Dynami ally Dis overing Likely Program Invariants
by Mi hael D. Ernst

Chairperson of the Supervisory Committee:
Professor David Notkin
Computer S ien e and Engineering
This dissertation introdu es dynami dete tion of program invariants, presents te hniques
for dete ting su h invariants from tra es, assesses the te hniques' eÆ a y, and points the
way for future resear h.
Invariants are valuable in many aspe ts of program development, in luding design, oding, veri ation, testing, optimization, and maintenan e. They also enhan e programmers'
understanding of data stru tures, algorithms, and program operation. Unfortunately, expli it invariants are usually absent from programs, depriving programmers and automated
tools of their bene ts.
This dissertation shows how invariants an be dynami ally dete ted from program tra es
that apture variable values at program points of interest. The user runs the target program
over a test suite to reate the tra es, and an invariant dete tor determines whi h properties
and relationships hold over both expli it variables and other expressions. Properties that
hold over the tra es and also satisfy other tests, su h as being statisti ally justi ed, not
being over unrelated variables, and not being implied by other reported invariants, are
reported as likely invariants. Like other dynami te hniques su h as testing, the quality of
the output depends in part on the omprehensiveness of the test suite. If the test suite is
inadequate, then the output indi ates how, permitting its improvement. Dynami analysis
omplements stati te hniques, whi h an be made sound but for whi h ertain program
onstru ts remain beyond the state of the art.
Experiments demonstrate a number of positive qualities of dynami invariant dete tion
and of a prototype implementation, Daikon. Invariant dete tion is a urate | it redis overs
formal spe i ations | and useful | it assists programmers in programming tasks. It runs
qui kly and produ es output of modest size. Test suites found in pra ti e tend to be
adequate for dynami invariant dete tion.
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Chapter 1
Introdu tion
A program invariant is a property that is true at a parti ular program point or points,
su h as might be found in an assert statement, a formal spe i ation, or a representation invariant. Examples in lude y = 4  x + 3; x > abs(y); array a ontains no dupli ates;
n = n: hild:parent (for all nodes n); size(keys) = size( ontents); and graph g is a y li .
Invariants expli ate data stru tures and algorithms and are helpful for programming
tasks from design to maintenan e. As one example, they identify program properties that
must be preserved when modifying ode. Despite their advantages, invariants are usually
missing from programs. An alternative to expe ting programmers to fully annotate ode
with invariants is to automati ally infer likely invariants from the program itself. This
resear h fo uses on dynami te hniques for dis overing invariants from exe ution tra es. A
dynami dete tor of program invariants examines variable values aptured during exe ution
over a test suite and reports properties and relationships that hold over those values.
This hapter dis usses how to obtain invariants (Se tion 1.1), introdu es dynami invariant dete tion (Se tion 1.2), dis usses two issues having to do with the use of a dynami
te hnique (test suites in Se tion 1.3 and usage properties in Se tion 1.4), lists some uses for
invariants (Se tion 1.5), lists the ontributions of the dissertation (Se tion 1.6), and gives a
roadmap to the remainder of the do ument (Se tion 1.7).

1.1 Ways to obtain invariants
I ontend that most programmers have invariants in mind, ons iously or un ons iously,
when they write or otherwise manipulate programs: they have an idea of how the system
works or is intended to work, how the data stru tures are laid out and related to one another,
and the like. Regrettably, these notions are rarely written down, and so most programs are
ompletely la king in formal or informal invariants and other do umentation.
An alternative to expe ting programmers to annotate ode with invariants is to automati ally infer invariants. Invariant dete tion re overs a hidden part of the design spa e:
the invariants that the programmer had in mind. This an be done either stati ally or
dynami ally.
Stati analysis examines the program text and reasons over the possible exe utions
and runtime states. The most ommon stati analysis is data ow analysis, with abstra t
interpretation as its theoreti al underpinning. The results of a onservative, sound analysis
are guaranteed to be true for all possible exe utions; it is most appropriate when orre tness
is ru ial, as for ompilers and some other systems whose onsumer is not a human.

2

Original
program

Instrumented
program
Data trace
database

Instrument

Run

Invariants

Detect
invariants

Test suite

Figure 1.1: Ar hite ture of the Daikon tool for dynami dete tion of program invariants.
Stati analysis has a number of limitations. It annot report true but unde idable
properties or properties of the program ontext. Stati analysis of programs using language
features su h as pointers remains beyond the state of the art be ause the diÆ ulty of
representing the heap for es pre ision-losing approximations and produ es weak results.
Dynami analysis, whi h runs the program, examines the exe utions, and reports properties
over those exe utions, does not su er these drawba ks and so omplements stati analysis.

1.2 Dynami invariant dete tion
This resear h fo uses on the dynami dis overy of invariants: the te hnique is to exe ute
a program on a olle tion of inputs and infer invariants from aptured variable tra es.
Figure 1.1 shows the high-level ar hite ture of the Daikon invariant dete tor, whi h is named
after an Asian radish.
Dynami invariant dete tion dis overs likely invariants from program exe utions by instrumenting the target program to tra e ertain variables, running the instrumented program over a test suite, and inferring invariants over both the instrumented variables and
derived variables not manifest in the program.
All of the steps are fully automati (ex ept sele ting a test suite). The urrently-existing
instrumenters are sour e-to-sour e translators for C, Java, and Lisp; we use the terms
\instrumenter" and \front end" inter hangeably.
The inferen e step tests possible invariants against the values aptured from the instrumented variables. Properties that are satis ed over all the values, and that also satisfy other
tests, su h as being statisti ally justi ed, not being over unrelated variables, and not being
implied by other reported invariants, are reported as likely invariants.

1.3 Running the program
Dynami analysis requires exe uting the target program. A test suite's bene ts outweigh
its osts even in the absen e of dynami invariant dete tion, for it enables other dynami
te hniques su h as (regression) testing. Indeed, a program la king a test suite (or that
annot be run or never has) is likely to have many problems that should be addressed using
standard te hniques before invariants are dete ted over it.
As with other dynami approa hes su h as testing and pro ling, the a ura y of the
inferred invariants depends in part on the quality and omprehensiveness of the test ases.
Additional test ases might provide new data from whi h more a urate invariants an be
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inferred. The inferred invariants an also validate the test suite by revealing properties
true when exe uting it. Thus, users know whether a test suite is adequate and, if not, are
dire tly informed how to improve it.
In pra ti e, standard test suites have performed adequately, and dete ted invariants
are relatively insensitive to the parti ular test suite, so long as it is large enough (see
Chapter 6). However, we are not yet sure of the pre ise properties that make a test suite
good for invariant dete tion. These are not ne essarily the same as make a test suite good
for dete ting bugs. A test suite that strives for eÆ ien y by exe uting ea h statement a
minimal number of times would be bad for invariant dete tion, whi h requires multiple
exe utions as a basis for generalization so that there is statisti al support for the inferen es.
Like any dynami analysis, dynami invariant dete tion annot guarantee the ompleteness or soundness of its results. It is not omplete be ause there are in nitely many potential
invariants that ould be reported. However, it is omplete for the set of invariants it he ks;
Daikon's grammar is given in Se tion 3.2 and extended later in the dissertation, most notably in Se tion 4.3. It is not sound be ause the test suite may not fully hara terize all
exe utions: a property that held for the rst 10,000 exe utions does not ne essarily hold on
the next one. However, the te hnique is sound over the training data (all the data presented
to it).
Although dynami invariant dete tion is not omplete or sound, it is useful, whi h is
a onsiderably more important property. (This hara terization ts other tools, su h as
testing, Purify [HJ92℄, ESC [DLNS98℄, PRE x [PRE99℄, and many more.) Additionally,
it is omplementary to other te hniques; it an shore up the weaknesses of stati analysis
while stati analysis overs for its de ien ies.

1.4 Fun tional invariants and usage properties
Be ause the results of dynami invariant dete tion depend on the parti ular test suite, not
all reported invariants will be true for every possible exe ution of the program. The Daikon
output an be generally lassi ed into fun tional invariants and usage properties.
A fun tional invariant depends only on the ode for a parti ular data stru ture or fun tion, and the invariant is universally true for any use of that entity. Usage properties, on the
other hand, result from spe i usage of a data stru ture or fun tion; they depend on the
ontext of use and the test suite. Be ause it operates on tra es, Daikon annot distinguish
between these lasses, whi h are intermingled in its output. (The heuristi s of Chapter 4,
and notably the statisti al he ks of Se tion 4.5, an help to separate them, as an varying
the test suite.)
People annot ne essarily dis riminate between the two, either. The distin tion between
fun tional invariants and usage properties is lear only at a system's entry and exit | for a
standalone Java or C program, at the beginning and end of the main routine. At other points
in the program, the di eren es are less lear. For instan e, a pre ondition stating that a
pro edure's arguments are valid an be viewed as a fun tional invariant of the pro edure
or as a usage property of the allers, whi h take are not to supply illegal values. (In the
formal spe i ation literature, a pre ondition, if met, guarantees that the post ondition
will be true upon exit. All pre onditions and post onditions reported by Daikon satisfy this
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riterion, though Daikon's pre onditions will not in general be weakest pre onditions.)
Usage properties are useful in expli ating program operation or the limited ontexts in
whi h a fun tion is alled or a data stru ture is used. Be ause the distin tion between
fun tional invariants and usage properties is irrelevant to working programmers, we will
hen eforth set aside the goal of dete ting only the former.

1.5 Uses for invariants
Invariants are useful, to humans and to tools, in all aspe ts of programming, in luding
design, oding, testing, optimization, and maintenan e. This se tion lists some uses of
invariants, to motivate why programmers are about them and why extra ting them from
programs is a worthwhile goal.

Write better programs. A number of authors have noted that better programs result

when invariants are used in their design [Gri81, LG86℄. Invariants pre isely formalize the ontra t of a pie e of ode, larifying its intended operation and indi ating
when it is omplete. Thinking about ode formally an result in more dis iplined
design and implementation, but even informal use of invariants an help programmers [HHJ+ 87b, HHJ+ 87a℄. Other authors suggest making invariants an essential
part of implementation, re ning a spe i ation into a program [CM88, BG93, FM97℄.
Although these uses are valuable, this dissertation fo uses on uses of invariants in
already- onstru ted programs.

Do ument ode. Invariants hara terize ertain aspe ts of program exe ution and provide

valuable do umentation of a program's operation, algorithms, and data stru tures.
As su h, they assist program understanding, some level of whi h is a prerequisite to
every program manipulation. Do umentation that is automati ally extra ted from
the program is guaranteed to be up-to-date, unlike human-written information that
may not be updated when the ode is.

Re ne do umentation. Automati ally inferred invariants are useful even for ode that

is already do umented with omments, assert statements, or spe i ations. The
inferred invariants an he k or re ne programmer-supplied invariants; program selfhe ks are often out-of-date, ine e tive, or in orre t [LCKS90℄. Furthermore, human
ross- he ks are weak be ause di erent people tend to make the same mistakes [KL86℄.

Che k assumptions. Invariants an be inserted into a program as assert statements for

further testing or to ensure that dete ted invariants are not later violated as ode
evolves. Program types are another su h assumption that an be he ked at ompile
time, at run time, or both.

Avoid bugs. Invariants an prote t a programmer from making hanges that inadvertently
violate assumptions upon whi h the program's orre t behavior depends. The near
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absen e of expli it invariants in existing programs makes it all too easy for programmers to introdu e errors while making hanges. An invariant that is established at
one point is likely to be depended upon elsewhere, but if the original invariant is not
do umented, mu h less the dependen e, then it is easy for a programmer to violate
it, introdu ing a bug in a distant part of the program. Program maintenan e introdu es errors [OC89, GKMS00℄, and ane dotally, many of these are due to violating
invariants.
Helping programmers avoid introdu ing bugs was the original motivation for dynami
invariant dete tion. This a tivity is as valuable as dete ting bugs (even if harder to
quantify and less glamorous), be ause preventing a problem is easier and heaper than
setting it right later on.
Either stati ally or dynami ally spe i ed invariants serve for the uses listed above (exept the rst one, use in program design). For the remaining uses, dynami ally dete ted
invariants an be even more useful than stati ones.

Form a spe trum. A program spe trum [AFMS96, RBDL97, HRWY98℄ is any measur-

able property of a program or its exe ution. Examples in lude the set of lines (or
paths) exe uted by a program, the size of the output, runtime, or stati properties
su h as y lomati omplexity [M C76℄ of the sour e. Informally, a spe trum an be
thought of as a summary or a hash ode; di eren es between program spe tra an
indi ate or hara terize di eren es between programs, inputs, or exe utions. Dynamially dete ted invariants also form a program spe trum, hanges to whi h an indi ate
properties of a hanged program or input and be used just as other spe tra are.

Lo ate unusual onditions. Unusual or ex eptional onditions may indi ate bugs or speial ases that should be brought to a programmer's attention. A nearly-true invariant
ould indi ate a situation requiring spe ial are or an input anomaly.

Validate test suites. Dynami ally dete ted invariants an reveal as mu h about a test

suite as about the program itself, be ause the properties re e t the program's exe ution over the test suite. An invariant might reveal that the program manipulates only
small values, or only positive ones, or that some variables are always in a parti ular
relationship to one another. These properties may indi ate insuÆ ient overage of
program values (and states) and inadequate exer ising of program behavior, even if
the suite overs every line or path of the program. These invariants an assist in test
ase generation in one of two di erent ways. New tests an intentionally violate invariants [TCMM98℄, improving the suite by broadening its value overage (similar to but
broader than operator overage [CR99℄, whi h requires that two variables must have
di erent values). Alternately, new tests an respe t invariants over program runs, so
that the test suite hara terizes the a tual, orre t usage of the program or omponent
in pra ti e.
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Optimize ommon ases. Pro le-dire ted ompilers optimize programs using information gathered on previous runs. If a parti ular value or ondition is ommon, heap
to test, and permits useful spe ialization when it holds, then a ompiler an (among
other te hniques) insert he ks and bran h to a spe ialized version of the ode that
assumes the ondition. As one example, variable aliasing is a pointer equality test at
runtime, and the spe ialized versions of a routine for the aliased and not-aliased ase
an both be more eÆ ient than the general ase.

The low-level exe ution information used in pro le-dire ted ompilation (usually just
the most ommon values for single variables) an be augmented with higher-level
invariants to enable better optimization for the ommon ase. Invariants that refer
to program stru tures rather than memory lo ations or registers ould permit entire
data stru ture operations to be avoided or optimized.

Bootstrap proofs. Theorem-proving, data ow analysis, model- he king, and other auto-

mated or semi-automated me hanisms an verify the orre tness of a program with
respe t to a spe i ation, on rm safety properties su h as la k of bounds overruns
or null dereferen es, establish termination or response properties, and otherwise inrease on den e in an implementation. However, it an be tedious and error-prone
for people to spe ify the properties to be proved, and urrent systems have trouble
postulating them; some resear hers onsider that task harder than performing the
proof [Weg74, BLS96℄. Dynami ally dete ted program invariants ould be fed into
an automated system, relieving the human of the need to fully hand-annotate their
programs to supply properties for validation | a task that few programmers are either
skilled at or enjoy.

1.6 Hypothesis and ontributions
The thesis of this resear h is that dynami invariant dete tion | dis overing likely program
invariants via a dynami analysis that examines values omputed by a program in order to
nd properties over, and relationships among, them | is an e e tive and eÆ ient te hnique
for dis overing invariants whi h an aid programmers and tools in a variety of tasks.
At the beginning of this resear h, this hypothesis was very mu h in doubt; many resear hers said that it was a foolhardy approa h unlikely to su eed. A few of the potential
hurdles are as follows. It might have been the ase that no dynami te hnique for extra ting
properties from data tra es existed. A dynami te hnique might have been too ineÆ ient,
or the volume of tra e data might have made the te hnique omputationally intra table.
The te hnique might not have omputed suÆ iently a urate invariants. The te hnique
might have omputed so many ina urate invariants that they swamped the a urate ones,
rendering the latter impossible or ex essively diÆ ult to pi k out. Test suites found in
pra ti e might have been inappropriate for invariant dete tion, and good ones might have
been prohibitively ostly to onstru t. The resulting invariants might have been too testsuite-spe i , not approximating the true stati invariants. The dete ted invariants might
not have been good for any tasks, even if a urate. People might not have been able to use
the invariants in pra ti e.
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The rst ontribution of this resear h is the notion of dynami invariant dete tion and a
te hnique for dynami ally dete ting likely program invariants. This resear h area had not
previously been learly enun iated or pursued in a sustained fashion.
The se ond ontribution is enhan ements to the basi invariant dete tion te hniques to
improve its performan e, the domains of invariants dete ted, and the relevan e, or usefulness
to programmers, of its output. A straightforward implementation of dynami invariant
dis overy would su er from poor performan e and report too few desirable invariants and
too many undesirable ones.
The third ontribution is two prototype implementations whi h demonstrate that dynami invariant dete tion is feasible. Although the idea of dynami invariant dete tion is
simple, onsiderable engineering was required in the design and implementation of these
systems. The invariant dete tors are omplemented by front ends whi h enable them to
work over C, Lisp, and Java programs. All of this ode is publi ly available.
The fourth ontribution is evaluation of the te hniques and implementations. A series of
experiments show the qualities and bene ts of dynami ally dete ted invariants. The invariants are a urately apture what programmers onsider important about their own ode.
The invariants are useful, assisting programmers in a variety of ways during software modi ation tasks. The implementation and the resulting invariants are s alable, and generally
available test suites are adequate for invariant dete tion.

1.7 Outline
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 introdu es and motivates dynami invariant dete tion and the Daikon tool
by des ribing the results of three experiments. The rst experiment shows that Daikon is
a urate: given programs whi h were derived from formal spe i ations, it re overed (and
improved) those spe i ations. Other experiments later in the dissertation show similar
results. The hapter's se ond experiment demonstrates that Daikon is useful: its output
assisted programmers in modifying a C program by expli ating data stru tures, revealing
bugs, preventing introdu tion of other bugs, showing spe ialized pro edure use, indi ating
poor test suite overage, validating hanges, and more. The third experiment shows a
orrelation between invariants dete ted in student programs and the grades awarded those
programs. The hapter also lists and brie y des ribes a number of other experiments.
Chapter 3 des ribes the basi te hnique for dynami dete tion of invariants: he k ea h
of a sele tion of potential invariants over all variables or ombinations thereof. The hapter
also lists the invariants built into Daikon and des ribes how to infer obje t invariants.
Chapter 4 presents, and gives experimental eviden e of the eÆ a y of, ve approa hes
for in reasing the relevan e | the usefulness to a programmer in performing a task | of
invariants reported by a dynami invariant dete tor. Two of them (adding impli it values
and exploiting unused polymorphism) add desired invariants to the output. The other
three (statisti al on den e he ks, suppressing redundant invariants, and limiting whi h
variables are ompared to one another) eliminate undesired invariants from the output and
also improve runtime by redu ing the work done by the invariant dete tor.
Chapter 5 extends dynami invariant dete tion to re ursive data stru tures. A rst
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te hnique, linearization, traverses impli it olle tions and re ords them expli itly as arrays
in the program tra es, making them available to the basi Daikon invariant dete tor. A
se ond te hnique, data splitting, splits data tra es into multiple parts based on predi ates
Daikon hooses, then dete ts invariants in ea h part. This enables dis overy of onditional
invariants that are not universally satis ed, but whose truth is dependent on some other
ondition. The hapter dis usses several poli ies and a me hanism for omputing su h
invariants.
Chapter 6 ontains three experimental results. The rst analyzes the time and spa e
osts of dynami invariant inferen e, whi h grow modestly with the number of program
points and variables instrumented, number of invariants he ked, and number of test ases
run. The se ond result shows that relatively small test suites enable e e tive invariant
inferen e. The third examines the feasibility of automati ally generating test suites for
invariant dete tion.
Chapter 7 dis usses the implementation of the Daikon invariant dete tor. These in lude
its design goals and le formats; details of program instrumentation; ar hite ture of the
invariant dete tor proper; and how users an extend it.
Chapter 8 surveys related work. This an be divided into three main ategories: other
dynami te hniques for inferring invariants, in luding ma hine learning; stati te hniques
for inferring invariants; and he king invariants.
Chapter 9 suggests avenues for future work, in luding new varieties of invariants to
he k, implementation improvements, user interfa es to ontrol invariant dete tion and and
display invariants, and experimental evaluation of invariant dete tion. All of these topi s
will help invariant dete tion s ale to larger programs and to use in real-world programming
tasks.
Finally, Chapter 10 on ludes with a summary of the ontributions and a set of lessons
learned.
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Chapter 2
Sample appli ations of dynami

invariant dete tion

To introdu e dynami invariant dete tion and illustrate Daikon's output, this hapter
presents several appli ations of invariant dete tion. Se tion 2.1 shows that Daikon is a urate: given formally-spe i ed programs from whi h the formal spe i ations had been
erased, Daikon produ ed (and improved) those invariants. Se tion 2.2 demonstrates that
dynami invariant dete tion is useful | a more important quality than a ura y. Daikon's
output assisted programmers in modifying a C program. Se tion 2.3 shows a orrelation
between invariants dete ted in student programs and the grades awarded those programs.
Finally, Se tion 2.4 brie y des ribes a number of other odebases to whi h Daikon has been
applied.

2.1 Redis overy of formal spe i ations
This se tion presents the invariants dete ted in a simple program taken from The S ien e of
Programming [Gri81℄, a book that espouses deriving programs from spe i ations. Unlike
typi al programs, for whi h it may be diÆ ult to determine the desired output of invariant
dete tion, many of the book's programs in lude pre onditions, post onditions, and loop
invariants that embody the properties of the omputation that the author onsidered important. These spe i ations form a \gold standard" against whi h an invariant dete tor
an be judged. Thus, these programs are ideal initial tests of our system.
Daikon su essfully reports all the formally-spe i ed pre onditions, post onditions, and
loop invariants in Chapters 14 and 15 of the book. (After this su ess, we did not feel the
need to ontinue with the following hapters.) Chapter 14 is the rst ontaining formallyspe i ed programs; previous hapters present the underlying mathemati s and methodology.
These programs perform simple tasks su h as sear hing, sorting, hanging multiple variables
onsistently, GCD, and the like. We did not investigate a few programs whose invariants
were des ribed via pi tures or informal text rather than mathemati al predi ates.
All the programs are quite small, and we built simple test suites of our own. These
experiments are not intended to be on lusive, but to be a good initial test. The programs
are small enough to show in full, along with the omplete Daikon output. Additionally,
they illustrate a number of important issues in invariant dete tion, so we will periodi ally
return to them for pedagogi al reasons.
As a simple example of invariant dete tion, onsider a program that sums the elements
of an array (Figure 2.1). We transliterated this program to a diale t of Lisp enhan ed with
Gries-style ontrol onstru ts su h as nondeterministi onditionals (Figure 2.2). Daikon's
Lisp instrumenter (Se tion 7.3) added ode that writes variable values into a data tra e
le; this ode was automati ally inserted at the program entry (ENTER), at the loop head
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:= 0; 0;
do i 6= n !
i; s := i + 1; s + b[i℄
i; s

od

Pre ondition: n  0 P
Post ondition: s = ( j : 0  j < n :Pb[j℄)
Loop invariant: 0  i  n and s = ( j : 0  j < i : b[j℄)
Figure 2.1: Gries array sum program (Program 15.1.1 [Gri81, p. 180℄) and its formal spe i ation.

The program sums the values in array b (of length n) into result variable s. The statement i; s := 0; 0
is a parallel (simultaneous) assignment of the values on the right-hand side of the := to the variables
on the left-hand side. The do-od form repeatedly evaluates the ondition on the left-hand side of
the ! and, if it is true, evaluates the body on the right-hand side; exe ution of the form terminates
when the ondition evaluates to false.
;; Gries's The S ien e of Programming, page 180, Program 15.1.1
(defun p180-15.1.1 (b n)
(de lare (type (array integer 1) b)
(type integer n))
(let ((i 0) (s 0))
(de lare (type integer i s))
(do-od ((/= i n)
(psetq i (+ i 1)
s (+ s (aref b i)))))))

Figure 2.2: Lisp transliteration of Gries array sum program (Figure 2.1). The do-od and psetq

Lisp ma ros implement Gries-style program semanti s [Gri81℄. Daikon's Lisp instrumenter uses the
type de larations to spe ify the format of the data tra e le; the variable types are mentioned in the
book's text but absent from its ode. The Daikon distribution in ludes Lisp transliterations of all
the programs from Gries's Chapters 14 and 15. It is available from http://www. s.washington.
edu/homes/mernst/daikon or from the author on request.

(LOOP), and at the program exit (EXIT). We ran the instrumented program on 100 randomlygenerated arrays of length 7 to 13, in whi h ea h element was a random number in the range
100 to 100, in lusive. Figure 2.3 shows the output of the Daikon invariant dete tor given
the data tra e le.
(This test suite was the rst one we tried when testing Daikon. Figure 4.3 (page 38)
shows Daikon's output when the array sum program is run over a di erent test suite.
Chapter 6 (page 69) dis usses the sele tion of test suites.)
The pre onditions (invariants at the ENTER program point) of Figure 2.3 re ord that N is
the length of array B, that N falls between 7 and 13 in lusive, and that the array elements
fall between 100 and 100 in lusive. The rst invariant, N = size(B), is ru ial to the
orre tness of the program, yet was omitted from the formal invariants stated by Gries.
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15.1.1:::ENTER
100 samples
N = size(B)
(7 values)
N in [7..13℄
(7 values)
B
(100 values)
All elements in [-100..100℄
(200 values)
15.1.1:::EXIT
100 samples
N = I = orig(N) = size(B)
(7 values)
B = orig(B)
(100 values)
S = sum(B)
(96 values)
N in [7..13℄
(7 values)
B
(100 values)
All elements in [-100..100℄
(200 values)
15.1.1:::LOOP
1107 samples
N = size(B)
(7 values)
S = sum(B[0..I-1℄)
(452 values)
N in [7..13℄
(7 values)
I in [0..13℄
(14 values)
I <= N
(77 values)
B
(100 values)
All elements in [-100..100℄
(200 values)
B[0..I-1℄
(985 values)
All elements in [-100..100℄
(200 values)

Figure 2.3: Invariants inferred for the Gries array sum program (Program 15.1.1 [Gri81℄, Figures 2.1

and 2.2), whi h sums array B of length N into variable S. This is the omplete Daikon output, for
uniformly-distributed arrays of length between 7 and 13 and elements between 100 and 100.
Invariants are shown for the entry (pre ondition) and exit (post ondition) of the program, as
well as the loop head (the loop invariant). Daikon su essfully redis overed the invariants in the
program's formal spe i ation (Figure 2.1); those goal invariants are boxed for emphasis.
At the exit, orig(var ) represents var 's value at the orresponding entry. Invariants for elements
of an array are listed indented under the array; in this parti ular output, no array has multiple
elementwise invariants. The number of samples (listed to the right of ea h program point name) is
the number of times the program point was exe uted; the loop iterates multiple times for ea h test
ase, generating multiple samples. The ounts of values, in the right-hand olumn, indi ate how
many distin t variable values were en ountered. For instan e, although the program was exited 100
times, the boxed post ondition S = sum(B) indi ates that there were only 96 distin t nal values for
variable S (and for sum(B)) on those 100 exe utions.

Gries's stated pre ondition, N  0, is implied by the boxed output, N 2 [7 :: 13℄, whi h is
shorthand for N  7 and N  13.
The post onditions (at the EXIT program point) in lude the Gries post ondition, S =
sum(B); Se tion 4.3 des ribes inferen e over fun tions su h as sum. In addition, Daikon
dis overed that N and B remain un hanged; in other words, the program has no side e e ts
on those variables.
The loop invariants (at the LOOP program point) in lude those of Gries, along with several
others. Sin e Gries provided loop invariants, re overing them was a reasonable goal for this
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experiment. However, the remainder of this dissertation will not onsider loop invariants.
Su h lo al invariants may be easier for a programmer to infer and less relevant for most
program hanges. A loop invariant primarily relates to ode in the loop, while a fun tion
pre- or post- ondition or an obje t invariant may have larger-rea hing dependen es.
In Figure 2.3, invariants that appear as part of the formal spe i ation of the program
in the book are boxed for emphasis. Invariants beyond those an be split into three ategories. First are invariants erroneously omitted from the formal spe i ation but dete ted
by Daikon, su h as N = size(B). Se ond are properties of the test suite, su h as N 2 [7::13℄.
These invariants provide valuable information about the data set and an help validate a
test suite or indi ate the ontexts in whi h a fun tion or other omputation is used. Third
are extraneous, probably uninteresting invariants, whi h do not appear in this example (see
Chapter 4, espe ially Figure 4.4).
In this example, Daikon dete ted N = size(B) be ause that property holds in the test
ases, whi h were written to satisfy the intent of the author (asPmade lear in the book).
To express this intent, the post ondition should have been s = ( j : 0  j < size(B) : b[j℄).
The same ode ould be used in a di erent way, to sum part of an array, with pre ondition
N  size(B) and the existing post ondition. A di erent test suite ould indi ate su h uses
of the program.
The fa t that Daikon found the fundamental invariants in the Gries programs | in luding
ru ial ones not spe i ed by Gries | demonstrates the potential of dynami invariant dete tion. For this toy program, whi h was small enough to exhaustively dis uss in this se tion,
stati analysis ould produ e the same result, but this is not true in general.

2.2 Invariant use in program modi ation
While Se tion 2.1 demonstrated dynami invariant dete tion's a ura y, that property is
little onsolation unless the invariants are useful to programmers or to tools. This se tion
reports an experiment in whi h inferred invariants were of substantial assistan e in understanding, modifying, and testing a program that ontains no expli itly-stated invariants. To
determine whether and how derived invariants aid program modi ation, two programmers
working as a team modi ed a program. The programmers used both Daikon's output and
traditional tools.
This se tion lays out the task, des ribes the programmers' a tivity in modifying the program, and dis usses how the use of invariants is qualitatively di erent from more traditional
styles of gathering information about programs.

2.2.1 The task
The Siemens repla e program takes a regular expression and a repla ement string as
ommand-line arguments, then opies an input stream to an output stream while repla ing
any substring mat hed by the regular expression with the repla ement string. The repla e
program onsists of 563 lines of C ode and ontains 21 pro edures. The program has no
omments or other do umentation, whi h is regrettably typi al for real-world programs.
The repla e program omes from the Siemens suite [HFGO94℄ as modi ed by Rothermel
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...
else if ((arg[i℄ == CLOSURE) && (i > start))
{
lj = lastj;
if (in_set_2(pat[lj℄))
done = true;
else
st lose(pat, &j, lastj);
}
...

Figure 2.4: Fun tion makepat's use of onstant CLOSURE in Siemens program repla e.
and Harrold [RH98℄. These programs are used in resear h on program testing and ome
with extensive test suites.
The regular expression language of repla e in ludes Kleene-* losure [Kle56℄ but omits
Kleene-+ losure, so we de ided that this would be a useful and realisti extension. In
preparation for the hange, we instrumented and ran repla e on 100 randomly sele ted
test ases from the 5542 provided with the Siemens suite. (We used a small test suite
be ause of fears that Daikon would not s ale to larger ones. These fears were unjusti ed,
and yet the small test suite was adequate for our purposes; see Chapter 6 for details on
both points.) Given the resulting tra e, Daikon produ ed invariants at the entry and exit
of ea h pro edure. We provided the output to the programmers making the hange, who
then worked ompletely independently of us. As des ribed below, they sometimes used the
dynami ally dete ted invariants and sometimes found traditional tools and te hniques more
useful.
The programmers in the study were two software engineering professors who are olleagues of the author. As su h, they have several qualities that may not be hara teristi
of all programmers: they are far from full-time programmers, for they spend most of their
time on advising, managing, and tea hing; they were already familiar with the notion of
invariants, even if they did not always use them in their own work; they were motivated to
make the experiment su eed; and they provided helpful and detailed feedba k on on their
mental pro esses and on the su esses and failures of the tool and approa h. We believe
the experiment was fair, but it remains to be validated by additional repetitions with other
subje ts.

2.2.2 Performing the hange
The programmers began by studying the program's all stru ture and high-level de nitions
(essentially a stati analysis) and found that it is omposed of a pattern parser, a pattern
ompiler, and a mat hing engine. To avoid modifying the mat hing engine and to minimize
hanges to the parser, they de ided to ompile an input pattern of the form hpati+ into the
semanti ally equivalent hpatihpati*.
The initial hanges were straightforward and were based on informal program inspe tion
and manual analysis. In parti ular, simple text sear hes helped the programmers nd how
\*" was handled during parsing. They mimi ked the onstant CLOSURE of value '*' with the
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void st lose(pat, j, lastj)
har
*pat;
int
*j;
int
lastj;
{
int jt;
int jp;
bool
junk;

}

for (jp = *j - 1; jp >= lastj ; jp--)
{
jt = jp + CLOSIZE;
junk = addstr(pat[jp℄, pat, &jt, MAXPAT);
}
*j = *j + CLOSIZE;
pat[lastj℄ = CLOSURE;

Figure 2.5: Fun tion st lose in Siemens program repla e. This was the template for the new
pl lose fun tion (Figure 2.7).

new onstant PCLOSURE (for \plus losure") of value '+' and made several simple hanges,
su h as adding PCLOSURE to sets that represent spe ial lasses of hara ters (in fun tions
in set 2 and in pat set).
They then studied the use of CLOSURE in fun tion makepat, sin e makepat would have to
handle PCLOSURE analogously. The basi ode in makepat (Figure 2.4) determines whether
the next hara ter in the input is CLOSURE; if so, it alls the \star losure" fun tion, st lose
(Figure 2.5) under most onditions (and the ex eptions should not di er for plus losure).
The programmers dupli ated this ode sequen e, modifying the opy to he k for PCLOSURE
and to all a new fun tion, pl lose. Their initial body for pl lose was a opy of the body
of st lose.
To determine appropriate modi ations for pl lose, the programmers studied st lose.
The initial, stati study of the program determined that the ompiled pattern is stored in a
100-element array named pat. They spe ulated that the uses of array pat in st lose's loop
manipulate the pattern that is the target of the losure operator, adding hara ters to the
ompiled pattern using the fun tion addstr.
The programmers wanted to verify that the loop was indeed entered on every all to
st lose. Sin e this ould depend on how st lose is alled, whi h ould depend in turn on
unstated assumptions about what is a legal all to st lose, they de ided to examine the
invariants for st lose rather than attempt a global stati analysis of the program. The
initialization and exit ondition in st lose's loop imply the loop would not be entered if *j
were equal to lastj, so they examined the invariants inferred for those variables on entry
to st lose:

j  2
lastj  0
lastj  j
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int addstr( , outset, j, maxset)
har
;
har
*outset;
int
*j;
int
maxset;
{
bool
result;
if (*j >= maxset)
result = false;
else {
outset[*j℄ = ;
*j = *j + 1;
result = true;
}
return result;
}

Figure 2.6: Fun tion addstr in Siemens program repla e.
The third invariant implies that the loop body may not be exe uted (if lastj = j, then jp
is initialized to lastj-1 and the loop body is never entered), whi h was in onsistent with
the programmers' initial belief.
To nd the o ending values of lastj and *j, they queried the tra e database for alls to
st lose in whi h lastj = j, sin e these are the ases when the loop is not entered. (Daikon
in ludes a tool that takes as input a program point and a onstraint and produ es as
output the tuples in the exe ution tra e database that satisfy | or, optionally, falsify | the
onstraint at the program point.) The query returned several alls in whi h the value of
*j is 101 or more, ex eeding the size of the array pat. The programmers soon determined
that, in some instan es, the ompiled pattern is too long, resulting in an unreported array
bounds error. This error was apparently not noti ed previously, despite a test suite of 5542
test ases.
Ex luding these ex eptional situations, the loop body in st lose always exe utes when
the fun tion is alled, in reasing the programmers' on den e that the loop manipulates
the pattern to whi h the losure operator is being applied. To allow them to pro eed with
the Kleene-+ extension without rst xing this bug, we re omputed the invariants without
the test ases that aused the improper alls to st lose.
Studying st lose's manipulation of array pat (Figure 2.5) more arefully, they observed
that the loop index is de remented, and pat is both read and written by addstr. Moreover,
the losure hara ter is inserted into the array not at the end of the ompiled pattern, but at
index lastj. Looking at the invariants for pat, they found pat 6= orig(pat), whi h indi ates
that pat is always updated. To determine what st lose does to pat, they queried the tra e
database for values of pat at the entry and exit of st lose. For example:
Test

repla e "ab*" "A"
pat for
value: pat = " a b"

ase:

values of parameter
in

alls to

st lose:
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void pl lose(pat, j, lastj)
har
*pat;
int
*j;
int
lastj;
{
int jt;
int jp;
bool
junk;

}

jt = *j;
addstr(CLOSURE, pat, j, MAXPAT);
for (jp = lastj; jp < jt; jp++)
{
junk = addstr(pat[jp℄, pat, j, MAXPAT);
}

Figure 2.7: Fun tion pl lose in the extended repla e program. It was written by opying st lose
(Figure 2.5), then modifying the opy.
out value:

pat

=

"

a* b"

This suggests that the program ompiles literals by pre xing them with the hara ter and
puts Kleene-* expressions into pre x form. (I independently dis overed this fa t through
areful study of the program text, though the programmers were not aware of this.) In the
ompiled pattern a* b, a stands for the hara ter a, b stands for the hara ter b, and *
modi es b.
The negative indexing and assignment of * into position lastj moves the losed-over
pattern rightward in the array to make room for the pre x *. For a all to pl lose the
result for the above test ase should be a b* b, whi h would mat h one or more instan es
of hara ter b rather than zero or more. The new implementation of Kleene-+ requires
dupli ating the previous pattern, rather than shifting it rightward, so the Kleene-+ implementation an be a bit simpler. After guring out what addstr is doing with the address
of the index passed in (it in rements the index unless the array bound is ex eeded), the
programmers onverged on the version of pl lose in Figure 2.7.
To he k that the modi ed program does not violate invariants that should still hold,
they added test ases for Kleene-+ and we re omputed the invariants for the modi ed program. As expe ted, most invariants remained un hanged, while some di ering invariants
veri ed the program modi ations. Whereas st lose has the invariant j = orig(j) + 1,
pl lose has the invariant j  orig(j) + 2. This di eren e was expe ted, sin e the ompilation of Kleene-+ repli ates the entire target pattern, whi h is two or more hara ters long
in its ompiled form.

2.2.3 Invariants for makepat
In the pro ess of hanging repla e, the programmers also investigated several invariants
dis overed for fun tion makepat (among others). In determining when st lose is alled | to
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learn more about when the new pl lose will be alled | the makepat invariants showed them
that parameter start (tested in Figure 2.4) is always 0, and parameter delim, whi h ontrols
the outer loop, is always the null hara ter ( hara ter 0). These invariants indi ated that
makepat is used only in spe ialized ontexts, saving onsiderable e ort in understanding its
role in pattern ompilation. The programmers reported doing mental partial evaluation to
understand the spe i use of the fun tion in the program.
The programmers had hypothesized that both lastj and lj in makepat should always be
less than lo al j (i.e., lastj and lj refer, at di erent times, to the last generated element of
the ompiled pattern, whereas j refers to the next pla e to append). Although the invariants
for makepat on rmed this relation over lastj and j, no invariant between lj and j was
reported. A query on the tra e database at the exit of makepat returned several ases in
whi h j is 1 and lj is 100, whi h ontradi ted the programmers' expe tations and prevented
them from introdu ing bugs based on a awed understanding of the ode.
Another inferred invariant was alls(in set 2) = alls(st lose). Sin e in set 2 is only alled
in the predi ate ontrolling st lose's invo ation (see Figure 2.4), the equal number of alls
indi ates that none of the test ases aused in set 2 to return false. Rather than helping
modify the program, this invariant indi ates a property of the parti ular 100 test ases we
used. It suggests a need to run repla e on more of the provided test ases to better expose
repla e's spe ial- ase behavior and produ e more a urate invariants.

2.2.4 Invariant uses
In the task of adding the Kleene-+ operator to the Siemens repla e program, dynami ally
dete ted invariants played a number of useful roles.

Expli ated data stru tures. Invariants and queries over the invariant database helped
expli ate the undo umented stru ture of ompiled regular expressions, whi h the program represents as strings.

Con rmed and ontradi ted expe tations. In fun tion makepat, the programmers ex-

pe ted that lastj < j and lj < j. The rst expe tation was on rmed, in reasing their
on den e in their understanding of the program. The se ond expe tation was refuted, permitting them to orre t their misunderstanding and preventing them from
introdu ing a bug based on a awed understanding.
lose, the programmers expe ted that lastj < j (this *j
is unrelated to j in makepat). The ounterexample to this property eviden ed a previously undete ted array bounds error.

Revealed a bug. In fun tion st

Showed limited use of pro edures. Two of the parameters to fun tion makepat were the

onstant zero. Its behavior in that spe ial ase | whi h was all that was required in
order to perform the assigned task | was easier to understand than its full generality.
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Demonstrated test suite inadequa y. The number of invo ations of two fun tions (and

the onstant return value of one of them, whi h the programmers noti ed later) indi ated that one bran h was never taken in the small test suite. This indi ated the
need to expand the test suite.

Validated program hanges. Di eren es in invariants over

in st lose and pl lose
showed that in one respe t, pl lose was performing as intended. The fa t that invariants over mu h of the rest of the program remained identi al showed that unintended
hanges had not been made, nor had hanges in modi ed parts of the program inadvertently a e ted the omputations performed by unmodi ed parts of the program.
*j

2.2.5 Dis ussion
Although the use of dynami ally dete ted invariants was onvenient and e e tive, everything
learned about the repla e program ould have been dete ted via a ombination of areful
reading of the ode, additional stati analyses (in luding lexi al sear hes), and sele ted program instrumentation su h as insertion of printf statements or exe ution with a debugger.
Adding inferred invariants to these te hniques provides several qualitative bene ts, however.
First, inferred invariants are a su in t abstra tion of a mass of data ontained in the
data tra e. The programmer is provided with information | in terms of manifest program
variables and expressions at well-de ned program points | that aptures properties that
hold a ross all runs. These invariants provide substantial insight that would be diÆ ult for
a programmer to extra t manually from the tra e or from the program using traditional
means.
Se ond, inferred invariants provide a suitable basis for the programmer's own, more
omplex inferen es. The reported invariants are relatively simple and on ern observable
entities in the program. Programmers might prefer to be told \*j refers to the next pla e
to append a hara ter into the ompiled pattern," but this level of interpretation is well
beyond urrent apabilities. However, the programmer an examine the program text or
perform supporting analyses to better understand the impli ations of the reported invariants. For example, the presen e of several related invariants indi ating that *j starts with a
0 value and is regularly in remented by 1 during the ompilation of the pattern allowed the
programmers to qui kly determine the higher-level invariant. The basi nature of reported
invariants do not render them useless.
Third, the programmers reported that seeing the inferred invariants led them to think
more in terms of invariants than they would have otherwise. They believed that this helped
them to do a better job and make fewer errors than they would have otherwise, even when
they were not dire tly dealing with the Daikon output.
Fourth, invariants provide a bene ial degree of serendipity. S anning the invariants
reveals fa ts that programmers would not have otherwise noti ed and almost surely would
not have thought to he k. An example, even in this small ase, is the expe tation that
the program was orre t, be ause of its thousands of tests; dynami invariant dete tion
helped nd a latent error (where the index ex eeded the array bounds in some ases). This
ability to draw human attention to suspi ious but otherwise overlooked aspe ts of the ode
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is a strength of this approa h. A programmer seeking one spe i pie e of information or
aiming to verify a spe i invariant and uninterested in any other fa ts about the ode may
be able to use dynami invariant dete tion to advantage, but will not get as mu h from it
as a programmer open to other, possibly valuable, information.
Finally, two tools provided with Daikon proved useful. Queries against the tra e database
help programmers delve deeper when unexpe ted invariants appear or when expe ted invariants do not appear. For example, expe tations regarding the pre onditions for st lose
were ontradi ted by the inferred invariants, and the larifying information was provided
by supporting data. This both helped dis over a bug and simpli ed an implementation.
The other tool, an invariant omparator, reveals how two sets of invariants di er, enabling
omparison on programs, versions of a program, test suites, or settings of the invariant
dete tor. It veri ed some aspe ts of the orre tness of the program hange.
No te hnique an make it possible to evolve systems that were previously intra table
to hange. But our initial experien e with inferred invariants shows promise in simplifying
evolution tasks.

2.3 Invariants and program orre tness
This se tion ompares invariants dete ted a ross a large olle tion of programs written to the
same spe i ation. We found that orre t versions of programs give rise to more invariants
than in orre t programs.
We examined 424 student programs from a single assignment for the introdu tory C programming ourse at the University of Washington (CSE 142, Introdu tory Programming I).
The grades assigned to the programs approximate how well they satisfy their spe i ation;
they are not a perfe t measure of adheren e to the spe i ation be ause points may be
dedu ted for poor do umentation, in orre tly formatted output, et .
The programs all solve the problem of fair distribution of pizza sli es among omputer
s ien e students. Given the number of students, the amount of money ea h student possesses, and the number of pizzas desired, the program al ulates whether the students an
a ord the pizzas. If so, then the program al ulates how many sli es ea h student may eat,
as well as how many sli es remain after a fair distribution of pizza.
We manually modi ed the programs to use the same test suite, to remove user intera tion, and to standardize variable names. Invariant dete tion was performed over 200
exe utions of ea h program, resulting in 3 to 28 invariants per program. From the invariants dete ted in the programs that re eived perfe t grades, we sele ted 8 relevant invariants,
listed in Figure 2.8. The list does not in lude trivial invariants su h as sli es per  0, indi ating that students never re eive a negative number of sli es, as well as uninteresting
invariants su h as sli es  pizza pri e + 75, whi h is an artifa t of the 200 test ases. These
invariants an be valuable in understanding test suites and some aspe ts of program behavior, but that was not our fo us in this experiment.
Figure 2.9 displays the number of relevant invariants that appeared in ea h program.
There is a relationship between program orre tness (as measured by the grade) and the
number of relevant invariants dete ted: low-grade programs tend to exhibit fewer relevant
invariants, while high-grade programs tend to exhibit the most.
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people in [1..50℄
pizzas in [1..10℄
pizza_pri e in {9, 11}
ex ess_money in [0..40℄
sli es = 8 * pizza
sli es = 0 (mod 8)
sli es_per in {0, 1, 2, 3}
sli es_left <= people - 1

Figure 2.8: The 8 relevant invariants of the student pizza distribution programs. The rst two

variables are the program inputs; the test suite used up to 50 people trying to order up to 10 pizzas.
Every program satis ed these two invariants. The problem spe i ed that pizzas ost $9 or $11.
In the test suite, there is up to $40 left after paying for the pizzas (the maximal possible number
of pizzas is not ne essarily ordered) and ea h person re eives no more than three sli es. The last
invariant embodies the requirement that there be fewer leftover pizza sli es than people eating.

Grade
12
14
15
16
17
18
Total

Invariants dete ted
2 3
4
5 6
4 2
0 0 0
9 2
5 2 0
15 23 27 11 3
33 40 42 19 9
13 10 23 27 7
16 5 29 27 21
90 82 126 86 40

Total
6
18
79
143
80
98
424

Figure 2.9: Relationship between grade and the number of goal invariants (those listed in Figure 2.8)
found in student programs. For instan e, all programs with a grade of 12 exhibited either 2 or 3
invariants, while most programs with a grade of 18 exhibited 4 or more invariants. A grade of 18
was a perfe t s ore, and none of the 424 programs exhibited more than 6, or fewer than 2, of the 8
relevant invariants.
The orrelation between program orre tness and the number of relevant invariants
dete ted is not perfe t. The main reason for the dis repan y was that some programs
al ulate key values in a printf statement and never store them in a variable. Indeed, the
programs were spe i ed (and graded) in terms of their output rather than for omputing
and returning or storing values. Programs with a more algorithmi or data-stru ture bent,
or performing less trivial omputations, would probably be more likely to return or store
their results, exposing them to invariant inferen e.

2.4 Other experiments
Many of the examples presented in this dissertation are small, so that they an be presented
in a small amount of text and fully understood by the reader. (The dissertation returns to
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these examples multiple times for the same reasons.) A system that works only on small
programs is of little interest, however, sin e almost any te hnique (even those that edu ators
and resear hers blan h to onsider) an be su essfully applied to a small program. Daikon
is not useful only on small programs, but also on ones that hallenge other te hniques. (The
urrent implementation does have some limitations in s aling to large programs, but we are
on dent they an be over ome; see Se tion 9.2 on page 104.)
This se tion lists ten sets of programs used in testing or validating Daikon. (A number
of other programs have been less arefully examined, and users have reported results on yet
more programs.) Most of the programs have some variety of spe i ation ranging from full
formal spe i ations, to textual des riptions, to assert statements. Su h programs predominate be ause they have a lear set of goal invariants and so no qualitative assessment, whi h
ould be debated by skepti s, need be done. In some ases, however, we have performed
that kind of assessment, sin e that matters most to real programmers. Performing more
ase studies and laboratory experiments is an important area of future work.
The ten sets of programs in lude student solutions to two programming assignments
(for UW CSE 142 and MIT 6.170), programs used in resear h on testing (from Siemens
and Ho man), programs used in resear h on program he kers (from Xi and ESC), sample
programs from textbooks (by Gries, Weiss, and Flanagan), and an AI planning system
(Medi ). These programs are des ribed below.

UW CSE 142 These 424 programs, written in C and generally less than 100 lines long,

are solutions to a problem in the University of Washington's introdu tory programming ourse. See Se tion 2.3, page 19.

MIT 6.170 These 174 programs, written in Java and ranging from 1500 to 5000 lines long,
are solutions to a problem in MIT's sophomore-level Software Engineering Laboratory.
See Se tion 5.5, page 66.

Siemens These seven programs, written in C and ranging from 200 to 700 lines, were

originally from Siemens [HFGO94℄ and were subsequently modi ed by Rothermel and
Harrold [RH98℄. These programs are used in resear h on program testing, so they ome
with extensive test suites. They have minimal do umentation and represent small but
realisti programs written without thought for formal invariants. Our experiments
fo used on four of them: repla e (string pattern repla ement; 21 pro edures, 516
non-blank non- omment lines of ode (NBNC LOC)), s hedule (pro ess s heduling;
17 pro edures, 304 NBNC LOC), t as (air raft ollision avoidan e; 9 pro edures, 136
NBNC LOC), and tot info ( ombine statisti s from multiple tables; 7 pro edures,
274 NBNC LOC). These programs appear in Se tion 2.2 and Chapters 4 and 6.

Ho man These two programs together omprise 2100 lines of Java ode (with ommon

ode ounted just on e). They manipulate and test implementations of a header-table
and a ursor-window. A header-table onsists of a base table, plus a olumn header
subtable of the same width as the base table and a row header subtable of the same
height as the base table. A ursor-window is a view of a part of a table (and possibly
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the appropriate parts of its headers) in a window that may be too small to display the
entire table and that is automati ally updated when elements are inserted or deleted.
The programs are examples for validation of testing via ( ombinations of) boundary
value domains, whi h are more eÆ ient than testing the full ross-produ t of domains,
and dependent domains, whi h extend an n-tuple into a set of (n + 1)-tuples [HS99℄.
The supplied test drivers he k the programs to ensure they are operating orre tly.
However, the stated obje t invariant was not always valid. For instan e an invariant
was stated over TestTuple obje ts and tested by fun tion CWRDriverCP.ora le. Be ause
this ondition was not he ked by the TestTuple onstru tor, it should have been guaranteed by all allers. However, fun tion Pro essCP.pro essTuple builds non ompliant
TestTuples. Dire t manipulations of non-en apsulated obje ts violated abstra tions
in some other ases as well.
Our experiments also illustrated de ien ies in the test suite. For instan e, there were
always 3 olumn headers and 3 row headers in the header-tables that the test suites
onstru ted.

Xi Hongwei Xi provided these programs, whi h are written in Xanadu, a Java-like language

annotated with expli it invariants in the form of dependent types [Pfe92, XP98, XP99℄.
Be ause no Xanadu interpreter or ompiler yet exists, we transliterated a short binary
sear h program to Lisp and veri ed that Daikon dete ted the dependent types.

ESC This 543-line Java program onverts Java sour e to HTML for viewing via a web

browser. It is used as a test ase by the Extended Stati Che king (ESC) proje t
at Compaq Systems Resear h Center [Det96, LN98, DLNS98℄. ESC he ks a form
of spe i ation intended to strike a ompromise between the ease of use and understanding of types and the power and ompleteness of full formal spe i ations. The
program, whi h is a modi ed version of Hannes Marais's Java2HTML, ontains these
annotations, many of whi h Daikon was also able to dete t.

Gries These programs are examples in a textbook that espouses deriving programs from

spe i ations [Gri81℄. The programs are less than 20 lines ea h, fully spe i ed (for the
most part), written in a Dijkstra-like syntax, and la king test ases. These programs
are used in Se tions 2.1, 4.5, and 4.6, and in identally in Se tion 7.2.

Weiss These Java programs are examples in a data stru tures textbook [Wei99℄. There are

74 les and 7000 lines of ode in all, but most of the programs involve only a few les.
The programs implement simple, well-understood data stru tures. See Se tions 4.4
and 5.4.

Flanagan These programs are examples in a Java referen e and tutorial [Fla99, Fla97℄.

The suite ontains 136 les and 13,000 lines of ode. There are 57 runnable programs
( ontaining a main routine); 21 of these require user intera tion (we used automated
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inputs for the ommand-line programs and omitted those with graphi al user interfa es) and 8 more enter an in nite loop. Additionally, 9 other les ontain Java errors
and so annot be run.
These programs are intended to demonstrate Java programming onstru ts. They are
so simple, and do so little, that few interesting invariants arise. However, they were
quite useful in shaking out bugs in the Daikon front end for Java. (The Mauve test
suite [Mau℄ and a number of other programs not mentioned in this list served similar
purposes.)

Medi

The Medi planner [EMW97℄ is a 13,000-line Lisp program. It solves a planning
problem by onverting it into a onjun tive-normal-form formula in propositional logi ,
nding satisfying variable assignments for the variables in the formula, and using that
assignment to onstru t a plan solving the original problem. The program is annotated
with assert statements, and Daikon was able to redis over many of the asserted
properties. This parti ular program was hand-instrumented, as it was examined quite
early and we wished to fo us attention on the lo ations with assertions, whi h would
permit assessment of Daikon. Invariants dete ted at arbitrary lo ations in the ode
would have been unreasonably diÆ ult to verify by hand.

The observant (or riti al) reader will note that we did not run Daikon on itself. Experiments on programs and test suites that we did not write ourselves are most ompelling,
be ause they suggest that the results may generalize to other programs. Thus, we have
striven to use others' programs and test inputs whenever possible. An experiment on a
program and test suite that we ontrolled ourselves should not onvin e anyone | so we did
not bother to perform or report it.
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Chapter 3
Invariant dis overy te hnique
Dynami invariant dete tion o urs in three steps (Figure 1.1, page 2): the program is
instrumented to write data tra e les, the instrumented program is run over a test suite,
and then the invariant dete tor reads the data tra es, generates potential invariants, and
he ks them, reporting appropriate ones. This hapter explains the third step, the invariant
dete tor proper. (Chapter 7 overs instrumentation, and Se tion 1.3 and Chapter 6 dis uss
test suites.)
Se tion 3.1 gives the basi te hnique for invariant dete tion: he king ea h of a sele tion
of potential invariants over all variables or ombinations thereof. This te hnique is (deliberately) simple, but a naive implementation would fail for a number of reasons; subsequent
hapters re ne the te hnique. Se tion 3.2 lists the invariants Daikon he ks and justi es
those hoi es. Se tion 3.3 lays out a simple extension for inferen e of obje t invariants,
whi h hold at multiple program points.

3.1 Inferring invariants
Daikon dete ts invariants at spe i program points su h as pro edure entries and exits.
The instrumented program provides Daikon, for ea h exe ution of a program point, the
values of variables in s ope.
Let x, y, and z be variables and a, b, and be omputed onstants. Daikon he ks
for unary invariants involving a single variable (su h as x = a or x  a (mod b)), binary invariants over two variables (su h as x  y or x 2 y), and ternary invariants (su h
as x = ay + bz + or x = fn(y; z) for standard fun tions fn). Se tion 3.2 lists the invariants
(a tually, templates for invariants) prede ned in the urrent implementation of Daikon.
For ea h tuple of variables up to arity 3, ea h potential invariant is instantiated and
tested. For instan e, given variables x, y, and z , ea h potential unary invariant is he ked
for x, for y, and for z , ea h potential binary invariant is he ked for hx; yi, for hx; z i, and
for hy; z i, and ea h potential ternary invariant is he ked for hx; y; z i.
A potential invariant is he ked by examining ea h sample in turn; a sample is a tuple
of values for the instrumented variables at a program point, stemming from one exe ution
of that program point. As soon as a sample not satisfying the invariant is en ountered, the
invariant is known not to hold and is not he ked for any subsequent samples (though other
invariants may ontinue to be he ked).
As a simple example, onsider the C ode
int in (int *x, int y) {
*x += y;
return *x;
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}

At the pro edure exit, value tuples might in lude (the rst line is shown for referen e)

h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h

orig(x);

4026527180;
4026527180;
146204;
4026527180;
146204;
4026527180;
4026527180;

orig(*x); orig(y);

2;
3;
13;
4;
14;
5;
6;

1;
1;
1;
1;
1;
1;
1;

..
.

x;

*x; y; return

4026527180; 3;
4026527180; 4;
146204;
14;
4026527180; 5;
146204;
15;
4026527180; 6;
4026527180; 7;

1;
1;
1;
1;
1;
1;
1;

3
4
14
5
15
6
7

i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i

This value tra e admits invariants in luding x = orig(x), y = orig(y) = 1, x = orig(x) + 1,
and return = x.
All three aspe ts of this pro ess are inexpensive: instantiation and he king a sample
are fast, and there are usually few he ks. Instantiation usually requires just an obje t
allo ation. As a more ompli ated example the linear relationship x = ay + bz + with
unknown oeÆ ients a, b, and and variables x, y, and z has three degrees of freedom.
Consequently, three linearly independent tuples of hx; y; z i values are suÆ ient to determine
the oeÆ ients. (For reasons of numeri al stability, the implementation does not work in
exa tly that way [Lov86℄.) Instantiation an be thought of as generalization from a few
values. On e an invariant is instantiated, he king is heap: usually onstant-time and at
worst linear in the size of the new sample. (When the variables are s alars, their values
have onstant size; for array variables, it may be ne essary to examine all the elements,
for instan e to ompute sums, minima, maxima, subsequen e relationships, and the like.)
Che king manipulates a tual values and requires no theorem-proving. This pro ess may
update omputed onstants; for example a ommon modulus (variable b in x  a (mod b)) is
the greatest ommon divisor of the di eren es among list elements. Finally, false invariants
tend to be falsi ed qui kly and need not be further he ked. When a sample that does
not satisfy the invariant, and annot be re on iled with it, is en ountered, the o ending
invariant is dis arded. For instan e, the third tuple in the tra e above invalidates the
potential invariant orig(x) = 4026527180 . Therefore, the ost of omputing invariants tends
to be proportional to the number of invariants dis overed, whi h is small | usually just a
few per variable (see also Se tion 6.1).
To redu e sour e language dependen e, simplify the implementation, and improve error
he king, Daikon supports only these forms of data: integral number (in luding hara ters
and booleans), oating-point number (only minimally supported, be ause they introdu e
ompli ations of oating-point error but few issues spe i to invariant dete tion), sequen e
of integer, sequen e of oating-point, and string (separated from integral sequen e to permit
more spe i and eÆ ient he ks). All tra e values must be onverted into one of these forms.
For example, an array A of tree nodes (ea h with a left and a right hild) would be onverted
into two arrays: A.left ontaining (obje t IDs for) the left hildren, and A.right for the right
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hildren. This design hoi e avoids the inferen e-time overhead of interpretation of data
stru ture information. Be ause de lared types are also re orded (in a separate le), mapping
all program types to this limited set does not on ate di erent types. Invariants over
the original obje ts an be re overed from Daikon's output be ause it omputes invariants
a ross the arrays, su h as nding relationships over the ith element in ea h. For example,
a[i℄:left < a[i℄:right is reported as a:left[i℄ < a:right[i℄, whi h a postpro essing step ould easily
onvert to the former representation by referring to the original program type de larations.
Invariants an be viewed as forming a partial order based on subsumption (logi al impliation). Se tion 4.6 des ribes how the implementation takes advantage of these relationships
to improve both performan e and the intelligibility of the output. Perhaps additional advantage ould be gained by further formalizing this partial order.

3.2 List of invariants
This se tion lists the invariants Daikon he ks. A tually, these are invariant templates that
are instantiated by binding their variables to variables in a data tra e le.
The invariants are as follows, where x, y, and z are variables, and a, b, and are
omputed onstants:



invariants over any variable:

{ onstant value: x = a indi ates the variable is a onstant
{ uninitialized: x = uninit indi ates the variable is never set
{ small value set: x 2 fa; b; g indi ates the variable takes on only a small number
of di erent values



invariants over a single numeri variable:

{ range limits: x  a, x  b, and a  x  b (printed as x
minimum and/or maximum value

in [a..b℄)

indi ate the

{ nonzero: x =
6 0 if the variable is never set to 0

See Se tion 4.5 for details on when su h an invariant is reported.
{ modulus: x  a (mod b) indi ates that x mod b = a always
{ nonmodulus: x 6 a (mod b), reported only if x mod b takes on every value besides
a



invariants over two numeri variables:

{ linear relationship: y = ax + b
{ ordering omparison: x < y, x  y, x > y, x  y, x = y, x 6= y
{ fun tions: y = fn(x) or x = fn(y), for fn a built-in unary fun tion (absolute value,
negation, bitwise omplement)

{ invariants over x+y: any invariant from the list of invariants over a single numeri
variable, su h as x + y  a (mod b)
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{ invariants over x

y : as for x + y .
This subsumes ordering omparisons and an permit inferen e of properties su h
as x y > a, whi h Daikon prints as x > y+a.



invariants over three numeri variables:

{ linear relationship: z = ax + by + , y = ax + bz + , or x = ay + bz +
{ fun tions: z = fn(x; y), for fn a built-in binary fun tion (min, max, multipli ation,
and, or, greatest ommon divisor; omparison, exponentiation, oating point
rounding, division, modulus, left and right shifts).
The other permutations of hx; y; z i are also tested. Additional fun tions are
trivial to add.



invariants over a single sequen e variable:

{ range: minimum and maximum sequen e values, ordered lexi ographi ally

For instan e, this an indi ate the range of string or array values.
{ element ordering: whether the elements of ea h sequen e are non-de reasing,
non-in reasing, or equal
In the latter ase, ea h sequen e ontains (multiple instan es of) a single value,
though that value may di er from sequen e to sequen e.
{ invariants over all sequen e elements (treated as a single large olle tion): for
example, in Figure 2.3 (page 11), all elements of array B are at least 100
The sum invariants of Figure 2.3 do not appear here be ause sum(B) is a derived
variable, whi h is des ribed in Se tion 4.3, page 32.



invariants over two sequen e variables:

{
{
{
{



linear relationship: y = ax + b, elementwise
omparison: x < y, x  y, x > y, x  y, x = y, x 6= y, performed lexi ographi ally
sub-sequen e relationship: x a sub-sequen e of y or vi e versa
reversal: x is the reverse of y

invariants over a sequen e and a numeri variable:

{ membership: i 2 s
3.2.1 Why these invariants?
We produ ed the list of potential invariants by proposing a basi set of invariants that seemed
natural and generally appli able, based on our programming and spe i ation experien e.
We later added other invariants we found helpful in analyzing programs; we did this only
between experiments rather than biasing experiments by tuning Daikon to spe i programs.
We also removed from our original list some invariants that turned out to be less useful
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in pra ti e than we had anti ipated. The list does not in lude all the invariants that
programmers might nd useful. For instan e, it omits linear relationships over four or
more variables, nor does Daikon test every data stru ture for the red-bla k tree invariant.
Omitting su h invariants ontrols ost and omplexity: Se tion 6.1 notes that the number
of invariants he ked an signi antly a e t Daikon's runtime. In general, we balan ed
performan e and the likely general utility of the reported invariants. Over time we expe t to
modify Daikon's list of invariants, based on omments from users and on improvements in the
underlying inferen e te hnology. (Users an easily add their own general-purpose or domainspe i invariants and derived variables | see Se tion 7.8, page 90.) Even the urrent list
is useful: it enabled the su essful dete tion of invariants in a number of experiments.

3.3 Obje t invariants
Obje t invariants | also known as lass invariants or representation invariants | are data
stru ture well-formedness onditions that indi ate the required relationship among omponents of the data stru ture. They are typi ally enfor ed by the implementation of the data
stru ture abstra tion, but in languages la king strong en apsulation, the environment (the
remainder of the program) may be trusted to preserve the property. Often, a data stru ture's operations are guaranteed to work only if its obje t invariant holds, and the data
stru ture abstra tion's ontra t in ludes maintaining the obje t invariant, so that lients or
future data stru ture operations an depend on it.
The obje t invariant for a string lass that maintains both a null-delimited ontent and
an expli it length might be string: ontent[string:length℄ = '\0', indi ating that the hara ter
at the spe i ed length is the terminator. (Another invariant over that data stru ture would
state that no earlier hara ter is the terminator.) For a node in a sorted tree, the obje t
invariant might state node:left:value  node:right:value. Figure 5.6 (page 62) shows another
obje t invariant dis overed by Daikon that indi ates that a linked list lass ontains a
dummy header node at the beginning of the representation in order to make insertion and
deletion at the head of the list easier.
Obje t invariants hold at multiple program points, not just one. Daikon dete ts them by
aggregating the abstra tion's entry and exit points. The instrumenter aggregates variables
in s ope at the entry and exit of every publi method (in other words, the elds of the
obje t and/or lass, for Daikon omits global variables from onsideration for this purpose)
into a new, syntheti program point. Invariants dete ted at that program point are obje t
invariants.
At ea h publi routine entry and exit, Daikon may re-dete t the obje t invariants. (Se tion 5.5 shows an example where statisti al justi ation tests prevented this.) However,
it is more useful to the programmer to report them in one pla e (to emphasize that they
hold everywhere and to redu e lutter), and it may be more eÆ ient to test them just on e.
(Daikon does not yet implement that optimization.)
In addition to obje t invariants, Daikon dete ts (stati ) lass invariants. These involve
only stati lass variables that have the same value for all obje ts (but may hange at
runtime). These ould di er from (a subset of) the obje t invariants if stri ter onditions
held for publi stati methods than publi methods. In pra ti e, we have not seen su h
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di eren es.
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Chapter 4
Improving the relevan e of reported invariants
A straightforward implementation of the invariant dete tion te hnique of Chapter 3
would not produ e the results des ribed in Chapter 2. It would omit some of those results
and in lude other, undesirable properties. Consequently, its output would be less valuable
to programmers than we would prefer.
This hapter presents, and gives experimental eviden e of the eÆ a y of, ve approa hes
for in reasing the relevan e (the usefulness to a programmer in performing a task) of invariants reported by a dynami invariant dete tor. Two of them | adding impli it values
and exploiting unused polymorphism | add desired invariants to the output. The other
three | statisti al on den e he ks, suppressing redundant invariants, and limiting whi h
variables are ompared to one another | eliminate undesired invariants from the output.
These te hniques also improve performan e by redu ing the work done by the invariant
dete tor.
Se tion 4.1 brie y introdu es the te hniques. Se tion 4.2 explains the relevan e metri
and lays out the experimental method. The ve te hniques for improving relevan e are
further explained and experimentally justi ed in Se tions 4.3{4.7.

4.1 Overview
This se tion brie y des ribes the ve te hniques for improving invariant relevan e. They
are treated in detail later in this hapter.

Impli it values (Se tion 4.3) Important properties may hold over quantities not expli itly stored in program variables, su h as the size of a data stru ture or the largest value
it ontains. Daikon introdu es so- alled derived variables to represent these values. This
permits ordinary invariant dete tion to report relationships involving these variables. Se tion 4.3 des ribes the te hnique and lists the derived variables. Se tion 4.3.1 des ribes how
to avoid introdu ing too many derived variables.
Polymorphism elimination (Se tion 4.4) Variables de lared polymorphi ally (as with
Java's Obje t type or any other base lass) often ontain only a single type at runtime
in pra ti e. Daikon uses de lared types to avoid the osts of managing polymorphism at
invariant dete tion time, but this prevents it from examining elds spe i to the runtime
type. A two-pass te hnique solves this problem. The rst pass dete ts invariants over
the runtime lass of obje ts; this re ned type information is fed into the se ond invariant
dete tion pass. Se tion 4.4 des ribes this te hnique, showing that it enables reporting of
relevant but otherwise undete ted invariants spe i to the variable values' run-time types.
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Statisti al justi ation (Se tion 4.5) Only invariants that are statisti ally justi ed |
relationships that do not appear to have o urred by han e alone | should be reported.
These statisti al on den e tests depend on the set of values obtained at a parti ular program point. Se tion 4.5 des ribes these tests.
When a variable's value is repeatedly examined without intervening variable assignments | su h as a variable that is examined at a loop head but remains un hanged within a
loop | then the number of samples is arti ially in ated and properties of the variable may
be inappropriately reported. Se tion 4.5.1 reports on the relative e e tiveness of several
rules for ignoring some instan es of repeated values.
Redundant invariants (Se tion 4.6) Logi ally implied invariants are not worth report-

ing. For instan e, if two invariants x 6= 0 and x in [7..13℄ are determined to be true, there
is no sense in reporting both be ause the latter implies the former. Furthermore, implied
invariants are not even worth omputing. As an example, on e Daikon determines that x
= y, then no inferen e need be done for y, as invariants over x imply similar ones over y.
Pruning both the omputation and the reporting of implied invariants redu es the size of
the output without removing any information from it. Se tion 4.6 details our approa h to
implied invariants and reports its eÆ a y in pra ti e.

In omparable variables (Se tion 4.7) Not all variables an be sensibly ompared. For
instan e, numeri ally omparing a boolean to a non-null pointer results in the a urate
but useless invariant that the boolean is always less than the pointer value. Restri ting
whi h variables are ompared to one another in reases performan e by redu ing the number of potential invariants to be he ked and redu es the number of irrelevant invariants
reported. Se tion 4.7 ompares four approa hes to limiting the number of omparisons.
These approa hes use de lared types and value ow information omputed by the La kwit
tool [OJ97℄.
4.2 Relevan e
We all an invariant relevant if it assists a programmer in a programming a tivity. The
relevan e of a set of invariants is the per entage of the set's members that are potentially
relevant. Relevan e is inherently ontingent on fa tors su h as the parti ular task and
the programmer's apabilities, working style, and knowledge of the ode base. Be ause no
automati system an know this ontext, Daikon omits some invariants that the user might
nd helpful and reports some invariants that the user does not nd helpful. This redu es
the bene t to the user.
The usefulness of a set of invariants depends on the absolute and relative number of
relevant invariants, their organization and presentation, the amount of time it takes to ompute them (on-demand or in remental invariant omputation ompli ates matters further),
and other fa tors.
To improve invariant relevan e, the programmer | who is privy to mu h of the ontext |
ould ontrol the invariant inferen e pro ess. Alternately, heuristi s ould be added to
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Daikon to improve the relevan e of the reported invariants in most ases. This hapter
pursues the se ond approa h, whi h lessens the burden on the programmer.
We manually lassi ed reported invariants as potentially relevant or not relevant based
on our own judgment, informed by areful examination of the program and the test ases.
(This pro ess invariably improved our understanding of the programs and test suites, as
we ame a ross invariants that surprised us or looked invalid. This is supporting eviden e
that invariants assist program understanding.) We judged an invariant to be potentially
relevant if it expressed a property that was ne essarily true of the program or expressed a
salient property of its input, and if we believed that knowledge of that property would help
a programmer to understand the ode and perform a task. We made every e ort to be fair
and obje tive in our assessments.
For our evaluation, the absolute relevan e, usefulness, or value of a set of invariants, is
less important than the improvement in invariant relevan e or in eÆ ien y. We evaluated
ea h te hnique while using the best version of the other te hniques, in order to provide a fair
baseline against whi h to evaluate the improvement. In a few ases this was not possible.
For example, C la ks polymorphism, so we ould only assess polymorphism elimination for
Java programs; however, our implementation of La kwit-style omparability he king for
Java is still underway.
The subje tive de nition of relevan e ompli ates assessment of te hniques for improving
the relevan e of reported invariants. We report a ombination of quantitative and qualitative
measurements for ea h te hnique.

4.3 Impli it values
Computing invariants over manifest program variables an be inadequate for a programmer's
needs. For instan e, invariants relating the size of a olle tion to other (expli it or impli it)
quantities should be reported. As another example, if array a and integer lasti are both in
s ope, then a[lasti℄ may be of interest, even though it is not a variable and may not even
appear in the program text. Daikon adds ertain \derived variables" (a tually expressions)
to the variables it is supplied in the data tra e le.
These derived variables an be omputed from the tra e le, so they are introdu ed by
the invariant dete tor proper. Some other syntheti variables are output dire tly by the
front end. These in lude data stru ture omponents (e.g., point.x and point.y), y li ity
of data stru tures, and any other information the front end wishes to add. Daikon has no
way of distinguishing them from a tual program variables, ex ept possibly from knowledge
about how the front end hooses their names. (The urrent implementation takes advantage
of su h information in limited ir umstan es.)
Daikon treats derived variables just like other variables, permitting it to infer invariants
that are not hard- oded into its list. For instan e, if size(A) is derived from sequen e A, then
the system an report the invariant i < size(A) without hard- oding a less-than omparison
he k for the ase of a s alar and the length of a sequen e. Thus, the implementation an
report ompound relations that we did not ne essarily anti ipate.
The derived variables are the following:



derived from any sequen e s:
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{ length (number of elements): size(s)
{ extremal elements: s[0℄, s[1℄, s[size(s)-1℄, s[size(s)-2℄

The latter two are reported as s[-1℄, s[-2℄ for brevity, where the negative indi es suggest indexing from the end rather than the beginning of the sequen e.
In luding the se ond and penultimate elements (in addition to the rst and last)
a ommodates header nodes and other distinguished uses of extremal elements.



derived from any numeri sequen e s:

{ sum: sum(s)
{ minimum element: min(s)
{ maximum element: max(s)



derived from any sequen e s and any numeri variable i:

{ element at the index:

(as in the a[lasti℄ example above)
Both the element at the spe i ed index and the element immediately pre eding
it are introdu ed as derived variables be ause programmers sometimes use a
maximum (the last valid index) and sometimes a limit (the rst invalid index).
{ sub-sequen es: s[0..i℄, s[0..i-1℄
The notation s[a..b℄ indi ates the portion of s spanning indi es a to b, in lusive.
As in the above ase, two sub-sequen es are introdu ed be ause numbers may
indi ate a maximum valid index or a length.



s[i℄, s[i-1℄

derived from fun tion invo ations: number of alls so far
Daikon omputes this from a running ount over the tra e le.

Many possible derived variables are not of general interest. For example, we do not want
to run a battery of tests on x for every x and y, even if su h a derived variable might be
useful in a few situations. Just as with the list of invariants (Se tion 3.2.1, page 27), we do
not and ould not have a omplete list of derived variables. Rather, the urrent set aims to
be basi , general, and useful. Se tion 7.8 (page 90) shows how users an add new derived
variables to Daikon.
Adding these derived variables to Daikon was a su ess, for it began produ ing helpful
and important new invariants. Many derived variables may be added, however, and this
has two potential drawba ks. First, it ould slow down the system with many invariants
to he k over the new variables. This issue is treated in Se tion 4.3.1, below. Se ond, introdu ing many potential invariants inevitably in reases the number of irrelevant invariants
reported, even if only a small per entage of potential invariants are irrelevantly reported.
The te hniques of Se tions 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 quash this potential diÆ ulty.
y

4.3.1 Limiting variable derivation
Deriving variables from other derived variables ould eventually reate an arbitrary number
of new variables. In order to avoid overburdening the system (and introdu ing baroque,
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unhelpful variables), Daikon halts derivation after a xed number of iterations, limiting the
depth of any potential derivation and the number of derived variables. This depth defaults
to 2 in the urrent implementation.
More importantly, derived variables are introdu ed only when previously- omputed invariants indi ate they will be sensible. This requires interleaving invariant dete tion and
variable derivation rather than performing all variable derivation before any invariant inferen e.
In parti ular, derived variables are not introdu ed until invariants have been omputed
over previously-existing variables, and derived variables are introdu ed in stages rather than
all at on e. For instan e, for sequen e A, the derived variable size(A) is introdu ed and
invariants are omputed over it before any other variables are derived from A. If j  size(A),
then there is no sense in reating the derived variable A[j℄. When a derived variable is only
sometimes sensible, as when j is only sometimes a valid index to A, no further derivations
are performed over A[j℄. Likewise, A[0..size(A)-1℄ is identi al to A, so it need not be
derived.
Derived variables are guaranteed to have ertain relationships with other variables; for
instan e, A[0℄ is a member of A, and i is the length of A[0..i-1℄. Daikon does not ompute
or report su h tautologies. Likewise, whenever two or more variables are determined to
be equal, one of them is hosen as anoni al and the others are removed from the pool of
variables to be derived from or analyzed, redu ing both omputation time and output size.

4.4 Polymorphism elimination
Polymorphism permits fun tions and ontainers to manipulate obje ts of multiple runtime
types. Polymorphism also enables ode sharing and reuse and provides exibility for future
hange, among other bene ts. Variables that are de lared polymorphi ally | as with Java's
Obje t type or any other base type | often ontain obje ts of only a single runtime type. As
an example, onsider a polymorphi list that a parti ular program uses to hold only integers
(Figure 4.1). It is desirable to dete t properties over the runtime values that would not be
sensible for arbitrary obje ts of the de lared type, su h as that the list is sorted, whi h is
not meaningful for an arbitrary list of Obje ts. This example also demonstrates the need
to know the runtime type of a variable in order to extra t its elds. Field obj.value is not
meaningful for an arbitrary obje t obj, but needs to be examined when obj is a tually of
type MyInteger.
Daikon stati ally determines a program's data tra e format during instrumentation,
based on de lared variable types. (See Se tion 7 for details and a justi ation of this hoi e,
whi h trades o simpli ity and robustness against exibility.) Consequently, Daikon annot
dire tly nd invariants over polymorphi variables, whose exa t type and data elds are
unknown until runtime.
Daikon's te hnique for dete ting runtime-type-spe i invariants over polymorphi variables involves two passes of invariant dete tion. For ea h variable in s ope at a program
point, the front end ordinarily auses the variable's obje t ID, its known elds (based on its
de lared type), and its run-time lass to be written to a data tra e le when the program
point is exe uted. Even if the de lared type has no elds, as for Java's Obje t, the variable's
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run-time lass is presented to the invariant dete tor like any other value that was expli itly
present in the sour e ode. If Daikon dete ts invariants over the run-time lass (su h as the
obje t being of a spe i
lass whenever it is non-null), the user an annotate the sour e
ode with a omment indi ating a more a urate re ned type. For instan e, the ListNode
de laration of Figure 4.1 would be rewritten as
lass ListNode { /*refined_type: MyInteger*/ Obje t element;
ListNode next; ... }

The user urrently inserts the annotations. Automating this step might be worthwhile in
the future.
A se ond pass of instrumentation and invariant dete tion takes advantage of the re ned
type annotations in the sour e ode. The front end treats annotated variables as having
the spe i ed types. In parti ular, elds spe i to the annotated type an be a essed and
provided to the invariant dete tor. This is sound, if the program is run over the same inputs
and is deterministi . In any event, Daikon at hes errors raised by instrumentation ode,
so the program's behavior is guaranteed not to be modi ed. The se ond run of invariant
dete tion is presented with a larger number of variables, permitting reporting of previously
undete table invariants over those variables.
While this te hnique primarily adds new invariants to Daikon's output (as mentioned on
page 30), it an also remove irrelevant or obvious invariants from the output, in onjun tion
with the omparability enhan ements of Se tion 4.7. In parti ular, if two variables are
de lared to be of the same (polymorphi ) type but are subsequently dis overed to have
di erent run-time lasses, then there is no need to ompare them, su h as reporting that
they are never equal to one another.
We assessed polymorphism elimination on the rst ve Java programs from a data
stru tures text [Wei99℄. The data stru tures in lude polymorphi linked lists, sta ks and
queues (implemented using both linked lists and arrays), and trees. The test ases provided
with the programs manipulate sorted olle tions of MyInteger obje ts. (The use of MyInteger
is not gratuitous: it implements the Comparable interfa e, whereas Java 1.1's Integer does
not.) See Figure 4.1 for an example; other lasses were similar. On the rst pass, Daikon
did not dete t the sortedness of the olle tion, be ause it was provided only the hash odes
and lasses of the elements; it did dete t invariants over the run-time lass. The se ond
pass reported additional relations su h as the obje t invariant shown in Figure 4.1.
The name of the variable in the obje t invariant requires some explanation. (Chapter 5
on pointer-based olle tions gives more details.) For re ursive elds su h as next, the
notation header. losure(next) is the olle tion of ListNode obje ts rea hable from header
by following next elds. A eld referen e applied to a olle tion indi ates the olle tion
made up by taking that eld referen e for ea h element of the original olle tion. (As an
example, myarray.myfield indi ates the array formed by taking the myfield eld of every
element of myarray.) Thus, header. losure(next).element.value is the olle tion of value
elds of elements rea hable from header. The result is a sortedness invariant over a realisti
and useful olle tion.
Routines that manipulate LinkedListItr iterators, whose urrent elds point to list
elements, report the stronger (stri tly in reasing) sortedness invariant
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De larations:
lass LinkedList { ListNode header; ... }
lass ListNode { Obje t element;
ListNode next; ... }
lass MyInteger { int value; ... }

Sample ode:
LinkedList myList = new LinkedList();
for (int i=1; i<=10; i++)
myList.add(new MyInteger(i));
LinkedList obje

t invariant reported by Daikon:

header. losure(next).element.value is sorted by



Figure 4.1: Simpli ed ode [Wei99℄ and a dete ted invariant for a polymorphi linked list lass. The

obje t invariant states that for every ListNode obje t, the value elds of the elements rea hable
from the LinkedList's header are sorted.
urrent. losure(next).element.value is sorted by

<

Figure 4.1 reports a  rather than a < relationship be ause the header element is not used.
Other invariants in the output indi ate that it is always zero (see Figure 5.6, page 62) and
that the list proper an ontain zero.
In other data stru tures, Daikon found similar invariants (su h as sortedness of a tree
or membership in a olle tion); see Chapter 5 for details.

4.5 Invariant on den e
Daikon reports only invariants that pass a statisti al on den e test; properties that ould
easily have o urred by han e are not reported, as they are likely to be a idents of the
data. As an example, suppose that over an entire test suite, a program point was exe uted
just three times, on whi h variable x had values 7, 42, and 22. An invariant dete tor ould
report x 6= 0, x  22, or x  42. The data satisfy but do not justify these invariants.
As another example, suppose that 0 < y < 10 and 0 < z < 10. Given three hy; zi pairs,
the invariant y 6= z should not be reported, even if it is true for those three pairs: they do
not support su h a generalization. If there are 10,000 pairs with y never equal to z, then
the relationship is likely to be more than a oin iden e.
Reporting spurious invariants of this sort would make the output less useful and ould
dis ourage programmers. One simple solution to the problem is to use a better test suite. A
larger, more omplete test suite is likely to in lude ounterexamples to oin idental properties that hold in smaller test sets. However, generating ideal test suites is diÆ ult, and good
invariant dete tion output is desirable even for de ient test suites. Another approa h would
perform invariant dete tion multiple times over parts of the data, a epting only invariants

# of samples

# of samples
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variable value

variable value

Figure 4.2: Example observed histograms of (nearly) uniform and (nearly) exponential distributions.

Ea h graph shows the number of samples for a parti ular variable value | that is, the number of
times the variable had that value when the program point was exe uted. The histograms show all
samples over a test suite: no variable values larger or smaller than those shown ever o urred.

that always appear. This works in some ases, but is poorly motivated and omputationally
expensive; Daikon takes another ta k.
For ea h dete ted invariant, Daikon omputes the probability that su h a property would
appear by han e in a random input. If that probability is smaller than a user-spe i ed
on den e parameter, then the property appears to be non- oin idental and is reported. In
other words, Daikon assumes a distribution and performs a statisti al test in an attempt to
dis redit the null hypothesis, whi h states that the observed values were generated by han e
from the distribution. If the null hypothesis is reje ted at a ertain level of on den e, then
the observed values are non- oin idental and their unusual property is worth reporting.
The on den e level does not indi ate whether the invariant is (or is likely to be) true over
all possible inputs, be ause the test suite may not fully hara terize the program's a tual
exe ution environment [Goe85℄; rather, it is used to de ide whether a parti ular invariant is
worth reporting to the user. Additionally, sin e the a tual distribution of variable values is
not known, the exa t value of this on den e is less important than its order of magnitude
and omparisons among on den es. Daikon often tests against the uniform distribution.
Although this is rarely the true distribution, it is as good a default as any, it works in
pra ti e, and exa titude is not ne essary. Finally, reporting an invariant does not guarantee
that the invariant is relevant (useful to a programmer for a spe i task).
The on den e limit should be quite stri t; a value su h as .01 | only invariants that
are no more than 1% likely to have o urred by han e are reported | is too lenient. If
the system he ks millions of potential invariants, then reporting thousands of spurious
invariants is likely to be una eptable. Use of smaller on den e limits has worked well in
pra ti e, eliminating undesired test suite artifa ts while retaining desired invariants.
Ea h invariant in Daikon implements its own on den e test. Here are two examples:

non-zero. Suppose the reported values for variable x fall in a range of size r that in ludes

0, but that x 6= 0 for all test ases. If the values are uniformly distributed, then the
probability that a single instan e of x is not 0 is 1 1 . Given s samples, the probability
that x is never 0 is (1 1 ) ; if this probability is less than a user-de ned on den e
s

r

r
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15.1.1:::ENTER
N = size(B)
N >= 0

100 samples
(24 values)
(24 values)

15.1.1:::EXIT
B = orig(B)
N = I = orig(N) = size(B)
S = sum(B)
N >= 0

100 samples
(96 values)
(24 values)
(95 values)
(24 values)

15.1.1:::LOOP
N = size(B)
S = sum(B[0..I-1℄)
N >= 0
I >= 0
I <= N

986 samples
(24 values)
(858 values)
(24 values)
(36 values)
(363 values)

Figure 4.3: Invariants inferred for the Gries array sum program (Figure 2.1, page 10), whi h sums

array B into variable S. This is the omplete Daikon output, for exponentially-distributed arrays.
Array lengths and element values were hosen from exponential distributions, but with the same
expe ted array lengths and element values as the uniform distributions used in Figure 2.3 (page 11).
Compared to Figure 2.3, no irrelevant bounds are reported, and the output is almost identi ally
the desired formal spe i ation.

level, then the invariant x 6= 0 is reported. For example, see Figure 4.2. If the gap in
the left-hand histogram is at zero, then x 6= 0 would likely be justi ed. Several other
tests, in luding x 6= y, linear relationships, and (non)modulus, are analogous.

range limits. Ranges for numeri variables (su h as x > 0 or 2 [32::126℄) an be statisti-

ally justi ed in two di erent ways. A limit is reported if the several values near the
range's extrema all appear about as often as would be expe ted, so the distribution
appears to be uniform and to stop at the observed minimum or maximum. For instan e, the left-hand histogram of Figure 4.2 seems to stop leanly at its maximum,
whi h is thus worth reporting. The right-hand histogram peters out to the right, so it
would be rash to report the maximum value seen in this test suite as a hard bound.

The limit is also reported if the extremum appears mu h more often than would be
expe ted, as if greater or lesser values have been lipped to that value. In Figure 4.2,
this applies to the lower bound of the right-hand histogram.
The 100 random arrays used in the experiment of Figure 2.3 (page 11) happened to
support both upper-bound and lower-bound inferen es for the elements of array B.
This was usually the ase for 100 randomly-generated arrays from that distribution,
but for one su h test suite, only the lower bound
B

All elements >= -100

(100 values)
(200 values)
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was reported. For larger test suites, both bounds were always inferred.
Figure 4.3 shows the result of running Daikon on a set of 100 arrays generated from
an exponential rather than uniform distribution. The resulting Daikon output does
not in lude the hara teristi s of the test suite that appeared in Figure 2.3.
The on den e heuristi s are not guaranteed to work perfe tly. The right-hand olumn
(values and samples) in the Daikon output (see, for example, Figure 4.4) indi ates how
mu h data was seen, to permit users to make their own judgments.
The \values" olumn in the Daikon output gives intuition about support for an invariant;
users an downgrade their on den e if they feel the heuristi is operating over too few
values. Users an also request to see statisti al on den es for ea h invariant, but these are
not intuitively interpretable and users have not found them parti ularly helpful. Users an
also display all invariants regardless of on den e; there are so many of them that this, too,
is unhelpful.

4.5.1 Repeated values
The statisti al tests fail to suppress some unjusti ed invariants, be ause multiple visits to
a program point without assignment to a variable an ause the repeated values for the
variable to be overweighted in the statisti al tests. For example, additional samples for a
loop-invariant variable ould ause Daikon to report invariants inside the loop that are true
but are not onsidered statisti ally justi ed outside the loop | even though the variable
values are the same in both ases. As a on rete example, ompare Figure 4.4, whi h
shows the invariants for the Gries program using this rule, to Figure 2.3, whi h uses the
\assignment" rule des ribed below. Figure 4.4 ontains three extra invariants at the loop
head. Pro edure invo ations and other sorts of ontrol ow ause similar anomalies.
This se tion ompares ve strategies for determining whether a parti ular sample of
values should in rease on den e in an invariant.

Always. Every sample ontributes to on den e. This strategy is trivial to implement but
performs una eptably, as noted above.

Changed value. A sample ontributes to invariant on den e when its value is di erent
from the last time it was examined at the program point. This approa h does not
dete t when a variable is re omputed and given the same value.

Assignment. A sample ontributes to invariant on den e when the orresponding vari-

able was assigned sin e the last time the program point was visited. This approa h
aptures the intuitive notion that variable assignments are the semanti ally important
events, and we expe ted it to perform best. This approa h requires signi ant ooperation from the instrumenter. Chapter 7 des ribes how the instrumented program
omputes, and ommuni ates to the invariant dete tor, whether a parti ular sample
should ontribute to invariant on den e.
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15.1.1:::ENTER
100 samples
N = size(B)
(7 values)
N in [7..13℄
(7 values)
B
(100 values)
All elements in [-100..100℄
(200 values)
15.1.1:::EXIT
100 samples
N = I = orig(N) = size(B)
(7 values)
B = orig(B)
(100 values)
S = sum(B)
(96 values)
N in [7..13℄
(7 values)
B
(100 values)
All elements in [-100..100℄
(200 values)
15.1.1:::LOOP
1107 samples
N = size(B)
(7 values)
S = sum(B[0..I-1℄)
(452 values)
N in [7..13℄
(7 values)
I in [0..13℄
(14 values)
I <= N
(77 values)
B
(100 values)
All elements in [-100..100℄
(200 values)
sum(B) in [-556..539℄
(96 values)
B[0℄ nonzero in [-99..96℄
(79 values)
B[-1℄ in [-88..99℄
(80 values)
B[0..I-1℄
(985 values)
All elements in [-100..100℄
(200 values)
N != B[-1℄
(99 values)
B[0℄ != B[-1℄
(100 values)

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Figure 4.4: Invariants inferred for the Gries array sum program (Figure 2.1, page 10), whi h sums

array B into variable S. This is the omplete Daikon output, for the same uniformly-distributed
test inputs as used in Figure 2.3, ex ept that repeated values are not suppressed: every sample
ontributes to invariant on den e.
B[-1℄ is shorthand for B[size(B)-1℄, the last element of array B.
Compared to Figure 2.3, whi h used the \assignment" rule for determining when a sample ontributes to on den e, several invariants are extraneous. The extraneous invariants (marked with ?)
appear at the loop head but not elsewhere, even though array B does not hange during the program's
exe ution.

Random. A sample ontributes to invariant on den e when its value hanges and with
probability

1
2

otherwise.

Random proportionate to assignments. A sample ontributes to invariant on den e

when the value hanges, and otherwise with a probability hosen so that the total
number of ontributing samples is the same as in the \assignment" strategy des ribed
above. This requires the same instrumentation as the assignment strategy. We do
not onsider this a reasonable approa h. It has the same number of ontributing
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15.1.1:::ENTER
N = size(B)
N >= 0

100 samples
(24 values)
(24 values)

15.1.1:::EXIT
B = orig(B)
N = I = orig(N) = size(B)
S = sum(B)
N >= 0

100 samples
(96 values)
(24 values)
(95 values)
(24 values)

15.1.1:::LOOP
986 samples
N = size(B)
(24 values)
S = sum(B[0..I-1℄)
(858 values)
N in [0..35℄
(24 values)
I >= 0
(36 values)
I <= N
(363 values)
B
(96 values)
All elements in [-6005..7680℄ (784 values)
sum(B) in [-15006..21144℄
(95 values)
B[0..I-1℄
(887 values)
All elements in [-6005..7680℄ (784 values)

?
?
?
?
?

Figure 4.5: Invariants inferred for the Gries array sum program (Figure 2.1, page 10), whi h sums

array B into variable S. This is the omplete Daikon output, for the same exponentially-distributed
test inputs as used in Figure 4.3, ex ept that repeated values are not suppressed: every sample
ontributes to invariant on den e.
Compared to Figure 4.3, whi h used the \assignment" rule for determining when a sample ontributes to on den e, the last three invariants are extraneous. The extraneous invariants (marked
with ?) appear at the loop head but not elsewhere, even though array B does not hange during the
program's exe ution.

samples as the \assignment" rule, so omparing them reveals whether the assignment
rule performs well be ause of the number of ontributing samples or the spe i set
of them.

New value. A sample ontributes to invariant on den e when its value has never been
seen before at the program point. This e e tively reates a at distribution by onsidering just one sample per value. An implementation must maintain a olle tion of
all previously-seen values. Daikon does not implement this heuristi .

We hose the \assignment" rule as the baseline for omparison. Although it requires
greater programming e ort and implementation overhead, it most losely aptures our intuitive notion of when a sample is signi ant. If the dynami exe ution path between two
exe utions of a program point does not a e t a variable's value, then the value of the variable is unrelated to behavior to be aptured at the program point and should not in rease
invariant on den e. Consequently, Daikon should not treat ea h o urren e of the value at
the instrumentation point as a separate, fresh instan e of the value that ontributes equal
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Always Changed Random Random /
Added
33
23
36
26
relevant
0
4
0
0
irrelevant
33
19
36
26
Removed
10
9
14
14
relevant
6
1
6
6
irrelevant
4
8
8
8
Figure 4.6: Invariant di eren es due to handling of repeated values over the Siemens programs.
Ea h olumn indi ates the di eren e between invariants reported using the \assignment" rule and
some other rule for whether a sample in reases on den e. For instan e, the \always" rule reported
33 irrelevant invariants not in the \assignment" output and omitted 6 relevant and 4 irrelevant
invariants that appeared in the \assignment" output. The di eren es always represent less than 1%
of the 5059 baseline invariants reported at more than 200 program points (5059 is the sum of the
last three olumns of the \reported" line of Figure 4.7).
weight to an invariant's on den e level.
As a performan e optimization, Daikon an use modi ation information not only to produ e more a urate on den e measures, but also to skip samples during invariant he king.
An unmodi ed sample an be ignored sin e its values are the same as on the previous visit
to the program point and hen e the invariant being tested must (still) hold.
A parti ular sample an ontribute to on den e for some invariants but not others.
For binary and ternary invariants, a tuple of variables (for instan e, hx; yi for a omparison
x  y) is onsidered modi ed if any of its variables is modi ed.
An invariant is onsidered justi ed and reported only if three separate tests are satis ed.
First, there must be a suÆ ient number of samples of the variables to be tested, regardless
of how many ontribute to on den e. Se ond, there must be a suÆ ient number of samples
(ex eeding a spe i absolute bound) that ontribute to on den e. (A variable su h as a
global onstant that is set just on e on program initialization is treated spe ially for the
above tests. If there are many runs in the test suite, this isn't an issue.) Third, the statisti al
on den e in the invariant must ex eed the user-spe i ed bound. The rst two tests are
inexpensive and may prevent the invariant from being tested at all.

4.5.2 Results
We ompared the rules listed above to assess their relative bene ts. We omitted the Gries
programs be ause they did not ome with test suites, and our small tests might be better
or worse than those onstru ted in pra ti e by a tester. For ea h of the Siemens programs,
we repeated invariant dete tion using ea h of the ve rules listed above to determine whi h
samples should ontribute to invariant on den e. We then lassi ed, by hand, ea h of
the di eren es in the output as either relevant or irrelevant, a ording to the riteria of
Se tion 4.2 (page 31).
Figure 4.6 presents the results of this analysis. Ea h rule for whether a sample adds
on den e was ompared to the baseline \assignment" rule. Among the te hniques, only
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the \value" rule auses reporting of relevant invariants that are not justi ed a ording to the
\assignment" rule. All the other rules miss some invariants reported by the \assignment"
rule and add more irrelevant invariants than they prune. Be ause of its simpli ity and
la k of need for spe ial runtime support, the \value" rule may be ompetitive with the
\assignment" rule in pra ti e, even if the latter usually produ es a slightly more relevant
set of invariants.
This experiment used 1000 test ases to reate the data tra es. When using only 300
test ases, there are 553 di ering invariants, or over 10%, between the \assignment" rule
and the other rules. Additionally, there are larger di eren es between the performan e of
the various rules. Larger test suites do not proportionately redu e the number of di eren es beyond those for 1000 test ases. In our experien e, there are three reasons for this
behavior (Se tion 6.2). (1) Beyond a ertain size, expanding test suites has little impa t on
the a ura y of invariant dete tion or the spe i invariants dete ted. (2) For test suites
smaller than that uto , in reasing test suite size greatly improves the a ura y of invariant
dete tion, by providing ounterexamples to undesirable invariants and providing in reased
on den e in desirable ones. (3) For test suites larger than the uto , whi h spe i tests
are hosen from a large pool of potential test ases has little e e t on the dete ted invariants.

4.6 Redundant invariants
Invariants that are logi ally implied by other invariants need not be omputed or reported.
Eliminating implied invariants greatly redu es the time and spa e osts of invariant inferen e; in pra ti e, without this improvement Daikon often fails to ompute invariants even
given a long runtime and a large physi al and virtual memory. This te hnique also redu es
the user's burden of pi king through reported invariants to nd the ones of interest; implied
invariants lutter the output without adding any new information.
Impli ation tests suppress redundan ies at three stages in invariant dete tion. First, a
derived variable is not introdu ed if it will be equal to another variable (the rst element of
array a is the same as the rst element of array a[0..i℄) or if it will be nonsensi al (a[i℄ when
i is known to be negative). Up to half of derived variables fall into one of these ategories.
Su h savings are signi ant be ause invariant dete tion runtime is potentially ubi in the
number of variables at a program point (see Se tion 6.1). Se ond, invariants whose truth
or falsehood is known a priori are not he ked. Suppressing false invariants has a relatively
small e e t, be ause false invariants tend to be falsi ed qui kly and are not onsidered
thereafter. Suppressing true invariants has a bigger payo , sin e su h invariants would be
he ked for all values omputed by the target program over its test suite. In fa t, most
true invariants an be identi ed beforehand, and these an number an order of magnitude
greater than the reported invariants. Third, some redundant invariants slip through these
other tests, but are suppressed before being output. Invariants are instantiated in groups
for the sake of eÆ ien y, and invariants an only be suppressed by previously instantiated
and he ked invariants. Pruning these redundant invariants at output time removes about a
quarter more of the potential output. This third stage is a user interfa e improvement only,
while the rst two improve both the output and the runtime; the savings are umulative
over the three stages.
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Gries repla e
Variables
558
969
non- anoni al
56
125
missing
58
352
anoni al
444
492
Derived vars
234
637
Suppressed
126
507
Invariants
275162 540746
falsi ed
272454 537284
unjusti ed
1983
1749
redundant
207
446
reported
518
1247
Suppressed
2788
20186
falsi ed
448
2648
redundant
2340
17538

t as

tot info

1438
372
338
728
1078
1198
5497210
5473523
10694
9985
3008
1686543
8925
1677618

625
53
274
298
420
40
1010411
1008386
1091
130
804
101660
603
101057

Stage

(1)

(2)
(3)

Figure 4.7: Suppression of redundant omputation and output via impli ation tests. \Gries" is

formally spe i ed textbook programs [Gri81℄; the others are C programs [HFGO94, RH98℄. The
\Stage" olumn indi ates whether the gures show improvement due to (1) avoiding derived variables, (2) avoiding he king invariants, or (3) avoiding reporting trivial invariants.

Daikon he ks for redundan ies at ea h appropriate stage of its omputation. The he ks
do not use a general-purpose theorem-prover; for eÆ ien y, ea h spe i way a potential
invariant an be implied by one or more other invariants is he ked individually. The
impli ants (hypotheses) must be statisti ally justi ed in order to imply the impli and ( onlusion). Invariants are indexed so that looking them up is very fast (see Se tion 7.7). The
set of he ks must be extended when new invariants or derived variables are added to the
system; the onsequen e of a missing he k is that some implied invariants appear in the
output.
Figure 4.7 tabulates the e e t of using impli ation to avoid work (primarily the top
portion) and redu e the amount of output (primarily the bottom portion).
The top portion of the gure shows the total number of variables, in luding derived
variables, summed over all program points. These are subdivided into variables that are
non- anoni al (be ause they are equal to another variable); \missing" variables that do not
always have sensible values (for example, p.left if p an be null, a[i℄ if i an be out of the
bounds of a, or variables that are en ountered uninitialized); and the remaining anoni al
variables. The table separately lists the number of derived variables (ea h of whi h appears
above as non- anoni al, missing, or anoni al) and the number of derived variables that
were suppressed (i.e., not instantiated and not ounted above) be ause an invariant implied
that they would be non- anoni al or missing.
The number of variables is the most important fa tor in the number of invariants he ked
(Se tion 6.1). Daikon's rules for using previously- omputed invariants to suppress ertain
derived variables eliminate from 9% (40 out of 460 for tot info) to 53% (1198 out of 2276
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for t as) of potential derived variables. (These numbers are underestimates be ause other
derived variables ould have been reated from those in ertain ir umstan es.) Together
with suppressing invariants for non- anoni al variables (variables that have been determined
to be equal to another variable) and variables with possibly nonsensi al values, these approa hes substantially redu e the runtime of the system. This is parti ularly true be ause
these suppressed variables would be likely to parti ipate in invariants that would not be
eliminated early. In fa t, the improvement is so large as to be unmeasurable. With these
optimizations disabled, Daikon is slowed down by orders of magnitude and eventually runs
out of over 256MB of memory | despite the fa t that it anoni alizes all data, so (for example) there are no two distin t integer arrays anywhere in the implementation that ontain
the same ontents.
The bottom of Figure 4.7 rst shows the total number of invariants that were instantiated
and he ked. These are subdivided into falsi ed invariants that do not hold for some runtime
variable values, unjusti ed invariants that are not falsi ed but for whi h the statisti al tests
do not support reporting them, redundant invariants that are not falsi ed but are implied
by some other non-falsi ed invariant, and the remaining invariants that are reported by
the system. The \Suppressed" line gives the total number of invariants that were never
instantiated, he ked, or reported. The gure breaks this number down into those that
were known a priori to be false and those that were known to be true but redundant.
Daikon's runtime is more dependent on the number of non-falsi ed invariants (whi h are
ne essarily he ked against all samples at a program point) than the number of potential
invariants. Thus, the number of suppressed invariants should be ompared not to the total
number of instantiated invariants, but to the number that are not falsi ed. Impli ation substantially redu es the number of ostly, non-falsi ed invariants that must be he ked. The
smallest bene t ame for the Gries programs, where the suppressed invariants a ount for
46% (2340 out of 5084) of the total non-falsi ed invariants that would have been omputed
otherwise; for repla e it rises to 84% (17538 out of 20980), and the other programs are over
94%.
These gures, too, are underestimates; for instan e, when iterating over all possible
triples of variables, if one variable, or a ombination of two variables, aused all invariants
involving them to be suppressed, we did not iterate over the remaining variables to ount
the exa t number of suppressed invariants (whi h would have depended on other fa tors in
any event). As was the ase above, exa t runtime improvements resulting from these he ks
are unavailable be ause the system simply does not run in their absen e.
Just as invariant dete tion is interleaved with variable derivation (Se tion 4.3.1, page 33),
di erent sorts of invariants are dete ted at di erent times.
Daikon tests, for ea h variable: (1) whether the variable is a onstant or an be missing
from the tra e, (2) whether the variable is equal to any other variable, (3) unary invariants,
(4) binary invariants with ea h other variable, and (5) ternary invariants with ea h pair of
other variables.
Invariants dis overed earlier an save work later. For instan e, if two variables are
dynami ally determined to be equal (that is, an equality invariant holds over them), then
one of the variables is marked as non- anoni al and not onsidered any further. After
invariant inferen e is omplete for a set of variables, then derived variables are introdu ed
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and inferen e is performed over them. This staging of derivation and inferen e, and the
sub-staging of inferen e, is not a mere performan e enhan ement. The system simply does
not run when they are omitted, for it is swamped in large numbers of derived variables and
vast numbers of invariants to he k; both memory use and runtime skyro ket.
In a few ases, staging of inferen e did not eliminate all implied invariants before they
were introdu ed; often this was be ause some invariants are introdu ed simultaneously so
they an be he ked together rather than making multiple passes over (summaries of) the
data. Removing these invariants redu ed the size of the output by about a quarter on
average. (See the \redundant" (stage 3) row in the se ond half of Figure 4.7.) This lessens
the burden on the user of sifting through them without de reasing the information ontent
of the output.

4.7 Variable omparability
Some variables have nothing to do with one another, so relationships over them are bound
to be uninteresting. As an example, given a boolean and a non-null pointer the boolean
would always be less than the (unsigned) pointer. While true, this property is useless.
Even variables of the same de lared type an be unrelated. Given integers myweight (in
pounds) and mybirthyear (as a four-digit year), myweight < mybirthyear will always hold
but is ompletely uninteresting.
Restri ting whi h variables are ompared to one another auses some potential invariants not to be onsidered. This improves runtime and ould improve or redu e relevan e
depending on whether the suppressed invariants are relevant or not. It has the potential
disadvantage of redu ing the serendipity that results from unanti ipated invariants (perhaps
over variables the programmer had not previously asso iated with one another).
We ompared four methods for omputing a omparability relation over variables:

Un onstrained. Consider all variables to be omparable to one another.
Sour e types. Variables are omparable if they have the same de lared type.
Coer ed types. Variables are omparable if their de lared program types are oer ible

to one other. For example, C automati ally oer es ints to longs, so this approa h
onsiders su h variables omparable. The urrent prototype does inter onvert integral
and oating-point values.

La kwit. Two variables are omparable if they an ontain the same value or values that

an intera t via program expressions [OJ97℄. For example, if a=b or a+b appears in
the program, then a and b are given the same La kwit type.

Consider the ode in Figure 4.8. The un onstrained approa h onsiders all the s alars
(in luding array elements, indi es, and addresses) omparable to one another. The sour e
types approa h makes i omparable to elements of b, and s omparable to n. However, i
is not omparable to n, sin e they have di erent de lared types. In this example, oer ed
sour e types are the same as un onstrained, sin e int and long an be oer ed to ea h other.
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// Return the sum of the elements of array b, whi h has length n.
long array_sum(int * b, long n) {
long s = 0;
for (int i=0; i<n; i++)
s = s + b[i℄;
return s;
}

Figure 4.8: Variable omparability sample ode. This is a C transliteration of the Gries array sum
program (Gries Program 15.1.1 [Gri81℄). The original program appears in Figure 2.1 on page 10.

La kwit's stati analysis aptures value ow (or ability to ontain the same runtime
value) via polymorphi type inferen e over a non-standard type system that uni es variables
between whi h values an ow [OJ97℄. Two variables are omparable if they parti ipate in
an expression. For instan e, i is omparable to n be ause of \i<n" and s is omparable to
elements of b be ause of \s+b[i℄". Comparability relationships are extended transitively in
a way that permits polymorphism in the La kwit types.
This small example also demonstrates the potential downside of using type-inferen ebased omparability to guide invariant dete tion. If all elements of b are positive, then
i  s, but that invariant would not be omputed be ause it involves variables that are
in omparable, a ording to La kwit. Although it is easy to generate su h examples, we
have found none in real ode and do not believe that they will be ommon in pra ti e:
La kwit tends to apture programmers' intuitive de nition of omparability, parti ularly
sin e it operates interpro edurally and thus takes a ount of surrounding ontext. (In this
parti ular example, the programmer ould also indire tly but easily infer the unreported
invariant be ause Daikon would dire tly report that all elements of b are positive.)
Daikon does not use La kwit in the same way that a programmer would. La kwit was
developed to support reverse engineering [OJ97℄. The analysis was designed to be s alable
(in parti ular, omputationally inexpensive even on large programs) and to handle omplex
language onstru ts su h as aliasing and higher-order fun tions (so that languages su h
as C ould be analyzed). The onsumer is a human who intera tively queries La kwit or
views graphi al representations of its output, allowing programmers to answer questions
about a program's stru ture and to nd various anomalies su h as abstra tion violations,
unused data stru tures, and memory leaks. By ontrast, Daikon uses La kwit's analysis in
an automati manner to redu e the ost and improve the quality of a dynami analysis.
Using three Siemens programs (Se tion 2.2), we measured the number of variable pairs
onsidered omparable by ea h te hnique (Se tion 4.7.2) and the di eren es among invariants produ ed using ea h of the approa hes (Se tion 4.7.1).

4.7.1 Redu ed Comparability
Compared to the un onstrained approa h, how mu h do the three other approa hes redu e
the number of omparable variables that Daikon must onsider?
Figure 4.9 lists, for ea h method, the average number (over the three Siemens programs)
of variables omparable to a given variable. The un onstrained approa h makes ea h vari-
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Comparability Other vars Ratio
Un onstrained
8.8
1.00
Sour e types
4.5
.51
Coer ed types
5.1
.58
La kwit
0.6
.06
Figure 4.9: Average number of variables to whi h ea h variable is omparable. For a randomly

hosen variable in the Siemens suite, this table indi ates, for ea h of the four omparability relations,
how many other variables the given variable is expe ted to be omparable to. The nal olumn shows
the ratios between ea h method and the un onstrained method.
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Figure 4.10: Redu tion in omparability a hieved by various stati omparability analyses, graphed
against number of variables in s ope at a program point. The graph indi ates, for a randomly hosen
program point in the Siemens suite at whi h the spe i ed number of variables is in s ope, how mu h
ea h omparability method redu es omparability, ompared to the un onstrained ase. The data of
Figure 4.9 aggregate this information for all program points, regardless of number of variables. The
numbers of variables do not in lude original values for parameters or other derived variables. The
\12+" datapoint in ludes all program points with 12 or more variables in s ope.
able omparable to every other variable, so at a program point with n variables in s ope, ea h
variable is omparable to n 1 others. For these programs, using program type onstraints
redu es the number of omparable variables 42{49% (depending on whether oer ions are
taken into a ount), while La kwit redu es the number by 94%. Su h omparisons have not
previously been performed; they indi ate quantitatively the e e tiveness of La kwit.
Figure 4.10 presents the same data, but broken down by the number of variables in s ope
at a program point. As the number of variables in s ope grows, the onstraints of sour e
types or oer ed sour e types be ome less e e tive ( ompared to un onstrained). In C, the
number of types does not in rease with fun tion size, so larger fun tions have sharing of a
xed set of types. In ontrast, the gure's La kwit numbers tend to de rease as the number
of variables in reases. This suggests that the programs impli itly partition value ows; as
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Invariants
Comparability total binary Time
Un onstrained 100% 100% 100%
Sour e types
78%
61%
91%
Coer ed types 78%
74%
96%
La kwit
55%
27%
75%
Figure 4.11: Per entage of total and binary invariants reported, and time to ompute all invariants,
ompared to un onstrained omparability.

the programs grow, the number of partitions tends to in rease, as opposed to in reasing the
size of ea h partition.

4.7.2 Improved Relevan e
Does the stati redu tion of variable omparability ause a orresponding redu tion in the
number of reported invariants? If so, are the removed invariants are likely to be irrelevant,
and do more restri tive omparisons lead to performan e improvements?
To address these questions for the three Siemens programs, we ran ea h program using
the same tra e les but with the four di erent omparability relations. For repla e we
used 3000 test ases randomly sele ted from the provided set, while the others used their
full set of provided test ases, about 1500 ases ea h. Figure 4.11 shows the resulting
data organized by omparability relation and averaged over the three programs. The total
number of invariants, the number of binary invariants, and omputation time are shown,
all as per entages of un onstrained omparability. (Comparability does not dire tly a e t
unary invariants.)
Using La kwit omparability signi antly redu es the binary invariants reported (whi h
in turn redu es the total invariants reported). On these programs, La kwit omparability provides a signi ant redu tion in invariants reported ompared to any of the other
omparability relations. The ratio of number of invariants reported when using La kwit
omparability to using un onstrained omparability ranges from .62 for tot info to .03 for
repla e. The tot info data are a bit unusual, sin e Daikon dis overs only a small number
of binary invariants (13 for un onstrained and eight for both sour e types and La kwit).
La kwit types also provide a substantial performan e improvement (whi h also has a large
varian e).
Our qualitative analyses ompared the reported invariants for a given program and test
suite a ross the four omparability relations. We fo used primarily on repla e be ause of our
familiarity with it, whi h aids in making judgments about the potential relevan e of reported
invariants. The invariants removed as a result of using La kwit omparability appear to
be irrelevant for most likely programming tasks. For example, in pro edure amat h, whi h
ontains two har * variables, lin and pat, the other three omparability relations (but not
La kwit) ause Daikon to report lin < pat. This invariant ompares the pointer addresses:
although values ow between elements within these arrays, the arrays themselves do not
parti ipate in any expressions. In pro edure makepat, La kwit omparability prevented an
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invariant between two unrelated boolean variables (done and junk) from being omputed or
reported, as it was for the other omparability relations.
These preliminary data suggest that omputing invariants over only those variables
that are onsidered omparable by the La kwit typing me hanism is pro table in terms of
relevan e and performan e.
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Chapter 5
Invariants involving pointer-based

olle tions

The te hniques des ribed so far are limited to nding invariants over s alars and arrays, and lo al properties of data stru tures. This hapter presents two simple te hniques
that enable dis overy of invariants over olle tions of data represented by re ursive data
stru tures (in luding indire t links through tables, et .). These te hniques require minimal
hanges to the existing infrastru ture.
The rst te hnique, linearization, auses the instrumented ode to traverse these impli it,
potentially irregular olle tions and re ord them expli itly as arrays in the program tra es.
The basi Daikon invariant dete tor, whose design pre ludes dire t representation of pointer
stru tures and generi olle tions, an infer invariants over these tra e elements. Examples
in lude p:left 2 mytree and mytree is sorted.
The se ond te hnique, data splitting, splits data tra es into multiple parts based on
predi ates Daikon hooses, then dete ts invariants in ea h part. This enables dis overy of
onditional invariants that are not universally satis ed, but whose truth is dependent on
some other ondition. Su h invariants are ne essary for reporting invariants over re ursive
data stru tures, whi h behave di erently in their base and re ursive ases, and are also useful
in their own right. Examples in lude ptr = null or ptr > i and if pro ess:priority < 0 then
pro ess:status = a tive. Se tion 5.3 dis usses several poli ies and a me hanism for omputing
onditional invariants.
The te hniques are validated by su essful appli ation to two sets of programs: simple
textbook data stru tures and student solutions to a weighted digraph problem.
As a motivating example, onsider (part of) Daikon's output for a program that uses a
linked list as a priority queue [Wei99℄:
PriorityQueue:::CLASS
prio. losure(next).rank is sorted by <=
void PriorityQueue.insert():::EXIT
size(prio. losure(next)) = size(orig(prio. losure(next))) + 1

This output states that all elements rea hable via next pointers from the root prio are sorted
by their rank elds and that insertions in rease the size of the priority queue. The output
also ontains a number of other invariants (some useful and some not); see Se tion 5.4 for
details.
Se tion 5.1 distinguishes between lo al invariants, whi h are dete ted by the previouslydes ribed te hniques, and global invariants that require a new approa h. Se tion 5.2 disusses linearization for manipulating pointer-a essed olle tions. Se tion 5.3 des ribes how
to reate and test onditional invariants. Se tions 5.4 and 5.5 experimentally assesses the
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e e tiveness of these te hniques. We evaluated them on the Weiss and 6.170 programs (des ribed in Se tion 2.4). Daikon nds over 98% of the relevant invariants and reports less
than 5% irrelevant invariants. In addition, the invariants identi ed several oversights in the
design and implementation of the data abstra tions. (Se tion 9.2 presents ongoing work in
performing inferen e online, in onjun tion with exe ution of the instrumented program.
This optimization, whi h hanges the ar hite ture of the invariant dete tor, is ne essitated
by the potential size, and ost of traversing, pointer-dire ted data stru tures.)

5.1 Lo al and global invariants
Pointers present a hallenge to invariant dete tion only in the ontext of re ursive data
stru tures, in whi h the system may have to traverse arbitrarily many links. Otherwise, a
pointer an be treated as a re ord with two elds: the address and the ontent.
Invariants over pointer-based stru tures an be lassi ed as either lo al invariants or
global invariants.
A lo al invariant relates a small number of \synta ti ally lose" obje ts. Synta ti ally
lose obje ts are rea hable, from variables a essible in the same s ope, within a xed
number of eld dereferen es, array a esses, or other operations. Examples of lo al invariants in lude node:left:parent = node, indi ating that nodes point ba k to their parents,
emp:dept = emp:manager:dept, indi ating that an employee's manager is in the same department as the employee, and a[i℄:rank < a[j℄:rank, indi ating that the ith element of the
array takes pre eden e over the jth element. Be ause Daikon's instrumenters output obje t
elds (up to a ertain spe i ed depth), the basi invariant dete tion te hniques report lo al
invariants.
A global invariant involves an arbitrary-size olle tion of obje ts, as in x 2 mytree,
num used < size(mylist), and mytree is sorted. Lo al invariants do not always imply global
ones; for instan e, a[i 1℄:rank < a[i℄:rank (for un onstrained i) implies that array a is sorted,
but p.left.rank < p.rank < p.right.rank (for all p, when the spe i ed elements exist) does not
imply that the tree ontaining p is sorted. Therefore, global invariants must be he ked
expli itly. Daikon does so by expli itly representing the olle tion and performing invariant
dete tion over it.

5.2 Invariants over olle tions
Although data stru ture traversal may be expensive, it need not be frequent, whi h an
make the ost reasonable. When a data stru ture is no longer of interest (for example,
all potential invariants over it have been falsi ed and are no longer being he ked), then
it need no longer be traversed; see also Se tion 9.2. Invariants ould be he ked on only
some program point exe utions, whi h ould be sele ted randomly and/or by ba king o on
he king after the invariant has been satis ed suÆ iently many times. Dynami invariant
dete tion is ne essarily unsound with respe t to future program exe utions; this hange
makes the system unsound with respe t to the test suite as well. In pra ti e many dynami
analyses perform random sampling with good results. Traversal ost an be amortized by
ombining it with other traversals, su h as that performed by garbage olle tion. Finally,
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data stru ture properties ould be in rementally maintained. As an example, an analysis
ould indi ate that tree rebalan ing does not a e t the order of its elements. Thus, no new
traversal is needed after su h an operation.
The Daikon invariant dete tor omputes invariants only over s alars and arrays (see
Se tion 3.1). This se tion extends Daikon to dis over invariants over olle tions of data
represented using stru tures other than arrays. The basi approa h is to extend the instrumenter to nd olle tions that are impli it in the program, linearize them, re ord them
expli itly in the tra e le as arrays, and then treat them like any other array. To linearize a
olle tion, the instrumented program traverses the olle tion and writes out an array of the
visited obje ts, whi h form the transitive losure of obje ts rea hable via the olle tion's
traversal operation.
This approa h hanges only the instrumenter. This design de ision kept stable the most
omplex and error-prone omponent of Daikon, the invariant dete tor. Furthermore, as
we show in Se tions 5.4 and 5.5, this approa h works quite well for our experiments to
date. (Linearizing olle tions adds many variables to the data tra e; Se tion 9.2 dis usses
strategies to redu e this ost.)
Linearizing an arbitrary-sized olle tion as an array requires sele ting a root, determining
a method for traversing the olle tion, and sele ting the eld or elds in the olle tion's obje ts to be written into the tra e le. Program variables form the potential roots. When an
obje t eld leads to another obje t of the same type (e.g., element.next), the instrumenter
outputs the two obje ts as su essive elements in the same array. If there are multiple su h
elds (e.g., a prev eld in addition to the next eld), then multiple arrays are written into
the tra e le, one for ea h eld. The linearized arrays are named losure eld, where eld
is the name of the re ursive eld. Arrays are also reated for ea h ombination of elds.
Two self-typed elds (su h as prev and next, or left and right) might indu e a tree, so the
potential tree is linearized in-order, pre-order, and post-order.
As with other variables, elds with non-re ursive types are also written out, to a userspe i ed depth. As it is linearizing olle tions, the instrumenter an write to the tra e
le additional information about the stru tures, su h as whether they are y li , a dag,
or a tree, whi h is omputed during the data stru ture traversal but is not evident from
the linearized form. This information is written as s alars that an be handled dire tly by
Daikon.
Pointer-based data stru tures are no di erent than arrays in requiring traversal to determine some properties of the entire olle tion. Although on eptually similar, arrays do
have several advantages. A essing elements is heap and synta ti ally and on eptually
simple, and array size is often known a priori and arrays may not grow as large as arbitrary
data stru tures.
Be ause of their prevalen e, this se tion fo uses on self-re ursive obje t referen es, but
the te hniques an be generalized to other representations. Any entity that an serve as
a proxy for a data obje t an operate as a pointer. For example, a Fortran program may
reate a pool of obje ts as an array, using the array indi es to link the obje ts. Hash table
keys are another example (see Se tion 5.5).
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1. Split the data into parts
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if even(x)
then y = 0
else y = 2x

Figure 5.1: Me hanism for omputing onditional invariants.

5.3 Conditional invariants
Many important program properties are not universally true. For instan e, the lo al invariant over a sorted binary tree, p:left:value < p:right:value, holds only if p, p.left, and
p.right are non-null. Other examples in lude an absolute value routine with post ondition
if arg < 0 then result = arg else result = arg and a list deletion routine with post ondition
if x 2 orig(list) then size(list) = size(orig(list))
1, where orig(list) is the value of list on
entry to the routine. Conditional invariants are parti ularly important for programs that
manipulate re ursive data stru tures, be ause di erent properties typi ally hold in the base
ase and in the re ursive ase.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the me hanism for dete ting onditional invariants: split data
tra es into parts based on some predi ate, perform invariant inferen e on ea h part, and
report those sub-invariants, ontingent on the splitting predi ate. In the typi al ase, there
are no signi ant di eren es between the invariants dete ted in the two parts of the data,
so no onditional invariant is reported. This me hanism requires minimal hange to the
invariant dete tor. Splitting, like invariant dete tion itself, operates on ea h program point
independently.
Se tion 5.3.1 presents poli ies for sele ting the splitting riterion | the predi ate that
divides the data into parts. Se tion 5.3.2 solves a te hni al problem with modi ation bits,
whi h must be propagated to ea h of the parts of the data.
There are many potential ways to split a program point's data; the system must de ide
how many of the andidate splits to use and how to ombine them. For instan e, given two
splitting riteria p and q, there are at least 13 potential subparts of the data over whi h to
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perform invariant inferen e: the whole data (i.e., the ondition true), four parts de ned by
one ondition (p, :p, q, :q), and eight parts de ned by both onditions (p ^ q, :(p ^ q),
p ^ :q , :(p ^ :q ), :p ^ q , :(:p ^ q ), :p ^ :q , :(:p ^ :q )).
Splitting a program point linearly in reases work, be ause invariant inferen e is repeated
for the subparts of the data. Combining splits may result in even ner, more useful invariants; but it always in reases omputation time. Daikon uses a single level of splitting on
simple programs. For instan e, in the example with splitting riteria p and q, it would
examine the entire tra e and the four subtra es for p, :p, q, and :q.
When splitting riteria are hosen a priori, it is easy to in rementally add new samples,
but the samples are pro essed independently for ea h split (and for the whole, unsplit
program point). It is not feasible to save work by performing invariant dete tion over
the full data, then modify the results by removing some samples: in the absen e of ertain
ounterexamples, di erent invariants will be suppressed, he ked, and dete ted, and di erent
derived variables will be generated or suppressed. Two other approa hes to eliminating
repeated work might be advantageous, though Daikon does not yet support either one. The
rst is to start invariant inferen e from s rat h for ea h part of the data but dis ard an
invariant if it is no stronger than that dete ted over all the data (regardless of on den e
over the subpart of the data). The se ond is to ompute invariants over the parts and
then ombine them, eliminating the need for omputation of invariants over the whole but
ausing diÆ ulties in omputing on den es for those invariants. A multi-level splitting
strategy ould examine information at shallower splits before ombining sli ing riteria.

5.3.1 Splitting poli y
The splitting poli y determines the predi ate used for splitting data tra es into parts. We
onsidered the following splitting poli ies:



A stati analysis poli y sele ts splitting onditions based on analysis of the program's
sour e ode. Daikon urrently implements this poli y.



A spe ial values poli y ompares a variable to presele ted values hosen stati ally
(su h as null, zero, or literals in the sour e ode) or dynami ally (su h as ommonlyo urring values, minima, or maxima).



A poli y based on ex eptions to dete ted invariants tra ks variable values that violate
potential invariants, rather than immediately dis arding the falsi ed invariant. If the
number of falsifying samples is moderate, those samples an be separately pro essed,
resulting in a nearly-true invariant plus an invariant over the ex eptions.



A random poli y ould perform exhaustive or sto hasti splitting over a sample of the
data, then re-use the most useful splits on the whole data.



A programmer-dire ted poli y allows a user to sele t splitting onditions a priori .

The poli ies are des ribed in more detail below.
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Stati analysis. Daikon urrently splits data tra es based on a simple examination of the

program text. Ea h boolean ondition used in the program (for instan e, as a test
in an if statement) is used as a splitting ondition. Only onditionals that refer to
variables in s ope at the program points are of interest; this auses most splitting
onditions to be used only for the single pro edure in whi h they appeared.

A ondition tested in one pro edure may be meaningful for another pro edure in whi h
all those variables are in s ope. Splitters are often invalid outside the pro edures that
ontain them, espe ially if they referen e lo al variables. However, we found that
su h splitters are sometimes serendipitously useful, for instan e if there is another
lo al variable of the same name and similar meaning.
A more sophisti ated stati analysis ould perform a data ow or other analysis in order
to determine more ompli ated onditions, or onditions not expli it in the program
text, that are likely to be true or to produ e an interesting split. The next poli y also
in ludes an aspe t of stati analysis.
We implemented the stati analysis poli y of using boolean expressions in a method
and pure boolean member fun tions. (The fun tions must be side-e e t-free and
non-ex eption-throwing; allo ations are permitted so long as the new obje ts do not
es ape.) Daikon automati ally generates and applies these splitting onditions. The
results in Se tions 5.4 and 5.5 demonstrate that not only is this poli y easy to implement, it also works well for the programs we onsidered.
One reason for the su ess of stati splitting may be that the methods in the programs
we tested are relatively simple. For example, the LinkedList program has only a single
onditional in its body and using this as a splitting ondition led to the dis overy of
useful onditional predi ates. More experiments are required to indi ate whether the
simple approa h must be augmented for more ompli ated programs.

Spe ial values. Variables often give additional information about, or guard a ess to,

other values. For instan e, quite di erent invariants are likely to hold when the tag
of a union data stru ture takes on di erent values. A stati analysis ould identify
values with spe ial meaning, su h as 0, null, and other values standing for missing
data. Literals that appear in the sour e ode may also serve as markers.
Dynami analysis an also identify spe ial values. A variable's initial value may be
used before a data stru ture is initialized, and its nal value an also have spe ial
meaning, su h as being a omplete, orre t ount. The program may take spe ial
a tion when extremal values su h as a minimum or maximum are en ountered; su h
extremal values may also appear stati ally, redu ing the need for a dynami analysis
to dete t them. A distribution's mode and other ommon values may represent a
boundary ase or a ommon ase; in either event, there is a natural disjun tion to be
found. Finally, if a value takes on only a few distin t values, a omplete split for ea h
value may be worthwhile.
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Ex eptions to dete ted invariants. When an invariant is falsi ed during testing, Daikon
dis ards it, testing it over no more value samples and not reporting it. This avoids
reporting untrue invariants and improves runtime. However, it may be worthwhile not
to dis ard invariants immediately, but to permit some ex eptions to invariants before
dismissing them entirely.

Su h a strategy would a he ex eptions to ea h invariant. If the ex eptions ex eeded a
ertain number or per entage of all en ountered samples, then the invariant would be
dis arded as before. So long as there are a modest number of ex eptions, they would
be retained. Then, invariant dete tion ould be performed over the ex eptions to see
under whi h onditions the original invariant does not hold.
This strategy permits multiple invariants of a parti ular variety to be a tive simultaneously. For instan e, given three non- olinear hx; yi pairs, there are three di erent
linear (y = ax + b) relationships, ea h with a single ex eption.

Random splitting. Not all interesting data splits an be predi ted a priori or dis overed

via heuristi s. As a result, it may be worthwhile to perform either exhaustive splitting,
or to try a number of random splits, over a subset of the data. The splits that produ e
onditioned invariants would be used on the full data. This potentially expensive
approa h ould be quite useful in moderation; randomized algorithms often do well in
other domains.
Furthermore, the random splits need not be perfe t. For a ondition that holds over
part of the data tra e, it is enough that it hold on one side of one of the random
splits | that is, in one random group of samples | in order to be dete ted on the
rst pass. The ondition would be ome the splitting riterion for the se ond (full)
invariant dete tion pass, dividing the full data pre isely. This strategy may be best
for dete ting properties that are usually true. For instan e, if 90% of samples satisfy
a property, then given 11 random groups of 10 samples ea h, it is over 99% likely that
there exists a group all of whose samples satisfy the property. If half of all samples
satisfy the property, then 4714 groups of 10 samples are needed in order to be 99%
sure (or 2357 groups to be 90% sure) that all the samples of some group satisfy the
property. These numbers an be omputed from the formula
r

= log(1

ps )

(1

);

where p is the probability that a random sample satis es the property, s is the size
of ea h group, is the desired on den e that all samples in some group satisfy the
property, and r is the number of ne essary groups (repetitions). Stri tly speaking, this
al ulation should be adjusted to a ount for the possibility that every sample in all
of the groups satis es the property, whi h would also prevent the splitting ondition
from being dete ted on the rst pass. This is a omplished by adjusting the on den e
formula (from whi h the above formula for r was derived) from = 1 (1 p ) to
= (1 (1 p ) )(1 p s). Unless the property is very likely to hold and the number
of groups is quite small, this adjustment is negligible. In 20 groups of 10 samples ea h,
a property that holds over 99% of all samples is 87% likely to be falsi ed at least on e.
s r

s

r

r
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(a) Original tra e

(b) Naive split

( ) Adjusted modi ation bits

Figure 5.2: Modi ation bits and data splitting. The left-hand table shows a data tra e, at a

program point that was exe uted ten times, for a variable that was assigned three times (to values
1, 2, and 2). A splitting riterion (not shown) splits the data into two parts. The middle table
shows the data split without any adjustment to the modi ation bits that indi ate whether the
variable was re ently assigned; no modi ation bits are set for Split B. The right-hand table shows
the modi ation bits adjusted so that ea h assignment sets (up to) one bit in ea h split.

Programmer-dire ted splitting. Programmers usually have intuitions about what prop-

erties are most important, are most likely to be of interest, or are most relevant to
their parti ular task. Thus, programmers an supply extra information, su h as whi h
test ase group a parti ular run ame from, in order to ompare su h hara teristi s.
Programmers ould also dire tly propose splitting riteria. In parti ular, absent but
expe ted invariants might suggest splitting predi ates.

5.3.2 Repeated values
Daikon reports only invariants that pass a statisti al on den e test. In order to avoid
overweighting loop-invariant (and other un hanged) variables, the instrumentation tra ks
lvalue assignments and re ords a boolean value in the data tra e, indi ating whether the
lvalue was assigned sin e the last visit to that parti ular program point (Se tion 7.5). A
new sample adds on den e to an inferred invariant only if the boolean is set | that is, one
of the invariant's lvalues has been assigned (Se tion 4.5.1).
When data tra es are split in order to dete t onditional invariants, all of the bits that
are set may be assigned to one of the subparts. For an example, see Figure 5.2. This raises
two problems. First, the modi ation bits no longer apture the intuition of a variable being
re ently set (and having one set bit per assignment), and so invariant on den e is skewed
and desired invariants do not appear in the output. Se ond, the optimization that assumes
that if the modi ation bit is not set, the value is the same as the previous one, is no longer
justi ed.
Daikon avoids these problems by adjusting some modi ation bits, making ea h dynami
assignment result in a true modi ation bit in ea h subpart of the data. This is done without
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(a) Original tra e

(b) A umulator

( ) Modi ation bits

(d) A umulator

Figure 5.3: A umulator for modi ation bits and data splitting. The nal result of Figure 5.2( ),

whi h is repeated here as the third table, is a hieved by using an a umulator bit for ea h variable
and subpart of the data. This example shows two a umulators, be ause there is only one variable
and the data is split into two parts.
The left-hand table shows the original data tra e. Whenever an modi ation bit is set in it, ea h
of the orresponding a umulators is set, as illustrated in the se ond table. Modi ation bits are set
in the sub-parts of the data (in the third table) a ording to the a umulator bits, then whatever
a umulator bit was used is set to false (shown in the fourth table). The se ond and fourth tables
show the same bits, but at di erent points in pro essing; the nth row of the right-hand table is the
input used on the (n + 1)st row of pro essing. The result is that ea h bit that is set in the original
tra e sets at most one bit in ea h subpart of the data.

hange to the instrumenter. The invariant dete tor maintains, for ea h subpart of the data,
an a umulator bit per variable. The modi ation bits of the original tra e are or-ed into
the a umulator, and the a umulator is used (and leared after use) for the modi ation
bits in its part. (See Figure 5.3.) This implementation does not work if the samples are
stored unordered in a database; it requires online pro essing or storing samples in order.
Our experiments show that, a ross a range of test ases, few samples are exa tly repeated,
and there is temporal lo ality when they are repeated. So, using run-length en oding and
interning of data stru tures, the additional memory overhead of an ordered representation
is hardly noti eable, even if all samples are kept in memory.
Data splitting may ause invariants that were reported over the whole not to be reported
over the parts. The missing invariants are not statisti ally justi ed over the smaller number
of samples in the part.

5.4 Textbook data stru tures
This se tion reports the results of running Daikon over the rst ve data stru tures in a data
stru tures textbook [Wei99℄: linked lists, ordered lists, sta ks represented by lists, sta ks
represented by arrays, and queues represented by arrays. (Analysis of other data stru tures
gave similar results.) Before examining the reported invariants, we determined the desired
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output (the goal invariants that should be reported by an ideal invariant dete tor) by
reading the book and the programs. We were able to obje tively determine this \gold
standard" be ause the programs are small, des ribed in the textbook, and implement wellunderstood data stru tures. We extended Daikon with linearization and splitting, plus
additional impli ation tests ne essitated by those hanges. However, we did not introdu e
new types of invariants for Daikon to he k: the invariants already being he ked were
adequate for these pointer-based stru tures. (This suggests that a small, basi , general set
of invariants may be broadly appli able; hand-tuning the set of potential invariants for ea h
program is not ne essary.)
This se tion reports what per entage of the reported invariants are relevant (like pre ision in information retrieval [Sal68℄) and what per entage of the goal invariants are reported
(like re all in information retrieval).
The textbook's implementation of the 5 data stru tures omprises 7 lasses, ranging
in size from 12 lines (for ListNode) to 65 lines (for QueueAr) of non-blank, non- omment
ode. (For omparison, the Sun JDK 1.2.2 java.util.LinkedList lass is implemented in
673 lines, of whi h 255 are non- omment and non-blank. Its interfa e is ri her but its
fun tionality is essentially the same as the textbook's LinkedList lass, so Daikon would
perform similarly, for the same test suite.) For simpli ity, this presentation assumes that
the polymorphi data stru tures are rewritten to ontain Integer obje ts; see Se tion 4.4
(page 34) for details about handling polymorphism.
Be ause the provided test suites are minimal at best, we augmented them with additional
test ases. These additional tests are far from omprehensive, but they do exer ise more of
the ode. Our test driver reates 32 instan es of the spe i ed data stru ture and performs
between 0 and 15 insertions and between 0 and 15 deletions. Ea h inserted element is a
random integer in the range 0{31.
Figure 5.4 tabulates Daikon's pre ision on the ve textbook data stru tures. We manually determined the relevan e of the reported invariants (see Se tion 4.2, page 31). Daikon
reported at least 95% of the relevant invariants for ea h lass.
Figure 5.5 shows data on goal invariants that Daikon failed to dete t. Daikon reports
most relevant invariants; its re all is always at least 98%. Daikon fails to report invariants for
only two reasons. First, the invariant may be beyond Daikon's vo abulary, not expressible
in the grammars of Se tions 3.2 and 4.3. Se ond, the invariant may be dete ted but not
reported, be ause the invariant is determined not to be relevant, so reporting it would be
more likely to be unhelpful than helpful to a Daikon user. Se tions 4.5{4.7 list the situations
in whi h a dete ted invariant is not reported.
The remainder of this se tion qualitatively assesses the invariants dete ted on these ve
data stru tures, For brevity, we dis uss ea h invariant only on e, even if it was dete ted
at multiple program points or in multiple data stru tures. Su h invariants in lude usage
properties, freedom from side e e ts, obje t invariants, invariants over helper lasses, and
others.
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lass

relevant implied irrelevant pre ision
LinkedList
317
11
1
96%
OrderedList
201
5
5
95%
Sta kLi
184
8
1
95%
Sta kAr
159
0
0
100%
QueueAr
500
0
0
100%
ListNode
46
1
1
95%
LinkedListItr
185
8
0
95%
Figure 5.4: Invariants dete ted in textbook data stru tures [Wei99℄. ListNode and LinkedListItr
are used internally by the rst three data stru tures. The \relevant" olumn ounts the number
of reported invariants that were relevant. The \implied" olumn ounts the number of invariants
that were implied by other invariants (the tests of Se tion 4.6, whi h were not fully implemented
at the time of this experiment, ould eliminate these). The \irrelevant" olumn ounts the number
of reported invariants that were irrelevant. The \pre ision" olumn is the ratio of the number
of relevant invariants to the total number of reported invariants. These numbers do not in lude
lass invariants that were repeated at method entries and exits and tautologi al invariants that are
ne essarily true based on the subparts of variables being ompared, all of whi h were removed by an
automated postpro essing step.
lass

relevant missing re all
LinkedList
317
3
99%
OrderedList
201
5
98%
Sta kLi
184
0
100%
Sta kAr
159
0
100%
QueueAr
500
10
98%
ListNode
46
0
100%
LinkedListItr
185
2
99%
Figure 5.5: Invariants not dete ted in textbook data stru tures [Wei99℄. The \relevant" olumn

is repeated from Figure 5.4. The \missing" olumn ounts desired invariants that Daikon failed to
report; see the text for dis ussion. The \re all" olumn is the ratio of relevant to the sum of relevant
and missing.

5.4.1 Linked lists
Figure 5.6 displays some of the invariants dete ted over linked lists. Linked lists are implemented with a header node that is not part of the list proper. The obje t invariants
indi ate that there is always at least one ListNode rea hable from header, whi h is implied
by the fa t that header is not null. Additionally, header.element (whi h is never used) is
always set to 0.
Most of the findPrevious entry invariants are usage properties dependent on the parti ular program and test suite: elements are random integers between 0 and 31, and the
maximum list size is 15. The rst equality indi ates that the test program always inserts
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LinkedList:::CLASS
header != null
size(header. losure(next)) >= 1
header.element = 0
LinkedListItr LinkedList.findPrevious(Obje t x):::ENTER
p. urrent = header
x <= 31
x >= 0
size(header.next. losure(next)) <= 15
LinkedListItr LinkedList.findPrevious(Obje t x):::EXIT
x = orig(x)
header = orig(header)
header. losure(next) = orig(header. losure(next))
header. losure(next).element = orig(header. losure(next).element)
return != null
return. urrent != null
x != return. urrent.element
return. urrent. losure(next) is a subsequen e of header. losure(next)
MISSING: return. urrent.next.element = x
void LinkedList.insert(Obje t x, LinkedListItr p):::EXIT
x = header.next.element
if (p != null && p. urrent != null)
then size(orig(header.next. losure(next))) = size(header.next. losure(next)) - 1
else header. losure(next) = orig(header. losure(next))
boolean LinkedList.isEmpty():::EXIT
if (header.next == null)
then return = true
else return = false
void LinkedList.remove(Obje t x):::EXIT
size(header.next. losure(next)) <= size(orig(header.next. losure(next)))
MISSING: if (findPrevious(s) != null)
then size(header.next. losure(next)) = size(orig(header.next. losure(next))) - 1
else size(header.next. losure(next)) = size(orig(header.next. losure(next)))

Figure 5.6: Linked list invariants. This is a portion of Daikon's output for the LinkedList
lass [Wei99℄. Invariants annotated by :::CLASS are obje t invariants that are valid at the entry and exit of every publi method. The notation losure( eldname) stands for the olle tion of
obje ts rea hable by following eldname pointers; orig(val) stands for the value of val at entry to
a pro edure; and size(val) stands for the size of array or olle tion val.

at the beginning of the list. The routine's exit invariants indi ate that it does not hange
x, header, or obje ts a essible from header or their elds. In other words, the routine has
no side e e ts. Additionally, the routine always su eeds for this test suite: the return
value is never null. The antepenultimate exit invariant indi ates that the argument is never
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OrderedList:::CLASS
header. losure(next).element is sorted by <=
MISSING: header.next. losure(next).element is sorted by <
void OrderedList.insert(Integer x):::EXIT
size(header.next. losure(next)) >= size(orig(header.next. losure(next)))

Figure 5.7: Ordered list invariants. Only (some) di eren es from Figure 5.6 are shown.
returned. The penultimate one indi ates that the return value points into the original list,
and the nal (missing) invariant is the basi ontra t of the pro edure. Given a larger data
stru ture depth for writing elds to the data tra e le, Daikon nds that invariant; see the
dis ussion of ordered lists (Se tion 5.4.2) for details.
The rst insert invariant indi ates that, for this program, insertion always o urs at the
beginning of the list. The se ond one shows the onditions for su essful insertion, in terms
of the iterator p, whi h indi ates where in the list to insert the new element. When insertion
is su essful, the list size in reases by one. No size invariant is reported for unsu essful
insertion be ause the equality of the two olle tions implies that they have the same size;
the redundant size invariant is automati ally suppressed.
The remove invariant is an inequality over sizes be ause deletion is not always su essful;
additionally, it is not found to always o ur at the beginning of the list, as was the ase
for insertion. Daikon does not, however, dete t the exa t predi ate for determining when
deletion was su essful. The reason is that it urrently splits only on onditions o urring in
the program and zero-argument boolean member fun tions. Using unary boolean member
fun tions, would add the desired ondition. (The output would be most perspi uous if there
were an isMember fun tion, but the program la ks that.) Splitting on lo al variable s would
also solve the problem.

5.4.2 Ordered lists
Most invariants over ordered lists are identi al to those for arbitrary linked lists; some
di eren es appear in Figure 5.7. The additional lass invariant indi ates that the linked list
pointed to by the header is always sorted in terms of element values. The  relationship
results from the header element's value of 0, for the rst element may also be 0. The stri t <
ordering relation over the list proper is missed only be ause the default depth for outputting
data stru tures does not derive the needed variable header.next.next. losure(next). When
we in reased the depth (a ommand-line argument to the instrumenter) by 1, the desired
invariant is produ ed, and likewise for LinkedList.findPrevious.
Some invariants that appeared in LinkedList do not appear in OrderedList. Insertion
does not always o ur be ause OrderedList permits no dupli ate values, and insertion does
not always o ur at the list head. Daikon fails to nd the ondition predi ate over the size
of insert's result for the same reasons as for LinkedList.remove above.
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void Sta kLi.push(Obje t x):::EXIT
x = topOfSta k.element
topOfSta k.next = orig(topOfSta k)
topOfSta k.next. losure(next) = orig(topOfSta k. losure(next))
size(topOfSta k. losure(next)) = size(orig(topOfSta k. losure(next))) + 1
Obje t Sta kLi.topAndPop():::EXIT
return = orig(topOfSta k.element)
topOfSta k = orig(topOfSta k.next)
topOfSta k. losure(next) = orig(topOfSta k.next. losure(next))
size(topOfSta k. losure(next)) = size(orig(topOfSta k. losure(next))) - 1

Figure 5.8: Sta k invariants (list representation).
Sta kAr():::EXIT
theArray = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0℄
topOfSta k = -1
boolean Sta kAr.isEmpty():::EXIT
topOfSta k >= 0
return = false
void Sta kAr.push(Obje t x):::EXIT
x = theArray[topOfSta k℄
topOfSta k >= 0
orig(topOfSta k) = topOfSta k - 1

Figure 5.9: Sta k invariants (array representation).

5.4.3 Sta ks: list representation
The rst three dete ted invariants in Figure 5.8 for sta k push (for sta ks implemented via
linked lists) ompletely apture the operation's semanti s; the pop invariants are symmetri .
The fourth invariant for push, indi ating that the sta k grows by one after an insertion, does
not expli itly appear in the output, as an artifa t of hoosing a anoni al variable among
equal variables. Instead, the output in ludes the invariants
size(topOfSta k.next. losure(next)) = size(topOfSta k. losure(next)) - 1
topOfSta k.next. losure(next) = orig(topOfSta k. losure(next))

and these imply the fourth invariant. Daikon expli itly reported the orresponding invariant
for pop.
The rst invariant at the exit of the topAndPop method aptures the return of the top
sta k element. The se ond and third apture the notion of popping the sta k. The nal
invariant indi ates that the method de reases the size of the linked list by 1.
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QueueAr():::EXIT
urrentSize = 0
urrentSize = front
ba k = 15
theArray = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0℄
Obje t QueueAr.dequeue():::EXIT
return = theArray[front-1℄ = theArray[orig(front)℄
front = orig(front) + 1
ba k = orig(ba k)
void QueueAr.enqueue(Obje t x):::EXIT
x = theArray[ urrentSize-1℄ = theArray[ba k℄
ba k != orig(ba k)
front = orig(front)
urrentSize = orig( urrentSize) + 1
MISSING: ba k = ((orig(ba k) + 1) mod DEFAULT CAPACITY)

Figure 5.10: Queue invariants.

5.4.4 Sta ks: array representation
Figure 5.9 shows invariants for a sta k implemented by an array. The invariants for the exit
point of the onstru tor Sta kAr show the initialization of the sta k: all elements are zeroed
and the top index takes an initial value. The isEmpty invariants re e t a short oming of the
test suite: no tests were performed when the sta k was empty. (Similarly, the sta k never
lled, whi h would result in more onditional invariants.) That the data stru ture is a sta k
is aptured in the invariants on push: the element is inserted at the top of the sta k, the
top index is in remented, and the sta k is non-empty after a push. The invariants for pop
are similar.

5.4.5 Queues
Invariants inferred over queues implemented with an array representation appear in Figure
5.10. The onstru tor post onditions apture the initializations of the internal representation of the queue. The invariant urrentSize = front is a urate but oin idental, sin e
in prin iple the initial length is always zero but another index ould have been used to
represent the front of the queue.
Colle tively, the invariants at the exit of QueueAr say that the proper element is returned,
the ba k index hanges, and the front index remains un hanged. The invariant over the
ba k index is a urate but too weak: we would prefer to nd the missing modulus invariant.
Adding di eren es and sums of variables as derived variables would ause this invariant to
be dete ted (in a slightly di erent form). Our original prototype did so, but at the time of
these experiments we had not yet added that to the urrent version, as we were unsure of
its general appli ability.
Another missing invariant is 0  ba k < theArray:length. This invariant, whi h indi ates
that the index of the last element of the queue is within the bounds of the array, is not satis-
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ed by the ode. Both the Queue onstru tor and its makeEmpty routine violate this property
by setting ba k to 1. This is safe be ause queue insertion in rements ba k before using it;
however, those routines also redu e it modulo theArray.length, so this optimization saves
only some portion of the modulus operation, and only on e per data stru ture. The ode
would be improved by obeying the natural invariant throughout. (Other data stru tures in
the book su er from the same kind of problem.)

5.5 City map student programs
We also applied Daikon to Java programs written (to a single spe i ation) by students in a
software engineering ourse at MIT (6.170 Software Engineering Laboratory). The students
were assigned to write ode, formal spe i ations, and test ases for a ity map implemented
in terms of a weighted digraph. These programs are larger (1500{5000 lines) and more
realisti , and the students wrote down representation invariants; however, we found that
frequently those spe i ations were in omplete or were not satis ed by the ode. Thus, we
annot report what per entage of desired invariants are reported, only what per entage of
the reported invariants are relevant. We also present a qualitative analysis.
Although a weighted digraph is inherently re ursive, no student implemented it via
a re ursive data stru ture. The implementations tended to use tables indexed by graph
nodes; these were sometimes nested and sometimes not, and the indexed data varied as well.
Determining a node's edges generally required at least one table lookup (with the node as the
key). This approa h to representing olle tions is not surprising given the availability of a
library of eÆ iently implemented abstra tions. More expli it representations of olle tions
(for instan e, as resizeable arrays) lessen the pressure for Daikon to handle re ursivelyde ned olle tions; however, other properties (su h as onne tedness in the resulting graph)
may be ome more diÆ ult to infer (see Se tion 5.2).
The students were dire ted to a hieve bran h overage with their test suites (and given
a tool to test bran h overage), and most students stopped immediately upon a hieving
that goal. Thus, many methods were exe uted just a few times by their tests, and at
many program points, no invariants were statisti ally justi ed. To report results onsistent
a ross the programs, we report obje t invariants for three lasses (Table, WtDigraph, and
Distan eChart) that appear in all the student programs. An obje t invariant holds at entry
to and exit from all of the lass's publi methods.
Assessing the Daikon output for these programs is more diÆ ult than for the textbook
data stru tures onsidered in Se tion 5.4. The students' formal spe i ations were often
spotty in quantity and quality, failing to note important properties of the ode. Determining
the true set of relevant invariants would require areful hand-analysis of the programs, whi h
range from 1500{5000 lines of ode. In any ase, it would not be ompelling to report
Daikon's su ess in reporting invariants we had determined ourselves (even though, as was
the ase for the experiment of Se tion 5.4, we introdu ed no new invariants for Daikon to
he k). Thus, there is no \gold standard" against whi h to ompare the Daikon output.
Figure 5.11 quanti es Daikon's output for the rst four student programs we assessed in
detail. The invariants listed as \relevant" were both stated by the students and also found
by Daikon. They in lude uniqueness and non-nullness of olle tion elements, onstraints
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relevant implied irrelevant missing added
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37
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13
24
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10
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Figure 5.11: Obje t invariants dete ted for 3 key lasses (Table, WtDigraph, and Distan eChart)

in student ity map programs. The \relevant" olumn is the number of relevant invariants reported
that also appear in the students' formal spe i ations. The \implied" olumn is the number of
redundantly reported invariants that are implied by other (relevant) ones. The \irrelevant" olumn
is the number of reported invariants that are not relevant. The \missing" olumn is invariants in
the students' formal spe i ations that did not appear in Daikon's output. The \added" olumn
is relevant invariants dete ted by Daikon that the students erroneously omitted from their formal
spe i ations.

over data stru ture sizes, and the like.
The \added" invariants were missing from the student formal spe i ations but disovered by Daikon. As an example, some implementations of the Table abstra tion used
parallel keys and values arrays; Daikon always reported size(keys) = size(values), but some
formally spe i ed representation invariants omitted that property. Similarly, some but not
all students expli itly noted that ertain values should be non-null, a property that was
also pi ked up by Daikon. Daikon also dis overed some invariants of the test suites, su h as
size(nodes)  size(edges:keys), whi h indi ates that there were never more edges than nodes,
and size(distan eChart:edges:keys) = 0 in addCity, whi h indi ates that all ities were added
before any highways.
The \implied" invariants are redundant, be ause given other reported invariants, they
are ne essarily true. Most implied invariants are suppressed from the output; that some
remain is an easily orre ted weakness of our spe ial-purpose logi al impli ation he ker.
We had not ompleted its implementation when we ran this experiment.
The \irrelevant" invariants are nearly all omparisons between in ompatible runtime
types (for instan e, a ity is dis overed to be never equal to a highway). Daikon performs
these omparisons be ause it respe ts the stati ally de lared Obje t program types. One of
two te hniques would eliminate most or all of these irrelevant invariants: either using stati
analysis to determine that values annot ow from one variable to the other (Se tion 4.7,
page 46), or performing two stages of invariant dete tion, the rst of whi h determines the
a tual runtime types (Se tion 4.4, page 34). So, applying known te hnologies will allow us
to eliminate almost all of the \implied" and \irrelevant" invariants, leaning up the Daikon
output. That implementation work had not yet been ompleted at the time the statisti s
were gathered.
The \missing" numbers ompare against student formal spe i ations and so are underestimates of the number of true invariants missed, be ause in most ases the students'
formal spe i ations were in omplete. (In at least one ase, a omment also indi ated that
the student believed a representation invariant held at a point in the onstru tor where it
had not yet been established.)
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The \missing" invariants fall into four ategories. First, invariants stating that the graph
is bidire tional or ontains no self-edges require existential quanti ers or other me hanisms
not urrently supported by Daikon. These invariants are easy to state informally, but
the programs' self- he ks for these properties were sometimes a dozen lines long. Se ond,
invariants about mutability | for example, \the keys are immutable" | would require an
analysis of immutability as well as run-time types. A value an be immutable even if
Daikon does not dete t it as a onstant; for instan e, it might have di erent values on
di erent invo ations or program exe utions. Third, several invariants over the run-time
types of obje ts were not dete ted due to polymorphism or inadequate test suites. Finally,
the invariant that a olle tion ontains no dupli ates an be dete ted by Daikon, but in
pra ti e often was not be ause at runtime the spe i ed olle tions were very small (for
instan e, maximum outdegree was often two) and thus were observed too few times for
Daikon's statisti al tests to permit the invariant to be reported. This is a de ien y of the
test suites. (For some student programs, Daikon did report that olle tions, su h as the
global olle tion of all nodes, ontained no dupli ates or null entries.)
Dete ting the invariants for these programs was inexpensive. The tra e les ranged in
size from 500KB to 15MB. For ea h of the four programs, the Java implementation of Daikon
onsumed approximately two minutes of pro essing time (on a 143MHz Sun Ultra 1 Model
140 running SunOS 5.5.1, running on the Classi JVM version 1.2.2 with no JIT ompiler
and all debugging assertions enabled) and reported between 700 and 1900 invariants at 59
to 83 program points.
Di erent student programs deal with ex eptional onditions di erently. For example,
some data stru tures raise ex eptions that lients are expe ted to at h, while others return
a distinguished value in the ase of nonsensi al inputs or invalid ommands. Additionally,
some signaled ex eptions only in the ase of errors, while others used ex eptions for ordinary
ontrol ow. The latter style obviated the need for many onditional invariants, be ause
one ondition held for all ordinary exits and another ondition held for ex eptional exits.
The tra e was already e e tively split.
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Chapter 6
S alability and test suite sele tion
The time and spa e osts of dynami invariant inferen e grow with the number of program points and variables instrumented, number of invariants he ked, and number of test
ases run. The ost of inferen e is hard to predi t, however. For example, Daikon generates derived variables while analyzing tra es, and whi h derived variables are introdu ed
depends on the tra e values. Also, Daikon stops testing for an invariant as soon as it is
falsi ed, meaning that running time is sensitive to the order of variable value tuples. Finally, sele tion of test ases | both how many and whi h ones | impa t what invariants are
dis overed. This hapter presents the results of several experiments to determine the osts
of invariant inferen e (Se tion 6.1), the stability of the reported invariants as the test suite
in reases in size (Se tion 6.2), and the feasibility of automati ally generating test suites
(Se tion 6.3). These results enable users to predi t and ontrol runtime and output quality
based on quantitative, observable fa tors.

6.1 Performan e
Invariant dete tion time depends primarily on the number of variables, test suite size, and
program size; these fa tors are multipli ative. Brie y, invariant dete tion time is:






potentially ubi in the number of variables in s ope at a program point (not the total
number of variables in the program). Invariants involve at most three variables, so
there are a ubi number of potential invariants. In other words, invariant dete tion
time is linear in the number of potential invariants at a program point. However,
most invariants are falsi ed very qui kly, and only true invariants need be he ked for
the entire run, so invariant dete tion time at a program point is really linear in the
number of true invariants, whi h is a small onstant in pra ti e.
linear in the number of samples (the number of times a program point is exe uted),
whi h determines how many sets of values for variables are provided to Daikon. This
value is linearly related to test suite size; its ost an be redu ed by sampling.
linear in the number of instrumented program points, be ause ea h point is pro essed
independently. In the default ase, the number of instrumented program points is
proportional to the size of the program, but users an ontrol the extent of instrumentation to improve performan e if they have no interest in libraries, intend to fo us
on part of the program, et . Daikon's ommand-line parameters permit users to skip
over arbitrary lasses, fun tions, and program points.

Informally, invariant dete tion time an be hara terized as

Time = O( (jvarsj3  falsetime + jtrueinvsj  jtestsuitej)

 jprogramj )

;
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where vars is the number of variables at a program point, falsetime is the (small onstant)
time to falsify a potential invariant, jtrueinvsj is the (small) number of true invariants at
a program point, jtestsuitej is the size of the test suite, and jprogram j is the number of
instrumented program points. The rst two produ ts multiply a number of invariants by
the time to test ea h invariant.
The rest of this se tion eshes out the intuition sket hed above and justi es it via
experiments. Se tion 6.1.1 des ribes the experimental methodology. Se tion 6.1.2 reports
how the number of variables in s ope at an instrumented program point a e ts invariant
dete tion time, and Se tion 6.1.3 reports how the number of test ases (program runs)
a e ts invariant dete tion time. Se tion 6.1.4 onsiders how other fa tors a e t invariant
dete tion time.

6.1.1 Methodology
We instrumented and ran the Siemens repla e program on subsets of the 5542 test ases
supplied with the program, in luding runs over 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, and 3000
randomly- hosen test inputs, where ea h set is a subset of the next larger one. We also
ran over all 5542 test ases, but our initial prototype implementation ran out of memory,
ex eeding 180MB, for one program point over 3500 inputs and for a se ond program point
over 4500 inputs. The implementation ould redu e spa e osts substantially by using
a di erent data representation or by not storing every tuple of values (in luding every
distin t string and array value) en ountered by the program. For instan e, the system
might only retain ertain witnesses and ounterexamples, for use by the query tool, to
he ked properties. The witnesses and ounterexamples help to expli ate the results when
a user asks whether a ertain property is satis ed in the tra e database, as des ribed in
Se tion 2.2.2.
Daikon infers invariants over an average of 71 variables (6 original, 65 derived; 52 s alars,
19 sequen es) per instrumentation point in repla e. (The repla e program has 21 pro edures and so 42 instrumentation points, but one of the routines, whi h handles errors, was
never invoked, so we omit it hen eforth.) On average, 1000 test ases produ e 10,120 samples per instrumentation point, and Daikon takes 220 se onds to infer the invariants for an
average instrumentation point; for 3000 test ases there are 33,801 samples and pro essing
takes 540 se onds.
We ran the experiments on a 450MHz Pentium II, using a version of Daikon written
in the interpreted language Python [van97℄. Daikon has not yet been seriously optimized
for time or spa e, although at one point we improved performan e by nearly a fa tor of
ten by inlining two one-line pro edures. In addition to lo al optimizations and algorithmi
improvements, use of a ompiled language su h as C ould improve performan e by another
order of magnitude or more.

6.1.2 Number of instrumented variables
The number of variables over whi h invariants are he ked is the most important fa tor
a e ting invariant dete tion runtime. This is the number of variables in s ope at a program
point, not the total number of variables in the program, so it is generally small and should
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Figure 6.1: Change in invariant dete tion runtime versus hange in number of variables. A least-

squares trend line highlights the relationship; its R2 value is over .89, indi ating good t. Ea h data
point ompares inferen e over two di erent sets of variables at a single instrumentation point, for
invariant inferen e over 1000 program runs. (For 3000 test ases, the graph is similar, also with
2 = :89.) If one run has v variables and a runtime of t , and the other has v variables and a
R
1
1
2
runtime of t2 , then the x axis measures vv12 and the y axis measures tt12 . The trendline equation is
y = 1:8x
:92, indi ating that doubling the number of variables tends to in rease runtime by a
fa tor of 2.5, while in reasing the number of variables vefold in reases runtime by eight times.

grow very slowly with program size, as more global variables are introdu ed. On average,
ea h of the 20 fun tions in repla e has 3 parameters (2 pointers and 1 s alar), but those
translate to 5 he ked variables be ause, for arrays and other pointers, the address and the
ontents are separately presented to the invariant dete tor. On average there are two lo al
variables (in luding the return value, if any) in s ope at the pro edure exit; repla e uses no
global variables. The number of derived variables is diÆ ult to predi t be ause it depends
on the values of other variables, as des ribed in Se tion 4.3. On average, about ten variables
are derived for ea h original one; this number holds for a wide variety of relative numbers
of s alars and arrays. In all of our statisti s, the number of s alars or of sequen es has no
more (sometimes less) predi tive power than the total number of variables.
Figure 6.1 plots growth in invariant dete tion time against growth in number of variables. Ea h data point ompares invariant dete tion times for two sets of variables at every
pro edure exit in repla e using a 1000-element test suite. One set of variables is the initial
argument values, while the other set adds nal argument values, lo al variables, and the
return value. The larger set was from 1.4 to 7.5 times as large as the smaller one; this is
the range of the x axis of Figure 6.1. The absolute number of variables ranges from 14 to
230. This hoi e of a variable sets for omparison is somewhat arbitrary; however, it an
be applied onsistently to all the program points, it produ es a range of ratios of sizes for
the two sets, and the results are repeatable for multiple test suite sizes. We used the same
test suite for ea h run, and we did not ompare inferen e times at di erent program points,
be ause di erent program points are exe uted di erent numbers of times (have di erent
sample sizes), generate di erent numbers of distin t values (have di erent value distribu-
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Figure 6.2: Invariant dete tion runtime vs. number of test ases (program runs). The plot ontains

one data point for ea h program point and test suite size | six data points per program point. Lines
are drawn through some of these data sets to highlight the growth of runtime as test suite size
in reases. Figure 6.3 plots the slopes of these lines.

tions), and indu e di erent invariants; our goal is to measure only the e e t of number of
variables.
Figure 6.1 indi ates that, for a version of Daikon without ternary invariants (whi h
had not yet been introdu ed when this experiment was run), invariant dete tion time grows
approximately quadrati ally with the number of variables over whi h invariants are he ked.
(This is implied by the linear relationship over the ratios. When ratios v = 21 and t = 12
are linearly related with slope s, then v = st s + 1 be ause t = 1 when v = 1, and thus
18
v / t . For the 1000 test ases of Figure 6.1, the slope is 1.8, so v / t
.) The quadrati
growth is explained by the fa t that the number of possible binary invariants (relationships
over two variables) is also quadrati in the number of variables at a program point.
To verify our results, we repeated the experiment with a test suite of 3000 inputs. The
results were nearly identi al to those for 1000 test ases: the ratios losely tted (R2 = :89)
a straight line with slope 2.1.
Figure 6.1 ontains only 17 data points, not all 20. Our timing-related graphs omit
three fun tions whose invariant dete tion runtimes were under one se ond, sin e runtime
or measurement variations ould produ e ina urate results. The other absolute runtimes
range from 4.5 to 2100 se onds.
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6.1.3 Test suite size
The e e t of test suite size on invariant dete tion runtime is less pronoun ed than the e e t
of number of variables. Figure 6.2 plots growth in time against growth in number of test
ases (program runs) for ea h program point. Most of these relationships are strongly linear:
nine have R2 above .99, nine others have R2 above .9, and ve more have R2 above .85. The
remaining twelve relationships have runtime anomalies of varying severity; the data points
largely fall on a line, usually with a single ex eption. Although the timings are reprodu ible,
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Figure 6.3: Growth of runtime with test suite size, plotted against number of sour e variables at
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Figure 6.4: Number of pairs of values is the best predi tor of invariant dete tion runtime (R2 = :94).
The number of pairs of values is the number of distin t hx; y i pairs, where x and y are the values
of two di erent variables in a single sample (one parti ular exe ution of a program point). The
number of pairs of variables is not predi table from (though orrelated with) number of test inputs
and number of variables.

we have not isolated a ause for these departures from linearity.
Although runtime is (for the most part) linearly related to test suite size, the divergent
lines of Figure 6.2 show that the slopes of these relationships vary onsiderably. These
slopes are not orrelated with the number of original variables (the variables in s ope at the
program point), total (original and derived) variables, variables of s alar or sequen e type,
or any other measure we tested. Therefore, we know of no way to predi t the slopes or the
growth of runtime with test suite size.
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6.1.4 Other fa tors
We ompared a large number of fa tors in an attempt to nd formulas relating them.
The best single predi tor for invariant dete tion runtime is the number of pairs of values
en ountered by the invariant dete tor; Figure 6.4 plots that linear relationship. Runtime is
also orrelated with total number of values, with number of values per variable, with total
number of samples, and with test suite size (as demonstrated above), but in none of those
ases is the t as good as with number of pairs of values, and it is never good enough for
predi tion. Runtime was not well- orrelated with any other fa tors (or produ ts or sums of
fa tors) that we tried.
Although the number of pairs of values is a good predi tor for runtime and is orrelated with the number of values (but not with the ratio of numbers of s alar and sequen e
variables), it annot itself be predi ted from any other fa tors.
Unsurprisingly, the number of samples (number of times a parti ular program point is
exe uted) is linearly related to test suite size (number of program runs). The number of
distin t values is also well- orrelated with the number of samples. The number of distin t
variable values at ea h instrumentation point also follows an almost perfe tly linear relationship to these measures, with about one new value per 20 samples. We expe ted fewer
new values to appear in later runs. However, repeated array values are rare, and even a
test suite of 50 inputs produ ed 600 samples per fun tion on average, perhaps avoiding the
high distin t-variable-values-per-sample ratio we expe ted with few inputs.

6.2 Invariant stability
A key question in invariant inferen e is what kind and how large a test suite is required to
get a reliable, useful set of invariants. Too few test ases an result in both a small number
of invariants, be ause on den e levels are too low, and more false invariants, be ause
falsifying test ases were omitted. Running many test ases, however, in reases inferen e
times linearly, as demonstrated in Se tion 6.1.3.
To explore what test suite size is desirable for invariant inferen e, we ompared the
invariants dete ted on repla e for di erent numbers of randomly sele ted test ases. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 hart the number of identi al, missing, and di erent invariants reported
between two test suites, where the smaller test suite is a subset of the larger. Missing
invariants are invariants that were reported in one of the test suites but not in the other.
Daikon always dete ts all invariants that hold over a test suite and are in its vo abulary:
all invariants of the forms listed in Se tion 3.2, over program variables, elds, and derived
variables of the forms listed in Se tion 4.3. Any invariant that holds over a test suite also
holds over a subset of that test suite. However, a dete ted invariant may not be reported if it
is not statisti ally justi ed (Se tion 4.5), if a stronger invariant that implies it was reported
(Se tion 4.6), or if its variables are stati ally determined to be unrelated (Se tion 4.7). All
omparisons of invariants in this dissertation are of reported invariants, whi h is the output
the user sees.
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 separate the di eren es into potentially interesting ones and probably
uninteresting ones. A di eren e between two invariants is onsidered uninteresting if it is a
di eren e in a bound on a variable's range or if both invariants indi ate a di erent small set
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Figure 6.5: Invariant similarities and di eren es versus 2500 test ases for the Siemens repla e
program. The hart ompares invariants omputed over a 2500-element test suite with invariants
omputed over smaller test suites that were subsets of the 2500-element test suite.

of possible values ( alled \small value set" in Se tion 3.2); all other di eren es are lassi ed
as potentially interesting.
Some typi al uninteresting invariant range di eren es are the following di eren es in
invariants at the exit of fun tion putsub when omparing a test suite of size 1000 to one of
size 3000:
1000 tests:
3000 tests:

s1 >= 0
s1 in [0..98℄

(96 values)
(99 values)

1000 tests:
3000 tests:

i in [0..92℄
i in [0..99℄

(73 values)
(76 values)

A di eren e in a bound for a variable is more likely to be a pe uliarity of the data than a
signi ant di eren e that will hange a programmer's on eption of the program's operation.
In parti ular, that is the ase for these variables, whi h are indi es into arrays of length 100.
The uninteresting ategory also ontains variables taking on too few values to infer a more
general invariant, but for whi h that set of values di ers from one set of runs to another.
All other di eren es are reported in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 as potentially interesting. For
example, when omparing a test suite of size 2000 to one of size 3000, the following di eren e
is reported at the exit of dodash:
1000 tests:
3000 tests:

*j >= 2
*j = 0 (mod 2)

(105 values)
(117 values)

Su h di eren es, and some missing invariants, may merit loser examination.
Examination of the output revealed that substantive di eren es in invariants, su h as
dete ting result = i in one ase but not another, are rare | far fewer than one per pro edure
on average. Most of the invariants dis overed in one pro edure but not in another were
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Figure 6.6: Invariant similarities and di eren es versus 3000 test ases for the Siemens repla e
program. The hart ompares invariants omputed over a 3000-element test suite with invariants
omputed over smaller test suites that were subsets of the 3000-element test suite.

between learly in omparable or unrelated quantities (su h as a omparison between an
integer and an address, or between two elements of an array or of di erent arrays) or
were artifa ts of the parti ular test ases (su h as adding i 6= 5 (mod 13) to i  0). Other
invariant di eren es result from di erent values for pointers and uninitialized array elements.
For example, the minimum value found in an array might be 128 in one set of runs and
120 in another, even though the array should ontain only (nonnegative) hara ters. Other
nonsensi al values, su h as the sum of the elements of a string, also appeared frequently in
di ering invariants. The relevan e enhan ements of Chapter 4 had not yet been implemented
when this experiment was performed.

6.2.1 Quantitative analysis
In Figures 6.5 and 6.6, the number of identi al unary invariants grows modestly as the
smaller test suite size in reases. Identi al binary invariants show a greater in rease, parti ularly in the jump from 500 to 1000 test ases. Espe ially in omparisons with the 3000 ase
test suite, there are some indi ations that the number of identi al invariants is stabilizing,
whi h might indi ate asymptoti ally approa hing the true set of invariants for a program.
Inversely, the number of di ering invariants is redu ed as the smaller test suite size
in reases. Both unary and binary di ering invariants drop o most sharply from 500 to
1000 test ases; di eren es with the 3000 ase test set then smooth out signi antly, perhaps
stabilizing, while di eren es with the 2500 ase test set drop rapidly. Missing invariants
follow a similar pattern. The dropo for unary invariants is largely due to fewer uninteresting
invariants, while the dropo for binary invariants is due to fewer interesting invariants.
For repla e and randomly sele ted test suites, there seems to be a knee somewhere
between 500 and 1000 test ases: that is, the bene t per randomly-sele ted test ase seems
greatest in that range. Su h a result, if empiri ally validated, ould redu e the ost of
sele ting test ases, produ ing exe ution tra es, and omputing invariants.
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Figures 6.5 and 6.6 paint somewhat di erent pi tures of invariant di eren es. Di eren es
are smaller in omparisons with the 2500-element test suite, while values tend to level o
in omparisons with the 3000-element test suite. Only 2.5% of binary invariants dete ted
for the 2000 or 2500 ase test suites are not found identi ally in the other, and the number
of invariants that di er is in the noise, though these are likely to be the most important
di eren es. For omparisons against the 2500 test ase suite, these numbers drop rapidly
as the two test suites approa h the same size. When the larger test suite has size 3000,
more invariants are di erent or missing, and these numbers stabilize qui kly. The 3000 ase
test suite appears to be anomalous: omparisons with other sizes show more similarity with
the numbers and patterns reported for the 2500 ase test suite. We did su h omparisons
for both smaller test suites and larger ones (the larger omparisons omitted the one or
two fun tions for whi h our invariant database ran out of room for su h large numbers of
samples). Our preliminary investigations have not revealed a pre ise ause for the larger
di eren es between the 3000 ase test suite and all the others, nor an we a urately predi t
the sizes of invariant di eren es; further investigation will be required in order to fully
understand these phenomena.

6.3 Automati ally generated test suites
We have not yet hara terized the properties of a test suite (besides size) that make it
appropriate for dynami invariant dete tion. Furthermore, it is desirable for test suite
onstru tion to be a ordable. This se tion reports the quality of invariants resulting from
test suites generated by two semi-automati , relatively inexpensive methods: simple random
test- ase generation (Se tion 6.3.1) and grammar-driven test- ase generation (Se tion 6.3.2).
For Siemens programs repla e, s hedule, and t as (see Se tion 2.4), we ompare invariants resulting from automati ally generated test suites and (a random sele tion of) the
hand- rafted test ases.

6.3.1 Randomly-generated test suites
The simplest method of generating test ases is to randomly generate inputs of the proper
types. Random testing is heap, but it has poor overage and is most e e tive at nding
highly pe uliar bugs [Ham94℄.
Our randomly generated test suites failed to exe ute many portions of the program.
Thus, Daikon did not produ e many of the invariants resulting from the hand- rafted input
ases. For example, random generation produ es few valid input pattern strings for the
repla e program, so the fun tions that read and onstru t the pattern were rarely rea hed.
As another, more extreme, example, only one randomly produ ed input exer ised the set
of fun tions in the t as program, so Daikon was unable to produ e useful invariants. The
t as program begins by using a omplex onditional to determine if its use is appli able to
the urrent situation, as des ribed by the 12 inputs. If the input values are not appropriate,
it immediately exits.
For fun tions that were entered, the random test ases produ ed many invariants identi al to the ones derived from the Siemens test ases and few additional ones. For example,
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Unary
Binary
Program identi al di ering identi al di ering
s hedule
1876
54
100
4
t as
235
116
58
62
repla e
437
391
1130
928
Figure 6.7: Number of identi al and di ering invariants between invariants produ ed from grammardriven test ases and from the Siemens test ases for ea h of the 3 Siemens programs. Ea h test
suite ontained 100 test ases.

s hedule's fun

tion init prio queue adds pro esses to the a tive pro ess queue. Daikon orre tly produ ed the invariant i = num pro at the end of its loop. Many of the dis overed
invariants were related to program behaviors that are largely independent of the pro edure's
a tual parameters.
Random test ases did reveal how the program behaves with invalid inputs. For example,
t as performs no bounds he ks on a stati ally de lared xed-sized array. When an index
taken from the input was out of bounds, the resulting invariants showed the use of garbage
values in determining the air raft's ollision avoidan e response.

6.3.2 Grammar-generated test suites
Randomly generating test ases from a grammar that des ribes valid inputs holds more
promise than fully random testing be ause it an ensure a large number of orre t inputs,
and biasing the grammar hoi es an produ e more representative test ases. Compared to
random test generation, the grammar-driven approa h produ ed invariants mu h loser to
those a hieved with the Siemens test ases, but they also required more e ort to produ e.
The three programs had no spe i ations, so we derived grammars des ribing valid
program inputs by looking at the sour e or at omments, when available. In general this
was straightforward, although in some ases where input ombinations ould not o ur
together, we added expli it onstraints to the generator. In the ase of repla e, we enhan ed
the generator to o asionally insert instan es of the produ ed pattern in the target string,
ensuring that substitution fun tions are exer ised.
We also arranged for the grammars to produ e some invalid inputs. In some ases
introdu ing errors simpli ed the grammars; for example, permitting any hara ter to ll
a pattern format in repla e's test generation grammar, even when the pattern language
prohibits regular expression meta hara ters.
Table 6.7 ompares the invariants produ ed from the grammar-driven test ases to invariants produ ed from the Siemens suite for ea h of the 3 programs, using 100 test ases.
The grammar-driven test ases produ ed many of the invariants found with the Siemens
test ases. Many of the di ering invariants do not appear to be relevant (an inherently
subje tive assessment). In repla e, many di ering invariants resulted from the larger range
of hara ters produ ed by the generator, ompared to those of the Siemens test ases. Many
other di ering invariants are artifa ts of erroneous or invalid input ombinations produ ed
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by either the generated or Siemens test ases. However, some of the di eren es are signifi ant, resulting from input ombinations that the grammar-based generation method did
not produ e.
Although more investigation is required, there is some eviden e that with reasonable
e ort in generating test ases we an derive useful invariants. In parti ular, grammardriven test- ase generators may be able to produ e invariants roughly equivalent to those
produ ed by a test suite designed for testing. A programmer need not build a perfe t
grammar-driven test- ase generator, but rather one that exer ises the program tra e points
of interest a suÆ ient number of times. The dete ted invariants indi ate short omings
of the test suite. Random sele tion of values within the onstraints of the grammar is
a eptable, even bene ial, for invariant inferen e. Furthermore, an imperfe t grammar
an help exer ise error onditions that are needed to fully understand program behavior.
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Chapter 7
Implementation
This hapter dis usses details of the implementation of the Daikon invariant dete tor.
Se tion 7.1 presents the design goals that led to its design, and Se tion 7.2 illustrates the
format of the invariant dete tor inputs. Se tions 7.3{7.5 dis uss program instrumentation
and the Daikon front ends for C and Java. The remainder of the hapter gives details about
the invariant dete tor proper, in luding statisti s about the implementation (Se tion 7.6),
its data stru tures (Se tion 7.7), and how users an extend it (Se tion 7.8).
The Daikon implementation is available for download from http://www. s.washington.
edu/homes/mernst/daikon.

7.1 Design goals
Figure 7.1 diagrams Daikon's high-level ar hite ture:



A front end instruments the program so that in addition to performing its original
omputation, it also outputs, to a data tra e le, the values of variables (and their
elds) at parti ular program points. The de ision about what elds to output is made
stati ally, based on what elds the obje t is known to ontain. The instrumenter also
writes a separate de laration le (not shown in Figure 7.1) that des ribes the format
of the data tra e le.



The user runs the instrumented program on a test suite. Ea h run of the program
produ es a data tra e le.



Daikon postulates potential invariants and he ks those against the data tra es. Daikon
a epts an arbitrary number of tra e les (and de laration les) as input, permitting
aggregation of multiple program runs and produ tion of a single set of invariants
(whi h are generally superior to those from any single run).



Daikon lters out invariants that are likely to be unhelpful to the programmer; see
Chapter 4. The Daikon implementation interleaves ltering and invariant he king.
Daikon also makes de isions about what derived variables to introdu e (and so what
invariants are possible) at invariant dete tion time.

The Daikon implementation is designed to be simple, robust, and language-independent.
In order to a hieve these goals, it sa ri es some eÆ ien y and exibility.
The data tra e le must exa tly onform to the format spe i ed in the de laration le;
variables may not be missing or appear out of order. Additionally, variables are written to
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Figure 7.1: Expanded ar hite ture of the Daikon tool for dynami invariants dete tion (re ned

from Figure 1.1 on page 2). Although ltering an be on eptually viewed as postpro essing, for
eÆ ien y Daikon performs some ltering before, some during, and some after he king invariants.

the data tra e le as integers, strings, or arrays thereof; no other types are supported. These
de isions simplify the invariant dete tor (it need not spe ial- ase or interpret other types, or
traverse data stru tures) and enable omprehensive error- he king of its input les. They
also separate the instrumenter from the implementation of invariant dete tion, making it
easy to produ e multiple front ends and to debug the front ends and the invariant dete tor.
The format is somewhat onstraining, however. Obje t and pointer values must be
oer ed to integer obje t IDs or addresses; this permits equality testing but prohibits other
types of inferen e on the a tual run-time values, parti ularly when the exa t run-time type
is not known a priori or is stri ter than the de lared type. Additionally, every variable that
an ever appear in the data tra e le must always appear in it, leading to ineÆ ien ies when
a variable is null and the values of its slots are not meaningful. (Su h values are marked
as \missing" in the data tra e le.) Work to present data stru tures whole to the invariant
dete tor is underway | see Se tion 9.2, page 104.

7.2 Data le format
For every instrumented program point, a tra e le ontains a list of tuples of values, one value
per instrumented variable. (We refer to su h a tuple as a sample.) For instan e, suppose
pro edure p has two formal parameters, is in the s ope of three global variables, and is alled
twelve times. When omputing a pre ondition for p (that is, when omputing an invariant
at p's entry point), the invariant dete tor would be presented a list of twelve samples,
ea h sample being a tuple of ve variable values (one for ea h visible variable). Daikon's
instrumenters also output a modi ation bit for ea h value that indi ates whether the
variable has been set sin e the last time this program point was en ountered. This permits
Daikon to ignore garbage values in uninitialized variables and to prevent un hanged values
en ountered multiple times from over- ontributing to invariant on den e (see Se tion 4.5.1,
page 39 for details). Figure 7.2 shows an ex erpt from a data tra e le.
The instrumenter also reates, at instrumentation time, a de laration le des ribing the
format of the data tra e le. The de laration le lists, for ea h instrumented program point,
the variables being instrumented, their types in the original program, their representations
in the tra e le, and the sets of variables that may be sensibly ompared (see Se tion 4.7,
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15.1.1:::ENTER
B = 92 56 -96 -49 76 92 -3 -88, modified
N = 8, modified
15.1.1:::LOOP
B = 92 56 -96 -49 76 92 -3 -88, modified
N = 8, modified
I = 0, modified
S = 0, modified
15.1.1:::LOOP
B = 92 56 -96 -49 76 92 -3 -88, unmodified
N = 8, unmodified
I = 1, modified
S = 92, modified

Figure 7.2: Data tra e le example. These are the rst three re ords in the data tra e le for the

Gries array sum program of Figures 2.1 and 2.2. The invariants of Figure 2.3 were derived from this
tra e le. B is an array of integers, and the other variables are integers. These re ords give variable
values at the program entry and at the start of the rst two loop iterations. The omplete data tra e
le ontains 1307 re ords: 100 for the program entry, 100 for the exit, and 1107 for the loop head.

page 46). Figure 7.3 shows part of a de laration le.

7.3 Program instrumentation
Daikon's input is a sequen e of variable value tuples for every program point of interest to
the programmer. Instrumentation inserted at the program points aptures this information
by writing out variable values ea h time the program point is exe uted. Daikon in ludes
fully automati instrumenters for C, Java, and Lisp.
The instrumenter's primary de isions are what program points to instrument and whi h
variables to examine at those points. Presently the program points are pro edure entries
and exits. (The Lisp instrumenter an instrument loop heads, but that feature was added
primarily to enable the experiment of Se tion 2.1, whi h re overed loop (and other) invariants from formally spe i ed programs. Loop instrumentation will be added to the other
front ends if a ompelling appli ation, su h as generating loop invariants for program proving, emerges.) Module entries and exits are treated somewhat spe ially in order to dete t
obje t and lass invariants: the instrumenter writes out data for a syntheti program point
that takes values from the entries and exits of publi routines (see Se tion 3.3). The urrent
instrumenters write to the data tra e all variables in s ope, in luding global variables, proedure arguments, lo al variables, and (at pro edure exits) the return value. Additionally,
obje t elds (up to a user-spe i ed depth) and other information su h as y li ity of data
stru tures may appear in the data tra e. For instan e, a re ord r is output as an address
(or obje t ID) and also gives rise to tra e variables with the natural names r. eld1, r. eld2,
et ., where eld1 and eld2 are the names of r's elds.
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DECLARE
P180-15.1.1:::ENTER
B
int[℄
int[℄
(S B-element)[(B-index1 I N)℄
N
int
int
(B-index1 I N)

program point name
variable name
de lared type
representation type
omparable to
variable name
de lared type
representation type
omparable to

DECLARE
P180-15.1.1:::LOOP-389
B
int[℄
int[℄
(S B-element)[(B-index1 I N)℄
N
int
int
(B-index1 I N)
I
int
int
(B-index1 I N)
S
int
int
(S B-element)

program point name
variable name
de lared type
representation type
omparable to
variable name
de lared type
representation type
omparable to
variable name
de lared type
representation type
omparable to
variable name
de lared type
representation type
omparable to

Figure 7.3: De larations for the entry and loop head for the Gries array sum program of Figures 2.1

and 2.2. These de larations des ribe the format of the tra e le of Figure 7.2. The itali text is not
part of the text le, but explains the purpose of ea h line of the le.
For ea h program point, the tra e le gives four pie es of information for ea h variable: its name,
its de lared type in the sour e ode, its representation type in the data tra e le, and a list of other
variables to whi h it is omparable. In this example, the de lared and representation types are always
the same, but they di er when the variable's de lared type is not representable as an integer, string,
or sequen e thereof. Variable B-element stands for the ontents of the B array; variable B-index1
stands for indi es to the rst (and only) dimension of array B; and the notation (A B)[(I J K)℄
indi ates that the array is omparable to arrays A and B and that its index is omparable to integers
I, J, and K.

An array of stru tures is onverted into a set of parallel arrays (one for ea h stru ture
slot, appropriately named to make their origin lear).
The Daikon front ends operate by sour e-to-sour e translation. The instrumenter parses
the program sour e into an abstra t syntax tree (AST), determines whi h variables are in
s ope at ea h instrumentable program point, inserts ode at the program point to dump the
variable values into an output le, inserts bookkeeping operations at various points in the
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program, and unparses the AST to a le as sour e ode, whi h an be ompiled and run in the
standard way. Adding instrumentation to a program is fast (mu h faster than ompilation).
Obje t ode instrumentation or binary rewriting [SE94, RVL+ 97℄ ould permit improved
pre ision (for instan e, in determining exa tly whi h memory lo ations have been a essed
or hooking into the exa t point where a variable is modi ed) and allow instrumentation
of arbitrary binaries. However, most uses of invariant inferen e make most sense when a
program is being modi ed, whi h requires a ess to the program sour e anyway. Sour e
rewriting is simpler: for instan e, it need not dete t ompiler-spe i optimizations that
reorder, rearrange, or inline ode. Standard debugging tools an be used on instrumented
sour e ode without any spe ial e ort to maintain symbol tables, debugging sour e is easier
and more portable than doing so for assembly, and instrumented sour e ode is platformindependent.
For the relatively small, ompute-bound programs we have examined so far, the instrumented ode an be slowed down by an order of magnitude (or more, in some ases)
be ause the programs be ome I/O-bound. We have not yet optimized tra e le size or
writing time. Another approa h would be to perform invariant he king online rather than
writing variable values to a le (Se tion 9.2).
We have implemented instrumenters for C, Lisp, and Java. Se tions 7.4 and 7.5 dis uss
the C and Java front ends. The C front end predates the Java one and la ks some if its
features; however, C is also a more diÆ ult language to instrument. The Lisp instrumenter
is on eptually similar to the C and Java front ends.

7.4 C instrumenter
Instrumenting C programs to output variable values requires are be ause of uninitialized
variables, side e e ts in alled pro edures, un ertainty whether a pointer is a referen e to
an array or to a s alar, partially uninitialized arrays, and sequen es not en oded as arrays.
The Daikon front end for C, whi h is based on the EDG C front end [EDG95℄, manages
these problems in part by maintaining runtime status information on ea h variable in the
program and in part with simplifying assumptions. It does not tra k the status of C unions.
The instrumented program adds, for ea h variable in the original program, an asso iated
status obje t whose s ope is the same as that of the variable (for pointers, the mallo and
free fun tions are instrumented to reate and destroy status obje ts). The status obje t
ontains a modi ation timestamp, the smallest and largest indi es used so far (for arrays
and pointers into arrays), and whether a linked list an be made from the obje t (for
stru tures; this is true if one of the slots has the same type as (or is a pointer to) the
whole stru ture). When the program manipulates a variable, its status obje t may also
be updated. For instan e, an assignment opies status information from the sour e to the
destination.
In order to provide pro edures with a urate information about their parameters and to
tra k modi ations in alled pro edures, a variable and its status obje t are passed to (or
returned from) a fun tion together. If a variable is passed by referen e, so is its status obje t;
if a variable is passed by value, so its status; and if a fun tion argument is not an lvalue
(that is, if the argument is a literal, fun tion all, or other non-assignable expression), then a
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dummy status obje t is reated and passed by value. For instan e, the fun tion de laration
and use
ele* get_nth_element(list* a_list, int n) { ... }
my_ele = get_nth_element(my_list, 4);

would be instrumented as
ele* get_nth_element(list* a_list, var_status *a_list_status,
int n, var_status n_status,
var_status *retval_status) { ... }
my_ele = get_nth_element(my_list, my_status, 4, dummy_status(), my_ele_status);

7.4.1 Tra king variable updates
The modi ation timestamp in a variable's status obje t not only prevents the writing
of garbage values to the data tra e le (an \uninitialized" annotation is written instead)
but also prevents the instrumenter from dereferen ing an uninitialized pointer, whi h ould
ause a segmentation fault. Daikon's problem is more severe than that fa ed by other
tra ers su h as Purify [HJ92℄, whi h only examine memory lo ations that are referen ed by
the program itself. Code instrumented by Daikon examines and potentially dereferen es all
variables visible at a program point.
The modi ation timestamp is initially set to \uninitialized", then is updated whenever the variable is assigned. For instan e, the statement p = foo(j++); be omes, in the
instrumented version,
re ord_modifi ation(&p_var_status),
re ord_modifi ation(&j_var_status),
p = foo(j++, j_var_status);

The omma operator in C (used in the rst two lines; the omma in the third line separates fun tion arguments) sequentially evaluates its two operands, whi h allows the instrumented program to perform side e e ts in an arbitrary expression without introdu ing
new statements that ould a e t the program's abstra t syntax tree and ompli ate the
sour e-to-sour e translator.

7.4.2 Pointers
C uses the same type, T*, for a pointer to a single obje t of type T and for (a pointer to)
an array of elements of type T. An in orre t assumption about the referent of an arbitrary
element of type T* an result in either loss of information (by outputting only a single
element when the referent is a tually an array) or in meaningless values or a program rash
(by outputting an entire blo k of memory, interpreted as an array, when the referent is
a tually a single obje t). The Daikon front end for C dis riminates the two situations with
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a simple stati analysis of the program sour e. Any variable that is the base of an array
indexing operation, su h as a in a[i℄, is marked as an array rather than a s alar.
Even if a variable is known to point into an array, the size of that array is not available
from the C runtime system. More seriously, many C programs allo ate arrays larger than
they need and use only a portion of them. Unused se tions of arrays present the same
problems to instrumentation as do uninitialized variables. To determine the valid portion
of an array, a variable status obje t ontains the smallest and largest integers used to index
an array. This information is updated at ea h array index operation; for instan e, the
expression a[j℄ is translated to i[re ord_array_index(i_var_status, j)℄, where fun tion
re ord array index returns its se ond argument (an index) as well as updating its rst
argument (a variable status) by side e e t. The minimal and maximal indi es are used
when writing arrays to the data tra e le in order to avoid walking o the end (or the valid
portion) of an array. Although this approa h is not sound (for instan e, it works well while
an array-based implementation of a sta k is growing, but irrelevant data an be output if
the sta k then shrinks), it has worked in pra ti e. It always prevents running o the end of
an array, be ause assigning to the array variable updates the variable status. For hara ter
arrays, the instrumenter assumes that the valid data is terminated by the null hara ter
'\0'. Although not universally true, this seems to work well in pra ti e. (The programs
we tested, and many but not all programs in pra ti e, do not use hara ter bu ers whi h
have expli it lengths rather than being null-terminated.)
When a stru ture ontains a slot whose type is a pointer to the stru ture type, that
stru ture an be used as a link | the building blo k for linked lists. Daikon annot dire tly
reason about su h lists be ause of its limited internal data formats. The C instrumenter
works around this limitation by onstru ting and outputting a sequen e onsisting of the
elements rea hable through that pointer (see Se tion 5.2).

7.5 Java instrumenter
The Daikon front end for Java is similar to that for C. The Java front end need not be
on erned with determining array sizes, and its modi ation bit omputation is more sophisti ated. It is also more robust and omplete.
The Java instrumenter rewrites the program to allo ate extra spa e within obje ts, so
that the timestamps are ontained within the obje ts themselves. It maintains a timestamp
per lvalue, whi h is updated when the lvalue is assigned to. It also maintains a timestamp
per hlvalue, program pointi pair. When exe ution rea hes the program point, the lvalue is
written to the tra e le, along with a modi ation bit. The modi ation bit is true if the
lvalue's timestamp is more re ent than that of the hlvalue, program pointi (in whi h ase
the latter timestamp is updated from the former); otherwise, the modi ation bit is false.
Thus, the modi ation bit aptures whether the lvalue was modi ed sin e the last time the
program point was exe uted.
The instrumenter also introdu es a number of additional fun tions into the lass that assist with timestamp maintenan e, printing data stru tures to a spe i ed depth, and printing
re ursive data stru tures.
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7.5.1 Implementation approa h
The Daikon front end for Java is an extended version of Jikes [Jik℄, an open-sour e Java
ompiler written in C++ and originally from IBM Resear h. The extensions permit modifying the abstra t syntax tree (AST) representation of the program and unparsing the
AST into Java sour e. Jikes's parser and semanti analysis are used as is. The instrumenter operates as a sour e-to-sour e translator, rather than produ ing Java Virtual Mahine (JVM) [MD97, LY99℄ byte odes, for two reasons. First, the AST modi ations
violate Jikes's undo umented internal representation invariants in a way that does not
hinder unparsing. However, it would be diÆ ult to restore the invariants or to relieve
the byte ode generator's dependen e on them. Se ond, it is mu h easier to lo ate problems by examining the unparsed Java ode than by debugging lass les. The extensions
total about 9000 lines of ode, part of whi h is now in luded in the Jikes distribution
(http://oss.software.ibm. om/developerworks/opensour e/jikes), making it an attra tive
platform for Java analysis and transformation.
We had implemented two previous Java instrumenters using byte ode rewriting (using
rst an a ademi proje t, JOIE [CCK98℄, and then a proprietary in-house ommer ial tool,
IBM's Bobby), whi h an trivially determine lvalue modi ation points and whi h works on
arbitrary lass les for whi h sour e is not available. However, this approa h was inadequate
for te hni al and interfa e reasons. The te hni al reasons had to do with the immaturity of
the te hnology of the time. The byte ode rewriters provided relatively low-level interfa es
(though we implemented extensions to both byte ode rewriters, permitting insertion of
Java sour e ode rather than individual byte odes), did little error he king (ne essitating
frequent hand-disassembly of erroneous lass les), and intera ted poorly with Java virtual
ma hines (sometimes ausing inexpli able JVM failures even when the rewriters' own he ks
su eeded).
The interfa e reasons have to do with the intended use of the resulting lass les, whi h
is to provide feedba k to users. Re onstru ting loop heads and live variables at those points
from the lass le required heuristi s for ea h ompiler's optimizations. Additionally, the
byte ode rewriters erased debugging information from the lass le, making the resulting
les diÆ ult to debug. (This short oming has sin e been orre ted in Bobby.) Sin e typi al
Daikon users will have sour e ode, it is reasonable to operate dire tly on it.

7.5.2 Timestamp maintenan e
Con eptually, lvalue timestamps are updated whenever the lvalue is modi ed; in pra ti e,
the timestamp an be set just after the lvalue assignment, so long as no operations an
observe the lvalue until the timestamp has been updated. As noted above, this is easy to
arrange via byte ode or obje t instrumentation, but is a hallenge for the Daikon front ends,
whi h are sour e-to-sour e translators.
The Daikon front end for Java uses four di erent strategies for rewriting assignments in
order to a hieve the orre t semanti s.

Idempotent lhs timestamp setter. When the left-hand-side is idempotent and inde-

pendent of the right-hand-side | that is, the left-hand side has no side e e ts and is
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guaranteed to give the same result no matter how often evaluated, either before or
after the right-hand side is evaluated | then the left-hand side is repla ed by a all to
a method whi h sets the timestamp and returns the obje t itself. For instan e,
v = 7
lhs.v = 7
v[3℄ = 7

)
)
)

set v ts(now).v = 7
lhs.set v ts(now).v = 7
set v ts(now).v[3℄ = 7

The instrumenter introdu es methods su h as set v ts for ea h eld. This te hnique
works for arbitrary lvalues and assignments (in luding \+=", \++", et .), but does not
work for stati lass variables, and the timestamp is set before the right-hand side is
evaluated.

Idempotent rhs operation. When the left-hand side and the right-hand side have no

side e e ts (or the left-hand side ontains just one identi er, possibly with onstant
array indi es), then an idempotent operation | adding zero to a number, anding true
with a boolean, or on atenating "" to a string) is performed either on the whole
expression or on just the right-hand side. For instan e,
v = 7
lhs.v = 7

)
)

(v = 7) + set v ts return zero(now)
(lhs.v = 7) + lhs.set v ts return zero(now)

where method set v ts ret zero sets v's timestamp and returns zero; the front end introdu es su h methods for ea h eld. This te hnique only works for numeri , boolean,
and String types | but those types over all assignment operators ex ept the simple
assignment operator, whi h the next te hnique handles. It requires the left- and righthand sides of the assignment to have no side e e ts; that restri tion an be relaxed,
but at a substantial in rease in omplexity.

Slot setter method. Ordinary assignments an be repla ed by alls to methods whi h set
both the timestamp and the lvalue. For instan e,
v = 7
lhs.v = 7

)
)

set v(7)
lhs.set v(7)

In the ase of array element assignments, the all must in lude the array index (before
the value argument, to preserve order of evaluation):
v[3℄ = 7
lhs.v[3℄ = 7
(lhs.v)[3℄ = 7

)
)
)

set v at index(3, 7)
lhs.set v at index(3, 7)
lhs.set v at index(3, 7)

This te hnique guarantees that the right-hand side is evaluated before the timestamp
is set, whi h happens \at the same time as" the slot itself is set. The instrumented
ode is also relatively easy to read. However, this te hnique only works for ordinary
assignments, not for operations su h as \+=".
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Top-level new variables. If none of the above te hniques is appli able, Daikon ensures
that an assignment (of any variety) o urs at top level in a statement, then introdu es a new left-hand-side variable (to avoid multiple evaluation) and inline the above
timestamp-setting methods. For instan e, if the left-hand side is not a eld a ess,
then the following onversion is valid regardless of side e e ts on the left or right hand
sides:
v = rhs;
a[foo = 4℄ = (foo = 5);

)
)

v = rhs; v timestamp = now;
a[foo = 4℄ = (foo = 5); a timestamp = now;

The onversion works for eld assignments when the left- and right-hand sides are
side-e e t-free:
lhs.v = rhs;

)

lhs.v = rhs; lhs.v timestamp = now;

In the general ase, the onversion is as follows:
lhs.v = rhs;

)

((a.b)[2℄). [3℄ = 7;

)

Lhs type newlhs = lhs;
newlhs.v = rhs;
newlhs.v timestamp = now;
B elt type newlhs = ((a.b)[2℄);
newlhs. [3℄ = 7;
newlhs. timestamp = now;

7.6 Implementation statisti s
Two implementations of the Daikon invariant dete tor have been ompleted. The rst
prototype was written in about 6500 lines of Python; later, the system was rewritten from
s rat h in Java. This new implementation uses a slightly di erent ar hite ture and takes
advantage of Java features su h as stati type he king, whi h at hes errors mu h faster
than debugging an. Some of the experiments reported in this dissertation used the initial
prototype. Sin e those experiments were on lusive and the new system outperforms the
original in all dimensions, there was no ompelling reason to rerun them. Unless otherwise
noted, in this dissertation \Daikon" refers to the urrent Java implementation.
Daikon onsists of about 20,000 lines of Java ode in about 100 les (600KB of sour e).
These gures do not in lude front ends (the Daikon distribution in ludes instrumenters
for C, Java, and Lisp, and users report writing others) or about 5000 lines (150KB) of
general-purpose utilities written for this proje t. Additionally, Daikon takes advantage of a
number of other tools su h as La kwit [OJ96℄, Ajax [O'C99a, O'C99b℄, EDG [EDG95℄, and
Jikes [Jik℄, as well as libraries for regular expressions, options parsing, and the like.

7.7 Daikon data stru tures
At its ore, the Daikon implementation manages a olle tion of potential invariants and a
stream of samples (tuples of values for the variables in s ope at a program point). Ea h
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sample is presented to ea h invariant at that program point. This updates state in the invariant, possibly invalidating it or hanging its onstants or statisti al justi ation. Invalidated
invariants are removed from further onsideration.
Daikon's key data stru ture is the program point, represented by the abstra t lass
Ppt. A program point in ludes VarInfo des riptions of the variables in s ope, the views
on the program point (in luding PptSli e sli es whi h involve a subset of the variables
and PptConditional onditional program points), and methods to pro ess a new sample
of variable values. A PptSli e obje t manages all invariants over spe i variables. For
instan
 e, a program point with ve variables in s ope would initially have ve unary sli es,
5
= 10 binary sli es, and so forth.
2
Daikon maintains a olle tion of PptTopLevel obje ts representing the true program
points in the program. Ea h sample is presented to the appropriate PptTopLevel obje t,
whi h in turn presents it to onditioned programs points and to the sli es whi h deal with
spe i variables. A PptSli e obje t | say, one whi h deals with variables x and y | extra ts
the x and y values from the sample and supplies them to the binary invariants whi h the
sli e manages.
When an invariant is invalidated, it informs its ontaining sli e, whi h removes it from
its list of invariants. When the last invariant is eliminated from a sli e, the sli e is likewise
removed from its ontaining program point.
Sli es are indexed by variable so that they an be qui kly looked up. Certain invariants
are also indexed. These indi es permit qui k determination of whether a spe i ed invariant
is valid or not; they are used by the impli ation tests of Se tion 4.6. Rather than use a
general-purpose theorem-prover, whi h would have to be able to manage millions of potential
invariants, millions of tests over them, and rapid assertion and retra tion of properties, the
system he ks spe i impli ation relationships. Be ause of the limited number of invariants
in the system, given a potential invariant, there are only a few ways that other invariants
an imply it. The system looks up ea h of these potential invariants to determine whether
enough of them exist (and are statisti ally justi ed) to imply the invariant in question.

7.8 Adding new invariants and derived variables
Users an easily add new invariants and derived variables to those provided by Daikon.
Ea h of these tasks involves writing a single Java lass le, then adding one line to a fa tory
lass so that it reates and installs the obje ts appropriately. The entire pro ess takes
from 20 minutes for a simple addition to longer if the he king or statisti al tests are more
sophisti ated. Extending an existing invariant is even easier; for example, adding a new
unary or binary fun tion is a matter of implementing the fun tion and adding a single line
to the appropriate invariant.
Figure 7.4 shows the interfa e satis ed by an invariant over a single s alar variable. The
eight su h invariants in the Daikon distribution average 121 lines, in lusive of omments
and blanks.
Figure 7.5 shows the interfa e satis ed by a derived variable dependent upon a single
variable. The seven su h derived variables in the Daikon distribution average 52 lines,
in lusive of omments and blanks.
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// Constru tor; typi al implementation is: super(ppt);
private InvariantName(PptSli e ppt);
// Typi al implementation is: return new InvariantName(ppt);
publi stati InvariantName instantiate(PptSli e ppt);
// Add new samples with spe i ed value and the modi ation bit set.
// ount says how many samples have this value.
publi void add_modified(int value, int ount);
// The probability that the observed data ould have happened by han e alone.
// 1 means ertainly happened by han e; 0 means ould never have happened by han e
prote ted double omputeProbability();
// Printed representations. repr is low-level, format is high-level for user output.
publi String repr();
publi String format();

Figure 7.4: Interfa e for invariants over a single s alar (integer) variable, su h as a lower bound,

modulus onstraint, or non-zero. Invariants over other types of variables, or over multiple variables,
have a slightly di erent add modified signature. Examples of implemented invariants an be found
in the Daikon distribution.

// Constru tor; typi al implementation is: super(vi);
publi DerivedVarName(VarInfo vi);
// Given values for other variables, ompute derived variable's value and modifi ation bit
publi ValueAndModified omputeValueAndModified(ValueTuple vt);
// Create a des ription of the new derived variable
prote ted VarInfo makeVarInfo();
// Optional; indi ates whether this target variable should give rise to a derived variable
publi stati boolean appli able(VarInfo vi);

Figure 7.5: Interfa e for derived variables over a single variable; for example, sum(a). Variables

derived from multiple other sorts of variables (su h as a[i℄) have a slightly di erent appli able
signature whi h takes multiple arguments. Examples of implemented derived variables an be found
in the Daikon distribution.
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Chapter 8
Related work
This hapter presents other dynami (Se tion 8.1) and stati (Se tion 8.2) approa hes
for determining invariants and onsiders he king of invariants (Se tion 8.3). Previously,
Se tion 1.5 (page 4) dis ussed uses for program invariants.

8.1 Dynami inferen e
Dynami analysis runs a program or uses exe ution tra es in order to infer properties of the
program. This se tion rst treats arti ial intelligen e approa hes, noting that invariant
dete tion an be ast as a ma hine learning problem, listing its domain hara teristi s that
make previous te hniques inappli able, and omparing our approa h to that taken by AI
resear hers. The se tion then dis usses other (non-AI) dynami analyses related to the
problem of invariant dete tion.

8.1.1 Ma hine learning
Dynami invariant dete tion an be viewed as a ma hine learning problem to be solved
via te hniques from arti ial intelligen e [RN95, Mit97℄. The sear h spa e is the set of
propositions at program points. (Daikon explores that spa e, but rather than performing
a dire ted sear h, it he ks all properties tting its grammar (see Se tions 3.2 and 4.3),
with early results preventing the need to he k other potential invariants.) The bias |
also known as ba kground knowledge, domain knowledge, feature predi ates, or domain
theory | is the parti ular properties that are he ked and the heuristi s regarding whi h
ones are reported. Daikon generalizes from a training set and, like other learners, may overor under-generalize, depending on the quality of its inputs.
Although the problem has many similarities with resear h in ma hine learning, arti ial
intelligen e, data mining, and statisti al and on ept dis overy, Daikon's solution to the
problem di ers from the te hniques proposed to date in those areas. Those te hniques,
though often powerful in their own domains, are inadequate for dete ting program invariants, largely be ause of a ombination of spe ial hara teristi s of that problem. No previously des ribed te hnique handles all of these hara teristi s, whi h are des ribed below.

Di eren es from ma hine learning

Not lassi ation or lustering. Most ma hine learning resear h solves problems of lassi ation or lustering. Classi ation pla es examples into one of a set of prede ned
ategories, and the ategories require de nitions or, more ommonly, a training set.
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For example, de ision tree learning is primarily appli able to lassi ation. Clustering groups similar examples and separates dissimilar ones, under some domain-spe i
similarity metri . By ontrast, invariant dete tion seeks higher-order relationships and
des riptions of the data; these properties do not t neatly into the traditional ma hine
learning ategories. By ontrast, the relationships dete ted by ma hine learning are
typi ally restri ted to fun tions.

No negative examples. Most on ept learning systems, su h as indu tive logi program-

ming, must be trained on a set of examples marked with orre t answers before they
an produ e useful results. One potential danger is overgeneralization, an extreme
example of whi h is outputting the simplest possible hypothesis | the on ept \true,"
whi h ts all positive examples. To avoid overgeneralization, learners require ounterexamples in the training set (this is the traditional approa h), nding the minimal
positive generalization of the examples, or adding an indu tive bias or domain-spe i
ba kground knowledge that guides the sear h. As one example, des ription logi s nd
least ommon subsumers (essentially, simplest des riptions) that over no negative
examples, iterating until all positive examples are overed [CH94℄.
Counterexamples are not available for dete ting program invariants: generating onforming ounterexamples would require knowledge of the properties to be exhibited,
whi h is the problem to be solved. Only trivial ounterexamples that violate a statially dete ted property are available, and they are of little use [BG93℄.
A related approa h, reinfor ement learning, requires experimental ontrol, in whi h
a trainer or the environment rewards or penalizes an agent for ea h a tion it takes.
An invariant dete tor performs observational rather than experimental dis overy: it
annot ask whether a given set of variable values is possible or, given a subset of
variable values, the values of the other variables.
While no ounterexamples are available, program exe ution an heaply generate arbitrarily many positive examples. (It may need to do so in order to exer ise suÆ iently
many program paths, as in testing.) This wealth of data is no hallenge for data mining but may overwhelm te hniques designed to be run on a few dozens or hundreds of
instan es (see below for an example).

No noise. Statisti al model- tting approximately hara terizes a loud of data or identi es
trends in it. Regression learns a fun tion over n 1 variables produ ing the nth, again
in the presen e of noise. These and other statisti al approa hes are loser to the goal
of invariant dete tion, but the are not appli able to nding general relationships over
variables.

Learning approa hes su h as Bayesian learning, and some algorithms based on PAC
learning, assume there is noise in the input data, whi h is distributed a ording to
some (unknown) probability or distribution. As a result, a hypothesis that ina urately lassi es some of the training data is a eptable or even bene ial, be ause
su h ina ura ies help to avoid overtraining or prevent the learner from being fooled
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by noise. Program tra es ontain no noise: they indi ate the exa t values of all instrumented variables at a program point. While any learner an mis lassify additional
data, Daikon's output hara terizes the training set perfe tly.

Intelligible output. The primary goal of this resear h is to help programmers understand
programs. The dete ted invariants must be omprehensible and useful, even if fed into
another tool rather than presented to people. Some AI approa hes, su h as neural
networks, an produ e artifa ts that predi t results but have little expli ative power,
nor is it possible to know under what ir umstan es they will be a urate. Others
present intelligible results.
Our emphasis on suppression of irrelevant output is similarly motivated. An invariant
dete tor need not produ e arbitrarily omplex or general properties. Even if true,
they would onfuse, or be of no use to, the end user.
Invariant dete tion works in a man-made domain; be ause programmers have invariants in mind when writing the program, we should expe t relatively simple and exa t
invariants to hold. In natural domains, fewer invariants may hold and they may be
more omplex or approximate.
As noted above, many learners produ e relations that mis lassify portions of the training set. Su h ina ura ies are less likely to be a eptable in our domain, for they may
mislead programmers, resulting in a loss rather than a gain in produ tivity.
Be ause of this new domain in whi h previous arti ial intelligen e te hniques are at
best partially appli able, this dissertation may be viewed as a resear h advan e in AI as
well as in software engineering. Mu h of this work was inspired, espe ially in its early stages,
by AI and has been enri hed both by borrowing from its te hniques and by onversations
with its pra titioners. Generalizing learners or other AI te hniques, or applying them to
subproblems of invariant dis overy, is a fruitful area for future resear h.

Related ma hine learning resear h
Arti ial intelligen e and ma hine learning resear h provides a number of te hniques for
extra ting abstra tions, rules, or generalizations from olle tions of data [Mit97℄. Most
losely related to our resear h is an appli ation of indu tive logi programming (ILP) [Qui90,
Coh94℄. ILP produ es a set of Horn lauses ( rst-order if-then rules) that express the
learned on epts. ILP requires ounterexamples (whi h are not available in our domain) and
ba kground knowledge, and the resulting relations typi ally mis lassify 10% or more of the
training set. Bratko and Grobelnik use ILP to onstru t loop invariants from variable values
on parti ular loop exe utions [BG93℄. The te hnique is des ribed by example appli ation
to a 5-line program whi h omputes ba=b and a mod b. The multipli ation and addition
relations were added as ba kground knowledge and negative examples were onstru ted by
hand by modifying one of the variables. Several ILP systems were then able to infer the
desired invariants. There has been no followup work or appli ation to other programs.
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In order to orroborate the pra ti ality of ILP for inferring program properties, we
experimented with FOIL [Qui90℄, version 6.4 [QCJ96℄, a learning program that an learn
re ursive rst-order on epts, su h as list membership. (\First-order" means the rules
abstra t over parameters rather than just applying to the parti ular instan es in the input.)
In one experiment, our goal on ept was onjun tive normal form (CNF), whi h is used in
the literature as an example. The results were mixed. In the end, the system learned the
on ept. However, that su ess required over 1000 positive and negative examples, with
many iterations of rerunning the system after examining the output to determine what
new examples were required (for instan e, negative examples with atoms at the top level
or with non-CNF formulas as subformulas). The input also had to ontain positive and
negative examples for the on ept of member, sin e de nitions annot be input dire tly.
The examples had to ea h be small in order for learning to omplete; nonetheless, the
system took hours to run. The output ontained many irrelevant fa ts about the example
formulas, and we had to modify the ode for FOIL to prevent it from reordering relations
in a way that prevented either omputation by the system or omprehension by humans.
Numeri properties are not the strength of symboli learners, so we tried using the
regression system Cubist [Rul98℄ to nd linear relationships among variables. While it
found ases where a variable was onstant and some (but not all) ases where two variables
were equal, it did not nd other simple linear relationships. The system is able to nd
pie ewise-linear rules and works in the presen e of noise, but we did not test those features.
Another related resear h area is programming by example (or programming by demonstration) [CHK+ 93℄, whose goal is automation of repetitive user a tions, su h as might be
handled by a keyboard ma ro re order. That resear h fo uses on dis overy of simple repeated sequen es in user input and in graphi al user interfa es. The end result tends to be
a sequen e of ommands (a program or algorithm) but generally isn't numeri . Most su h
systems require intera tion with users, who indi ate when to begin re ording a ma ro or provide feedba k about whether the system's suggested generalization is orre t. Many of the
systems are similar to ma ro re orders; others draw inspiration from tea hing or programming. The systems' pragmati fo us downplays development of sophisti ated generalization
or inferen e subsystems.
Automati programming [RW88a℄ is the generation of programs from high-level spe iations. The Programmer's Apprenti e [RW88b℄ automates ertain repetitive, mundane,
spe ial-purpose tasks with the assistan e of domain knowledge, pattern-mat hing, and a
ombination of spe ial-purpose te hniques with and general-purpose logi al reasoning, ea h
where it an ontribute most.
Te hniques for generating programs from behavioral examples in the form of hinput,
outputi pairs an be extended to debugging [Sha81, Sha82, Sha83℄. If the learned (or
target) program operates in orre tly for an input, the problem is narrowed down by querying
the user, for ea h pro edure in the program, what the output should be, then sear hing
for a small modi ation that orre ts the behavior. This nds ertain lasses of simple
errors; when generating new programs, the results are often not parti ularly elegant or
easily understood.
The Ba on system [LSBZ87℄ performs on ept dis overy via depth- rst sear h over the
spa e of arithmeti expressions, with a number of extensions and heuristi s. The system
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fo uses on \s ienti dis overy" (numeri relationships like v = at2 dis overed by physi al
s ientists) and aims to reprodu e the te hniques, su esses, and failures of histori al s ientists. Various versions of the system use di erent te hniques, but most assume experimental
ontrol.
Version spa es are a representation te hnique for sets of hypothesis [Mit78, Hir91,
LDW00℄. All potential hypothesis sets are arranged in a latti e ordered by generalization/spe ialization, and a region of the latti e (a set of hypothesis sets) is represented by its
upper and lower fringes. New examples invalidate some hypothesis sets; this is represented
by moving one boundary or the other, depending on whether the new example is a positive
or negative example.
Eviden e-based stati bran h predi tion [CGJ+ 97℄ uses ma hine learning to predi t
whi h bran hes will be taken based on the stru ture of the program and a orpus of training
programs. The results are ompetitive with other stati predi tion me hanisms.
While the pra ti al and empiri al side of omputational learning theory developed into
today's ma hine learning eld, the theoreti ally motivated side based on the theory of
omputable fun tions ame to be known as indu tive inferen e. Several survey arti les
over this ground [AS83, Ang92, Ang96℄.

8.1.2 Other dynami approa hes
Value pro ling [CFE97, SS98, CFE99℄ addresses a subset of Daikon's problem: dete tion of
onstant or near- onstant variables or instru tion operands. Su h information an permit
run-time spe ialization: the program bran hes to a spe ialized version if a variable value is
as expe ted. Run-time disambiguation [Ni 89, SHZ+94, HSS94℄ is similar, though it fo uses
on pointer aliasing. Many optimizations are valid only if two pointers are known not to be
aliased. Although eÆ ient and pre ise stati determination of that property is beyond the
state of the art, it an be he ked at runtime in order to use a spe ialized version of the ode.
For pairs of pointers that are shown by pro ling to be rarely aliased, runtime redu tions of
16{77% have been realized [Ni 89℄. Another approa h to this parti ular problem is hardware
support for he king for, and re overing from, on i ts during spe ulative exe ution [DC88,
HS90, GCM+ 94, SM97℄.
Other work is apable of nding more ompli ated invariants than onstant or nearonstant variables (though still a subset of Daikon's invariants), su h as ordering relationships among pairs of variables (e.g., x < y) [VH98℄ or simple linear patterns for predi ting
memory a ess strides, whi h permits more e e tive parallelization [Jon96, DPPA98℄.
Chimera [KF93℄ infers geometri relationships from the history of hange operations
used to transform one drawing into another. In order to redu e the omputational load and
the in iden e of false positives, relationships are inferred over onne ted obje ts that a user
has modi ed together. To enable a urate inferen e, the user must vary all of the degrees
of freedom that are meant not to be onstrained. Chimera then intera tively maintains the
inferred relationships as the user ontinues to work.
GraÆti [Lar99℄ exhaustively lists potential graph properties of the form \(sum of graph
properties)  (sum of graph properties)". One example is \average distan e (between
any two verti es in a graph)  independen e number (of the graph)." It then he ks
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these properties over a small olle tion of graphs (the olle tion is intentionally small, to
ontrol runtime) and also eliminates those implied by previously onje tured properties.
Conje tures that are not falsi ed are publi ly listed in the hopes that a mathemati ian
will formally prove or disprove them. Related work is presented by Larson [Lar99℄ and
Valdes-Perez [VP98℄.
Spatial inferen e algorithms may be appli able to invariant dete tion. Jones [Jon96℄ used
the Hough Transform, an image analysis algorithm, to infer referen e patterns in sequen es
of pointer referen es.
Another approa h to apturing and modeling run-time system behavior uses event tra es,
whi h des ribe the sequen e of events in a possibly on urrent system, to produ e a nite
state ma hine (essentially, a grammar) generating the tra e and thus modeling the system.
The events tend to be manually identi ed but automati ally extra ted from the system's
exe ution. In order to expli ate system behavior, Cook and Wolf [CW98a, CW98b℄ produ e a nite state ma hine that ould generate the tra e. They use statisti al and other
te hniques to dete t sequen ing, onditionals, and iteration, both for on urrent programs
and for business pro esses su h as a ustomer bug report or ode he kin. Users may need
to orrelate original and dis overed models that have a di erent stru ture and/or layout,
or may need to iteratively re ne model parameters to improve the output. Verisoft [BG97℄
systemati ally explores the state spa e of on urrent systems using a synthesized nite state
ma hine for ea h pro ess. Andrews [And98℄ ompares a tual behavior against behavior of
a user-spe i ed nite-state model, indi ating divergen es between the two.
The Dynami Dependen e Analyzer [OHL+ 97, LDB+ 99℄ omputes runtime dependen es,
advan ing a syntheti timestamp only when dependen es for e it, and then onstru ts an
optimisti parallel s hedule from the syntheti timestamps. The Assure omponent of the
KAP/Pro Toolset [Ku ℄ provides users similar dynami dependen e information. Bennett et
al. [BLM+ 99℄ suggest rewriting long transa tions as two parts: a non-lo king rehearsal phase
performs modi ations on lo al opies of obje ts, then a lo king performan e phase qui kly
redoes the side-e e ting operations, skipping long omputations, user input, intera tions
with other pro esses, et . The performan e phase requires values to satisfy ertain userspe i ed properties that held during rehearsal, but the values need not be identi al. It
would be advantageous to automati ally infer the required properties.
Eraser [SBN+ 97℄ dynami ally he ks that all shared memory a esses follow a onsistent
lo king dis ipline to ensure the absen e of data ra es. Eraser maintains, for ea h memory
lo ation, a state in a nite state ma hine: virgin, ex lusive, shared, or shared-modi ed
(whi h indi ates a ra e ondition). It has found data ra es in a variety of programs.
Autoprogramming [BK76℄ is a variety of visual programming that permits users to onstru t omputations by manipulating on rete values whi h are graphi ally displayed on a
omputer s reen. The programmer is assumed to have the method well in mind and performs the operations by dire t manipulation of the graphi al representations. If an operation
should be onditional, the user indi ates the ondition before performing the operation. The
system then extends these tra es to ow harts, making loops big enough to eliminate ambiguity. If the inferen e is in orre t, the programmer supplies more tra es or inserts into the
existing tra es.
Program spe tra (spe i aspe ts of program runs, su h as event tra es, ode over-
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age, or outputs) [AFMS96, RBDL97, HRWY98, Bal99℄ an reveal di eren es in inputs or
program versions. The set of invariants dete ted in a program ould serve as another spe trum, as illustrated by the use of invariants to validate a hange to the repla e program
(Se tion 2.2.4, page 17).
Database optimizations an speed up dynami ally testing spe i ed properties for all
obje ts in a system [LHS97℄; Daikon's query tool ould use similar te hniques.

8.2 Stati inferen e
Work in formal methods [Hoa69, Dij76, DS90, CWA+ 96℄ inspired our resear h; we wanted to
nd the dynami analog to stati te hniques involving programmer-written spe i ations.
(Just as the assert statement is the dynami analog to stati theorem-proving to verify
a property, dynami invariant dete tion is the dynami analog to writing down a formal
spe i ation.) We have adopted the Hoare-Dijkstra s hool's notations and terminology,
su h as pre onditions, post onditions, and loop invariants, even though an automati system
rather than the programmer produ es these properties and they are not guaranteed, only
likely, to be universally true. A number of authors note the advantages of knowing su h
properties and suggest starting with a spe i ation before writing ode [Gri81, LG86, Dro89℄
or re ning a spe i ation into a orre t program [Gri81, CM88, BG93, FM97℄. Despite
these advantages, this approa h is rarely applied in pra ti e, ne essitating te hniques su h
as dynami invariant inferen e.
Stati analyses operate on the program text, not on parti ular test runs, and are typi ally
sound but onservative. As a result, properties they report are true for any program run,
and theoreti ally they an dete t all sound invariants if run to onvergen e [CC77℄. In
parti ular, abstra t interpretation (typi ally implemented as data ow analysis) starts from
a set of equations spe ifying the semanti s of ea h program expression, then symboli ally
exe utes the program, so that at ea h point the values of all variables and expressions are
available in terms of the inputs. (The stati analysis uses an abstra tion of runtime values;
this makes the omputation tra table but loses information. Here, we fo us on abstra tions
that strive to maintain properties over variable values, though other types of abstra tion
are more ommon.) The solution is approa hed either as the greatest lower bound of
de reasing approximations or as the least upper bound of in reasing approximations. When
the xed point of the equations is rea hed (possibly after in nitely many iterations that
ompute improving approximations, or by reasoning dire tly about the xed point), then
the resulting properties are the optimal invariants: they imply every other solution.
In pra ti e, stati analyses su er from several limitations. They omit properties that
are true but un omputable and properties that depend on how the program is used, inluding properties of its inputs or ontext. More seriously, stati analyses are limited by
un ertainty about properties beyond their apabilities and by the high ost of modeling
program states; approximations that permit the algorithms to terminate introdu e ina ura ies. For instan e, a urate and eÆ ient alias analysis is still beyond the state of the
art [CWZ90, LR92, WL95℄ (see Se tion 8.2.2); pointer manipulation for es many stati
he kers to give up or to approximate, resulting in overly weak properties. In other ases,
the resulting property may simply be the (in nite) unrolling of the program itself, whi h
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onveys little understanding be ause of its size and omplexity. Be ause dynami te hniques
an dete t ontext-dependent properties and an easily he k properties that stymie stati
analyses, the two approa hes are omplementary.

8.2.1 Tools based on stati analysis
Some program understanding tools have taken the abstra t interpretation/data ow approa h. For instan e, full spe i ations an be onstru ted by extending a pre ondition
(a spe i ation on the inputs of a pro edure) to its output. This approa h is similar to
abstra t interpretation or symboli exe ution, whi h, given a (possibly empty) pre ondition
and an operation's semanti s, determines the best post ondition. It also shares similarities with type inferen e's extension of partial type annotations to full ones; variable types
are a variety of formal spe i ation and do umentation and whose he king an dete t
errors. Givan [Giv96a, Giv96b℄ takes this approa h and permits unveri ed pro edural implementations of spe i ation fun tions to be used for runtime he king. No indi ation is
provided of how many irrelevant properties are output. Gannod and Cheng [CG91, GC96℄
also reverse engineer ( onstru t spe i ations for) programs via the strongest post ondition
predi ate transformer. User intera tion is required to determine loop bounds and invariants. They also suggest ways to weaken onditions to avoid over tting spe i ations to
implementations, by deleting onjun ts, adding disjun ts, and onverting onjun tions to
disjun tions or impli ations [GC99℄. This may result in a more understandable and even
more a urate formal spe i ation. Je ords and Heitmeyer [JH98℄ generate state invariants for a state ma hine model from requirements spe i ations, by nding a xed point of
equations spe ifying events that ause mode transitions. Compared to analyzing ode, this
approa h permits operation at a higher level of abstra tion and dete tion of errors earlier
in the software life y le. Chan [Cha00℄ shows how to extend model he king te hniques
to model understanding, inferring temporal properties as well as he king them. Solutions
to temporal-logi queries (temporal-logi formulas with single pla eholders) are strongest
invariants; users may need these omplex formulas to be simpli ed or redu ed.
Some formal proof systems generate intermediate assertions or auxiliary predi ates for
help in automati ally proving a given goal formula. They may do so by forward propagation
and generation of auxiliary invariants or by ba kward propagation and strengthening of
properties [Weg74, GW75, KM76, BBM97℄. As an example, given a omplete spe i ation
and/or the initial state and that after the rst iteration, Dunlop and Basili [DB84, DB85℄ use
symboli exe ution to generalize to a loop invariant for uniformly implemented onditionfree loops that hange one result variable in the same way as the loop index. In the ase of
array bounds he king [SI77, Gup90, KW95, NL98, XP98℄, the desired property is obvious.
In general, though, it is onsidered harder to determine what property to he k than to do
the he king itself [Weg74, WS76, MW77, Els74, BLS96, BBM97℄. Our resear h is dire tly
appli able, sin e its goal is dis overy or postulation of su h properties, at any program
point. However, our problem of hoosing splitting onditions for the inferen e of disjun tive
invariants presents similar hallenges to those addressed by this work, for it too seeks to
synthesize predi ates that exploit spe ial properties of the ode.
ReForm [War96℄ takes the opposite approa h: it semi-automati ally transforms, by prov-
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ably orre t steps, a program into a spe i ation. The Maintainer's Assistant [WCM89℄ uses
programmer-dire ted intera tive program transformation to derive spe i ations from ode,
to transform ode into a logi ally equivalent form, and to prove program equivalen e (two
programs are equivalent if they an be transformed to the same spe i ation or to one
another).
The Illustrating Compiler [HWF90℄ heuristi ally infers, via ompile-time pattern mat hing and type inferen e, the abstra t datatype implemented by a olle tion of on rete operations, then graphi ally displays run-time data in a way that is natural for that datatype.
Staging and binding-time analyses determine invariant or semi-invariant values for use
in partial evaluation [JGS93, LL93, Pal95℄.
Suzuki and Ishihata [SI77℄ he k array bounds by using the weakest liberal pre ondition
(wlp) to generate a potentially in nite hain of approximations to the general loop invariant.
If a theorem-prover fails to prove a given property, then the wlp onstru tion pro eeds for
one more iteration (potentially doubling the size of the goal formula) and theorem-proving
is retried.
Dan et al. [DYKT89℄ des ribe a system for generating and verifying loop invariants. The
system translates a Pas al program to Prolog, whi h is then veri ed. The user indi ates
whi h ode paths to examine, and the system an dete t arithmeti , multipli ative, and
exponential patterns in loop- arried variables. It does this by symboli exe ution and uniation (via nondeterministi sear h over all possible substitutions) of the symboli values
on di erent loop iterations. For example, the sequen e hb; 2 ; 2 1 ; 4 ; 4 3 i would generalize
to
for unknown runtime values x and y.
The DISCOPLAN planner [GS98℄ demonstrates signi ant speedups over previous SATbased planning systems by exploiting state onstraints, su h as that an obje t is not lear
if some other obje t is on it.
Manna and Pnueli [MP95℄ overview work on omputing temporal assertions stati ally
for transition systems, in the ontext of model he king.
b

b

b

b

b

x
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8.2.2 Pointer and shape analysis
Most pointer analysis resear h determines alias or points-to relations. Su h information
an be used to ompute the may de nitions of an assignment in stati program sli ing
or to verify the independen e of two pointer referen es to enable an optimization. The
analysis results are applied to problems su h as program optimization, program he king,
debugging, and assisting hanges to pointer-based programs. Pre ise pointer analysis is
omputationally diÆ ult [LH88, LR92℄. The high ost of ow-sensitive approa hes [Wei80,
JM81, JM82, CWZ90, HN90, LR92, HEGV93℄, has led to the development of ow-insensitive
te hniques [And94, Ste96, SH97℄, whi h are often nearly as pre ise for a fra tion of the
ost [HP98℄. The same results may hold for ontext sensitivity [Ruf95℄. For spe i
appli ations, ontexts, or assumptions, eÆ ient pointer analyses an be suÆ iently a urate [Das00℄.
Shape analysis is a stati analysis that infers properties of pointer stru tures that ould
be used by programmers as invariants. In parti ular, shape analysis produ es a graph stru ture for a stru ture pointer referen e that summarizes the abstra t memory lo ations that
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it an rea h [JM81, LH88, CWZ90, HHN92, SRW99℄. ADDS [HHN92, GH96℄ propagates
data stru ture shape des riptions through a program, ast as a traditional gen/kill analysis.
These des riptions in lude the dimensionality of pointers and, for ea h pair of live pointer
variables visible at a program point, rea hability of one from the other and whether any ommon obje t is rea hable from both. This information permits the determination of whether
a data stru ture is a tree, a dag, or a y li graph, modulo approximations in the analysis.
Other shape analyses have a similar avor [SRW99℄. Benedikt et al. [BRS99℄ propose a
de idable regular-expression-based logi for des ribing paths through data stru tures,
The ne essity to summarize a tual properties in stati approa hes is akin to our hoi e
to limit the depth to whi h we derive variables. Our depth limiting is similar to the simple
stati approa h of k-limiting [JM81℄.

8.3 Che king invariants
A spe i ation an be he ked against an implementation either dynami ally, by running
the program, or stati ally, by analyzing it. (Spe i ations an also be he ked dire tly,
using te hniques like those des ribed above, for properties su h as liveness or fairness.)
Dynami approa hes are simpler to implement and are rarely blo ked by inadequa ies of
the analysis, but they slow down the program and he k only nitely many runs. Numerous
implementations of assert fa ilities exist, many motivated by making invariant assertion
languages more expressive [GH93, Ros95, CBS98, KHB99℄, a topi that is often also taken up
by resear h on stati he king. Programmers tend to use di erent styles for dynami ally- and
stati ally- he ked invariants; for instan e, tradeo s between ompleteness and runtime ost
a e t what he ks a programmer inserts. Self- he king and self- orre ting programs [BK95,
WB97℄ double- he k their results by omputing a value in two ways or by verifying a value
that is diÆ ult to ompute but easy to he k. For ertain fun tions, implementations that
are orre t on most inputs (and for whi h he king is e e tive at nding errors) an be
extended to being orre t on all inputs with high probability. Programmer-inserted he ks
are not always e e tive in dete ting errors. In one study, out of 867 program self- he ks, 34
were e e tive (lo ated a bug, in luding 6 errors not previously dis overed by n-way voting
among 28 versions of a program), 78 were ine e tive ( he ked a ondition but didn't at h
an error), 10 raised false alarms (and 22 new faults were introdu ed into the programs),
and 734 were of unknown eÆ a y (never got triggered, and there was no known bug in the
ode they tested) [LCKS90℄.
Considerable resear h has addressed stati ally he king formal spe i ations [Pfe92,
DC94, EGHT94, Det96, Eva96, NCOD97, LN98℄; su h work ould be used to verify dynami ally dis overed likely invariants.
The LSL Che ker he ks the syntax and type onsisten y of LSL (Lar h Shared Language) spe i ations, then generates LP proof obligations from their laims [GHG+ 93℄. LP,
the Lar h Prover, proves semanti laims about onsisten y (a theory does not ontradi t
itself), theory ontainment (a spe i ation has intended onsequen es), and relative ompleteness (a set of operators is adequately de ned).
Model he king is a te hnique for he king properties of a formally spe i ed system.
Given a mathemati al model of the system (typi ally a state transition diagram) and a
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property to prove (typi ally a formula in temporal logi ), a model he ker exhaustively
explores the spa e of rea hable states in order to determine whether a state satisfying or
falsifying the goal property is rea hable.
Although most he king resear h has addressed formal spe i ations, some realisti
stati spe i ation he kers that onne t these properties to ode have re ently been implemented. LCLint [EGHT94, Eva96℄ veri es that programs respe t annotations in the
Lar h/C Interfa e Language [Tan94℄. Although these annotations fo us on properties su h
as modularity, whi h are already guaranteed in more modern languages su h as C++, they
also in lude pointer-based properties su h as de nedness, nullness, and allo ation state.
ESC [Det96, LN98, DLNS98℄, the Extended Stati Che ker, permits programmers to
write type-like annotations in luding arithmeti relationships and de larations about mutability; it at hes array bound errors, nil dereferen es, syn hronization errors, and other
programming mistakes. LCLint and ESC do not attempt to he k full spe i ations, whi h
remains beyond the state of the art, but are su essful in their more limited domains where
they emphasize fast he king of partial spe i ations whi h are easy for programmers to
spe ify. Dependent types [Pfe92, Zen97℄ make a similar tradeo between expressiveness and
omputability. Xi and Pfenning [XP99℄ state, \The main ontribution of this paper lies in
our language design, in luding the formulation of type- he king rules whi h makes the approa h pra ti al." For instan e, the de ision to limit the expressiveness of dependent types
preserves he kability. Neither LCLint nor ESC is sound, but they do provide programmers
substantial on den e in the annotations that they he k. We are investigating integrating
Daikon with one of these systems in order to explore whether it is realisti to annotate a
program suÆ iently to make it pass these he kers.
Several other proje ts aim to address ode rather than spe i ations. LOOP [JvH+ 98℄
onverts a subset of Java to PVS [ORS92, ORSvH95℄, with human assistan e. Properties
an then be he ked over the resulting PVS model. Bandera [CDH+ 00℄ takes a similar approa h of reusing existing, mature, eÆ ient model he kers but supports multiple modeling
formalisms and performs optimizations su h as sli ing to redu e the amount of ode under
onsideration and supporting user abstra tions to redu e the representations of program
data. Java PathFinder [HP00℄ initially translated Java programs annotated with boolean
invariants into Promela, the language of the SPIN model he ker [Hol97℄, but more re ently
has swit hed to a spe ial-purpose model- he ker that works dire tly on Java byte ode.
ACL2 [KM97℄ is a theorem prover for a Lisp-like, quanti er-free, rst-order mathemati al
logi based on re ursively de ned total fun tions. ACL2 is an extension of the BoyerMoore system Nqthm [BM97℄. ACL2 is written in Lisp and works over 170 Common Lisp
fun tions (users an de ne more, subje t to some onstraints). This logi is designed to
model hardware and software systems, and the models an be exe uted to orroborate their
a ura y. It has been used on ommer ial hardware proje ts su h as the Motorola CAP
digital signal pro essor and the AMD5K86 oating-point division algorithm [BMJ96℄.
Lano [LB90℄ proposes using properties of monads and ategory theory to model a onurrent message-passing language and repeats several heuristi s from Gries [Gri81℄ that may
ease the extra tion of Z [Spi88℄ spe i ations from programs.
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Chapter 9
Future work
While this resear h has demonstrated some of the potential of dynami invariant inferen e, many opportunities for extending the work remain. This hapter presents a few of the
potential dire tions that su h extensions ould take. These in lude improving the implementation to redu e runtime and improve invariant quality (Se tions 9.1 and 9.8); introdu ing
additional varieties of invariant (Se tion 9.3); improving the user interfa e to give the programmer more ontrol over the inferen e pro ess (Se tion 9.4); evaluating the e e tiveness
of invariant dete tion for a variety of tasks (Se tions 9.5 and 9.6); and hara terizing what
test suites are best for invariant inferen e (Se tion 9.7).

9.1 S aling
This dissertation has demonstrated the a ura y, usefulness, and eÆ ien y of dynami invariant dete tion for modest programs of several thousands of lines. A key question of any
resear h in programming, from software pro ess to ompiler analysis, is \Does it s ale?"
There are two equally important aspe ts to s aling: s aling the te hnology and s aling the
utility.
S aling the te hnology means making the system operate on large programs, where a
large program may have many instrumentation points, large data stru tures, and/or long
runtimes. Chapter 6 showed that Daikon's runtime grows (essentially) linearly with program
and test suite size and that relatively small test suites enable good invariant dete tion.
Additionally, not all of a program need be examined, be ause programmers typi ally aren't
interested in all the program points in a program. However, it is lear that the urrent
prototype will not handle large programs without hange. We have pro led the system to
identify its weaknesses, whi h enter around I/O and storage of data. For one thing, it reads
and stores all data before pro essing it. Se tion 9.2 outlines an approa h we believe will
solve these problems. Se tion 5.2 gave further suggestions for redu ing the ost of traversing
and he king large data stru tures.
Making invariant dete tion useful (as opposed to merely possible) for large programs
requires enabling users to ope with invariants at many program points; see Se tion 9.4.
Large programs may have qualitatively di erent invariants, and uses for invariants, than do
small programs; only experiments and ase studies an settle this question. Large programs
will not ne essarily fare badly in this analysis; for example, in large programs obje t invariants (whi h are relatively inexpensive to test) may be more interesting than fun tion preand post- onditions. For programs with many small pro edures | and thus many potential
instrumentation points | that is likely to be the ase, too. The goal of this or any software
engineering resear h is to learn something or aid some task(s). It an be a su ess even if
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it does not perfe tly reveal all information or assist every programmer and task.

9.2 In remental, online pro essing
The approa hes outlined in this dissertation perform adequately for modest programs, but
we do not expe t them to work without hange on large programs. Based upon pro ling
Daikon to determine its bottlene ks, this se tion outlines one approa h to using online,
in remental invariant inferen e to s ale Daikon to larger, more realisti pointer-based programs.
The major hurdle to making invariant dete tion s ale is the large number of possibly
sizable values maintained by the target program. Large data stru tures are ostly for the
instrumented ode to traverse and output; for instan e, an instrumented operation has ost
at least O(n), where n is the size of the visible data. Large data stru tures are also ostly
for the invariant dete tor to input and examine, for the same reasons. Additionally, wide
data stru tures result in a large number of elds being output to the data tra e. Invariant
dete tion itself has a modest ost (see Se tion 6.1).
To speed up tra ing and inferen e, we an eliminate I/O osts by running the invariant
dete tor online in ooperation with, and in the same address spa e or virtual ma hine as, the
program under test. Daikon an then dire tly examine the program's data stru tures. As
noted in Se tion 3.1 (page 25), this hange loses some advantages of simpli ity and languageindependen e while gaining performan e, more pre ise information, and other bene ts su h
as the ability to handle polymorphism in one pass.
The initial prototypes retained the full data tra es in memory. When testing invariants
online, Daikon need not store all data values inde nitely. However, the program point data
stru tures (see Se tion 7.7, page 89) will store some values, either transiently or permanently, for three reasons. First, a suÆ ient pool of values must be a umulated initially
to permit instantiating all viable invariants in a staged fashion, then dis arded. Staging
permits simpler invariants to be tested rst so that redundant invariants an be suppressed
before being instantiated; see Se tion 4.3.1 (page 33) for details. Se ond, it is more eÆ ient
to olle t values and pro ess them together | say, in blo ks of 100 or 1000 | than individually. Third, some data values will be retained permanently to indi ate why ea h invariant
was falsi ed and to (probabilisti ally) answer other user queries. All other values an be
dis arded after potential invariants are he ked over them.
The online approa h requires that when an invariant is falsi ed, then other invariants
and variable derivations that were suppressed by its presen e must be reinstated. This is not
ne essary for a bat h algorithm that an examine all data at ea h stage before pro eeding
to the next one. A umulating a moderate amount of data before pro eeding, as proposed
above, will mitigate this ost by redu ing the number of falsi ations.
Beyond eliminating the I/O bottlene k and redu ing memory osts, in remental pro essing an also redu e the amount of work performed by the instrumentation itself. When a
variable is determined to be no longer of interest, then the instrumentation an be informed
to stop re ording its value, thus redu ing its overhead. This is parti ularly important for
pointer-dire ted olle tions that may be large and that the implementation would otherwise
traverse. Given that most invariants are qui kly falsi ed, we spe ulate that this will provide
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the largest speedup.
Integrating disjun tion with in remental omputation requires similar approa hes to
those outlined above. In parti ular, it is not possible to examine all data in order to
determine splitting riteria.
Implementation of a detailed design for online operation is underway. Daikon already
supports in remental inferen e. However, when the truth of an invariant suppresses derived
variables or other invariants, those suppressed elements are not yet reinstated if the invariant
is later falsi ed. Furthermore, invariant falsi ation is not linked to instrumentation, in
order to sele tively disable instrumentation when a variable is no longer of interest.

9.3 Extending domains and logi al operators
The urrent invariant dete tion prototype, Daikon, infers invariants only over integers,
arrays, and limited-depth re ord stru tures (Se tion 3.1). Se tion 9.2 dis usses lifting this
restri tion via tighter integration with its front ends.
Daikon's invariants are universally quanti ed, as in \all array elements are zero." It
should be extended to dete t existentially quanti ed invariants like \the array always ontains at least one zero element." This does not require a fundamental hange: Daikon
would still examine some values, generalize from them, and test the generalization over the
remaining values.
Temporal invariants are another fruitful area for enhan ement. These ould indi ate
monotoni ity or other properties of a variable's history or the fa t that quantities vary
together, even if their exa t relationship annot be determined. Many programs operate
in stages. An array or data stru ture eld may be used for one purpose at one point in
a program and another purpose elsewhere. Many data stru tures have a mutable phase
during whi h they are being onstru ted and an immutable phase during whi h they are
only read. Periodi ally restarting invariant dete tion or doing spe ial he king when longstanding invariants are violated an reveal su h properties.
A nal type of temporal invariant is liveness or safety properties, su h as \if a request
is made, it is eventually servi ed" or \no response pre edes its orresponding request."
Formalisms su h as LTL [MP91℄ are used in verifying programs, parti ularly on urrent
ones. Su h properties are an attra tive target for Daikon be ause of the existen e of model
he kers that an automati ally verify them [MP91, M M93, Hol97, DIS99, HP00℄.

9.4 User interfa e
A user interfa e an permit users to dire t instrumentation and invariant inferen e, or it
an display, and enable manipulation of, invariants.
User ontrol over invariant dete tion an in rease relevan e (Chapter 4), sin e the user
knows the intended use of the results. This potentially redu es serendipity, be ause unanti ipated but useful invariants may not be omputed or reported. Users an instrument only
that part of the program that is of interest, spe ify ertain variables to in lude or omit, and
disable some invariants or derived variables. A user interested in data stru ture layout need
not see numeri invariants, for example. Users an add spe ial-purpose or domain-spe i
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invariants and derived variables to Daikon's defaults (see Se tion 7.8). Users an also ontrol performan e by their hoi e of test suite. Fine-grained ontrol of invariant dete tion
in reases the burden on the programmer. Our work has not emphasized su h me hanisms,
in order to redu e this burden. An experien ed user who is sold on the te hnology will
be willing to invest more e ort in order to get a better result, but novi es are unlikely to.
Daikon does permits instrumentation to be suppressed for lasses and fun tions spe i ed
via a ommand-line argument; likewise, users an spe ify dete tion of only lass invariants,
only pro edure pre onditions and post onditions, or both. An evaluation of user rea tions
to various ontrol me hanisms might be interesting.
The utility of a user interfa e for organizing and managing omputed invariants is learer.
Me hanisms for ltering of uninteresting invariants might be similar to those above. The
interfa e ould also group invariants by variable, ategory, or predi ted usefulness to help
a programmer nd a relevant invariant more qui kly. Displaying invariants in the ontext
of the program's sour e ode ould assist understanding or user intera tion. For example,
li king on a program point or variable ould show the invariants at that program point
or for that variable. Su h querying an over ome the diÆ ulty of nding an invariant in
the urrent prototype's output, either be ause of the verbosity of the output or be ause
that invariant is implied and so does not o ur (for an example, see Se tion 5.4.3, page 64).
Invariants ould also be omputed on demand, possibly improving response time. We have
already seen that intera tive query tools and omputing di eren es among sets of invariants
are useful to programmers.
Daikon reports properties of a program's implementation and data representations. Although this is extremely useful to an implementer of a data stru ture or servi e, programmers implementing lients would probably prefer reports in terms of the program's abstra tions rather than its on rete realization. Interpreting programmer intent is beyond the
ability of omputers today and for some time to ome, and programmers are able to use
information about representations to learn about abstra tions. However, it might be possible to improve this output, perhaps abbreviating or suppressing invariants over private
members.

9.5 Evaluation
Further experimental evaluation of dynami invariant dete tion | applying it to more and
bigger programs and espe ially to a variety of tasks performed by a variety of users, in luding
those listed in Se tion 1.5 | is the most important aspe t of future work, be ause in the
nal analysis utility for users is more important than the underlying te hnology.
Example questions to be answered in lude the following: How steep is the learning
urve for use of the tool and for use of invariants in understanding ode? What tasks are
invariants useful for, and whi h tasks are not aided by the availability of invariants? Are
invariants more useful to ertain programmers than to others? Does the availability of
invariants hange the way programmers think about their work? How an dynami allydete ted invariants omplement other software engineering tools and te hniques?
Be ause of the high ost of e e tively repli ating large-s ale programmer studies, we
propose to begin with observational studies of programmers in the resear h environment,
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followed by a standard ase study of the invariant dete tor on a more substantial system. In
the latter, external users will work with their own programs, solving the real-life software engineering tasks. The (possibly) unanti ipated ways they use the tool, and their experien es
in doing so, will help evaluate it. Feedba k will fo us our attention on spe i solutions
that are likely to enable broader and more e e tive use of the invariants te hnology. For
example, it will help us sele t from among the many potential extensions to Daikon listed
in this hapter.
Users who are interested in experimenting with the prototype invariant dete tion tool,
Daikon, are en ouraged to do so and to onta t the author with any omments, questions,
or suggestions at mernst s.washington.edu. Daikon is available for download at http:
//www. s.washington.edu/homes/mernst/daikon.

9.6 Proving
Like any dynami analysis, dynami invariant dete tion is unsound. The resulting properties
are valid for the test ases but not guaranteed to hold over arbitrary exe utions. Additionally, systems that he k user annotations or spe i ations, su h as ESC and LCLint, require
a substantial upfront investment for the user to annotate the program. Integrating Daikon
with a program he ker ould solve both problems. The reported invariants would be used
as an initial program annotation, and the he ker would verify their soundness or report
whi h ones ould not be stati ally proved. This line of resear h presents at least two hallenges. First, the dete ted invariants may need to be weakened, be ause they may in lude
properties too strong to be proved, due to inadequa ies of the prover or properties of the
environment when are ina essible to the prover. A partially-annotated program ould trigger even more warning messages than an unannotated one. Se ond, the invariants may need
to be broken into groups that will be separately he ked, parti ularly if the prover gives
little feedba k on what blo ked the proof, in whi h ase a failure to simultaneously prove
a large set of properties reveals little. Rushby [Rus99℄ gives some examples of manually
splitting a state spa e into parts and then determining how to modify invariants to make
them he kable.

9.7 Test suites
Using Daikon requires exe ution of a test suite, and the output depends on the quality of
the tests. Chapter 6 began to explore the relationship between Daikon and the test suite,
and a number of open questions remain.
Chara terizing what test suites are good for invariant dete tion is an important open
question. The test suite an be measured in terms of overage, size, or other metri s, and the
invariants in terms of stability (as in Se tion 6.2), obtaining desired invariants, et . We are
parti ularly interested in on rete dire tion for users interested in onstru t good test suites
(either by hand or semi-automati ally) or predi ting the quality of invariants generated by
a parti ular test suite. One aspe t of test suite onstru tion is determining what types of
test ase are most ru ial to falsifying undesired invariants or providing support for desired
invariants. A related task is test suite minimization: redu ing a test suite to the minimal
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size that still produ es useful invariants.
The te hniques for improving invariant relevan e (Chapter 4) might be obviated by the
use of better test suites. For instan e, if two variables really aren't related, then given
an adequate test suite, perhaps every possible relationship will be violated by at least one
test ases. It is un lear to what extent huge, omplete test suites a tradeo against other
te hniques for improving relevan e.
Daikon an verify the breadth or value overage of test suites. This ould reveal unusual
properties of test suites, permitting improvement of test suites based on the invariants
dete ted. Su h feedba k ould be used either manually or by an automati tool. Test suites
ould also be onstru ted to avoid violating invariants whi h demonstrate a tual, orre t
usage of a module. Useful resear h might in lude a study of existing test suites, wat hing
users improve test suites, or building an automati test suite improver.
Some of the test-suite-size experiments of Se tion 6.1 eviden ed departures from linearity. Resolving the ause of su h aberrations would eliminate a nagging question about the
system's s alability.

9.8 Other dire tions
Additional improvements to the relevan e of Daikon's output may be required. For instan e,
Daikon ould perform dynami sli ing (tra e run-time dependen es to indi ate exa tly whi h
values depend on whi h others) to ompute a ner-grained omparability measure. Experiments may demonstrate the e e tiveness of a less pre ise but heaper (to implement and
run) te hnique for omputing modi ation bits than maintaining assignment timestamps at
runtime. Daikon ould also suppress stati ally obvious invariants that are dire tly implied
by a single atomi statement in the program. For instan e, presently Daikon would report
the invariant x = y + 1 at a program point immediately following the assignment x=y+1.
Su h a stati analysis must not be too strong, but should only eliminate invariants that are
obvious to a programmer.
Integration of additional arti ial intelligen e te hniques with Daikon, either by extending them to Daikon's domain or by appli ation to a subpart of it, is another promising line
of resear h.
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Chapter 10
Assessment and

on lusion

This dissertation has introdu ed dynami dete tion of program invariants, presented
te hniques for dete ting su h invariants from tra es, and assessed the te hniques' eÆ a y.
Se tion 1.6 (page 6) presented the hypothesis and ontributions of the resear h, whi h are
brie y re apped here.
Dynami invariant dete tion obtains invariants from programs, providing programmers
the bene ts of invariants | in program design, oding, veri ation, testing, optimization,
and maintenan e | even when those invariants are not expli itly written down. Given runtime values of variables, an invariant dete tor reports properties that hold over a test suite.
The dissertation also des ribes how to improve these invariants by adding impli it quantities to expli it program variables, by eliminating unused polymorphism, by statisti ally
testing invariants, by avoiding omparing unrelated variables, by suppressing logi ally implied quantities. It also extends invariant dete tion to pointer-based data stru tures by
linearizing impli it olle tions into arrays and by dete ting onditional invariants, whi h
are not universally satis ed, by examining only parts of the data.
A prototype invariant dete tor, Daikon, a urately redis overed and improved formal
spe i ations whi h had been erased. Daikon also usefully aided programmers in understanding and modifying software. Daikon runs qui kly and produ es output of modest size.
Test suites found in pra ti e tend to be adequate for dynami invariant dete tion.
The Daikon tool is available for download from http://www. s.washington.edu/homes/
mernst/daikon.

10.1 Lessons learned
The key result of this dissertation is that dynami invariant inferen e is both feasible and
promising for assisting humans and other tools in a variety of tasks. This was not at all
obvious at the beginning of the resear h: most observers onsidered the approa h ex eedingly unlikely to su eed. This result does not ne essarily improve performan e on some
existing ben hmark, as a new algorithm, ompiler optimization, or omputer ar hite ture
might do. Rather, it enables a new way of working that provides non-in remental bene ts.
For instan e, rather than showing a way to nd bugs, it permits users to avoid introdu ing
them in the rst pla e. It automati ally do uments undo umented programs, providing
information that would otherwise be diÆ ult to obtain. There are doubtless more uses for
invariants than listed in this dissertation or imagined by the author.
Here are some lessons taught by this resear h that may be helpful to others in their
work. Many of the lessons are not new | their su essful appli ation is re e ted in other
tools and results | even if they have not always been expli itly stated.
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Weak formalisms an dominate strong ones. A theoreti ally ideal analysis is sound

and omplete. In the real world, it is also infeasible. A weakened version is likely to
be of more use than the strong, pure original. Full formal spe i ations, whi h fully
des ribe the ontra t of a pro edure, are infeasible to reate (by hand or automati ally)
or to test (in most ases), and programmers often do not nd them useful. By ontrast,
partial spe i ations su h as types are easy to spe ify, he k, and understand and
have been widely adopted. This resear h weakens formal spe i ations by nding
only ertain varieties of invariants, but it an dete t them fully automati ally and
they are omprehensible to people.

Partial solutions are useful. In order to help a programmer, a tool or environment need

not solve every problem, nor need its solutions be perfe t. The goal should be to
provide some useful information, not to produ e all of it. Inadequa y for one task is
an irrelevant riti ism if users happily use the tool for a di erent purpose. Dynami
invariant dete tion is of no obvious use for a number of aspe ts of the software development pro ess, its s ope is relatively limited, and it an fail to report even properties
in its domain. However, it is still useful to programmers.

Unsoundness is little hindran e. For ertain appli ations, an in orre t result is disas-

trous. For instan e, a ompiler that depends on an unsound analysis an perform
optimizations that in orre tly hange the behavior of the program. People are mu h
more resilient. They an perform sanity he ks on information they are provided,
dismissing or investigating that whi h fails to make sense. They an understand the
ontext and limitations of the information, using it only in appropriate ways. Finally,
even information that is not stri tly true an be a great aid in understanding a system or performing a spe i task. Daikon's output is only guaranteed to be orre t
over the test suites for whi h it was run; however, users nd it to be of use anyway.
Further, they are as often grateful to learn the usage properties of the test suite as
the fun tional invariants of the ode.

Expe t the unexpe ted. Unanti ipated information an dispel misunderstandings or draw
a programmer's attention to, or raise suspi ions about, a part of the ode he or she was
not previously onsidering. This serendipity is parti ularly valuable when assumptions
are not expli itly re ognized by the programmer, for otherwise the reported properties
would likely have been overlooked or never dis overed.

Daikon dete ts ode bugs. I anti ipated that Daikon would be of no help in nding
bugs in programs. Daikon reports properties of the program without making value
judgments over them. However, human users, who expe t ertain invariants, an
ompare their pre on eptions with Daikon's output. Dis repan ies are bugs either in
the programmer's understanding or in the program.

As a orollary, programmers are too fo ussed on debugging. When told that Daikon
had been used to dete t bugs, many programmers disregarded all other uses for invariants and pigeon-holed the invariant dete tion as a debugging te hnique. This may
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have been be ause debugging is their primary programming a tivity. They would be
better served by understanding and using te hniques | in luding dynami invariant
dete tion | for preventing bugs from being introdu ed in the rst pla e, rather than
ontinuing with their urrent strategy.

Formal spe i ations are buggy. Sin e writing a formal spe i ation is as hard as writ-

ing a program, spe i ations are as error-prone as programs. Although programmers
often think harder about spe i ations than programs, spe i ations are rarely validated either by formal te hniques or by exe ution. Daikon an indi ate in orre t formal spe i ations by reporting di erent properties, then supplying ounterexamples
on demand. It did so for nearly every program with a non-validated formal spe i ation that it was supplied, in luding those in the MIT 6.170, Gries, and Ho man test
suites (see Se tion 2.4, page 20).

Filtering is harder than generation. In the initial stages of this resear h, I anti ipated

that the biggest hallenge would be to produ e any kind of reasonable output. In fa t,
that turned out to be easy, and even missing invariants were relatively straightforward
to add, though the engineering required was often nontrivial. The problem was reporting far too many uninteresting invariants, whi h smothered the worthwhile ones
and made using the tool diÆ ult and tedious. Creating and implementing me hanisms
to eliminate irrelevant invariants was ru ial to the su ess of the tool and onsumed
a fair amount of time and energy.

Typi al test suites are adequate. Be ause dete ted invariants hara terize spe i (sets
of) exe utions of the target program was run, the quality of Daikon's output depends
on the test ases. We do not know what makes a test suite good for invariant dete tion,
and the most prevalent variety, test suites for bug dete tion, an be poor if they have
been minimized. However, experiments show that moderate-size test suites found in
pra ti e produ e good invariants. Furthermore, an inadequate test suite \fails" in one
of two ways: no (or few) invariants are reported, indi ating the test suite should be
expanded be ause it is too small to statisti ally justify any invariants, or the reported
invariants are properties of the spe i data in the test suite and the omputations
arising from them. In the latter ase, this pre ise hara terization of the test suite
indi ates how to expand and improve it. In other words, when running Daikon, you
an't lose. Either good invariants result, or Daikon indi ates how to improve the test
suite.

Brute for e works. Daikon's basi approa h is very simple: every potential invariant, at

every instrumented program point, over every set of variables, is instantiated and
he ked. There an easily be millions of su h invariants. However, while this he king ould theoreti ally be very expensive, in pra ti e it is heap: there are few true
invariants, and most false invariants are falsi ed qui kly. Optimizations su h as suppression of implied quantities by staged invariant inferen e and variable derivation
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(Se tion 4.3.1, page 33) are required in order to a hieve a eptable performan e, but
at base the system performs exhaustive sear h.

There are no undo umented programs. Programs la king do umentation are the bane
of software engineering; onsiderable e ort has been expended on understanding and
manipulating them. Armed with invariant dete tion, a programmer never need fa e an
undo umented program again, for the invariant dete tor an automati ally generate
a useful | albeit stylized, relatively low-level, and limited | variety of omments.

Cooperate with people. Daikon he ks and reports basi , general, relatively low-level

invariants over numbers and simple data stru tures su h as arrays. These invariants
annot ommuni ate on epts in terms of program abstra tions, nor an they des ribe
high-level properties. However, Daikon has reported a urate and useful invariants in
a variety of programs. The key to this su ess is that, given hints about properties
that are true, programmers are very good at extrapolating to higher-level properties
about program abstra tions. Furthermore, surprisingly simple basi invariants serve
this purpose. Daikon exploits synergy between the omputer and the human: the
system does what it is good at (qui kly he king many low-level invariants) and the
people do what they are good at: understanding the impli ations and extra ting the
most important parts.

You an tea h an old dog new tri ks. Users of Daikon reported thinking in qualita-

tively new ways, keeping invariants in mind not only when viewing its output but
also in other aspe ts of their task. This aused them to think more formally and
orre tly about their ode. These parti ular users were familiar with the notions of
formal spe i ations, though they did not use them in pra ti e. This result suggests
that tools su h as Daikon an be powerful motivators in hanging programmers' behavior and habits, indu ing them to use te hniques that ollege edu ation and other
experien e had not. Daikon had this su ess in part be ause it does not require a
large ommitment from its users and be ause it uses a limited but useful subset of the
formalism that is easier to understand and more e e tive than the whole. It provides
real bene ts rather than merely a mathemati al theory.

Be a little bit stupid. The proposal for this resear h met onsiderable skepti ism. It

seemed lear to most people that the problem was unde idable and that an unsound,
in omplete, omputationally intra table approa h had no han e of su ess. Pursuing the work regardless of these obje tions was somewhat foolhardy. Nonetheless, it
produ ed worthwhile results, even if the jury is still out on the nal impa t.
To re over full, provably sound formal spe i ations or to use only a naive and straightforward implementation approa h would have been doomed to failure. The urrent
limited su ess required taste in hoosing the goal and the tasks to whi h it would
be applied, and it required ingenuity in implementation hoi es and in re ning the
output. In other words, you have to be a little bit smart as well: stupid alone does
not win the day.
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